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ABSTRACT 

Fallahzadeh, M. and Hassanabadi, M. 2012. Shams al-aṣvāt (The Sun of Songs): An 
Indo-Persian Music Theoretical Treatise from the Late 17th Century, by Ras Baras. 
Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis. Studia Iranica Upsaliensia & South Asian Studies. 
144+104 pp. Uppsala. ISBN 978-91-554-8399-9; ISBN 978-91-554-8400-2 

This study is an attempt to provide a critical edition and English translation of an 
Indo-Persian treatise entitled Shams al-aṣvāt, a Persian translation-cum-commentary 
on the monumental medieval Sanskrit musicological work Saṅgītaratnākara of 
Śārṅgadeva. Shams al-aṣvāt was written in 1698 by Ras Baras, the son of Khushḥāl 
Khān Kalāvant. The critical edition is followed by an English translation of the 
edited text.  

The treatise represents the Subcontinent stream of Persian post-scholastic 
writings on music theory which began in the 16th century and lasted to the middle of 
the 19th century when Persian lost its status as the literary language of the 
subcontinent and was replaced by English.  

In the introduction to the critical edition, the editors try to trace the treatise 
back to the original Sanskrit work and prove that Shams al-aṣvāt is a translation-
cum-commentary on Saṅgītaratnākara. 

The most important conclusions drawn in the present study are that Persian 
translations of Sanskrit music theoretical works were not merely translations but 
also “harmonizations”, according to the current practice of their time. Furthermore, 
the present study shows that in order to reconstruct the archetype/autograph 
regarding musical terms, despite the risk of confusing and mixing newer terms and 
descriptions with the older ones, an eclectic approach is the most successful and 
fruitful. Using primary and parallel sources reduces the risk considerably.  
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Foreword 

“Two Words” 

 

The periods of the Delhi Sultanate (1206-1526) and even more so the 
following Moghul rule (1526-1858) opened up a wide range of spaces of 
deep cultural interaction between the Iranian and the Indian world in North 
and Central India. Mediated by the courts and by waves of immigration from 
the Near East and Central Asia, Persian language and the culture it 
incorporated went much beyond the courts. They left their imprint on a wide 
range of the complex layers of Indian culture. Particularly the Moghul 
Empire turned into a hot spot of cultural cross-fertilization of the Indian and 
the Iranian. 

What is conveniently called Hindustani music is an offspring from the 
meeting of Persian and Indian traditions. The core of what goes as North 
Indian classical music in our age was formed and standardized in the epoch 
of the so called Muslim rule in India: the melodic models, the rhythms, the 
instruments, the ways of learning, transforming and continuing of traditions 
are either innovations or progressive developments made during the Muslim 
epoch, which James Mill (1773-1836) and the following early Western 
historians of India could only but defy as a decline of the former glory of 
Indian antiquity. 

The musical and musicological traditions of the Indian subcontinent are as 
old as South Asian culture itself is, but our knowledge of Indian musical 
traditions beyond the beginning of Muslim rule is rather limited. Of course, 
there is an old musicological tradition that is usually ascribed to the mythical 
sage Bharata, the author of the most famous antique treaty on performing 
arts, and his Nāṭyaśāstra, which was perhaps composed or even edited as 
early as the second century b. Chr. The basic reference text for Hindustani 
(i.e. North Indian) and Carnatic (i.e. South Indian) music is, however, the 
Saṅgītaratnākara of Śārṅgadeva, composed in the 13th century in Devagiri 
(later renamed as Daulatabad, Maharashtra) and its two significant 
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commentaries, the Saṅgītasudhākara of Siṃhabhūpāla (c.1330 AD) and the 
Kalānidhi of Kallinātha (c.1430 AD). 

The translations into Persian and the independent treatises on music written 
on the Indian subcontinent since the late Sultanate time demonstrate how this 
musicological tradition was continued and transformed during the “Islamic 
period”. The Saṅgītaratnākara continued to be the main textual reference 
source. Its Persian rendering, the Shams al-Aṣvāt of Ras Baras, is first of all 
an effort to make this most important musicological text in the Indian 
tradition accessible for learned Persian speakers, which means, to the 
connoisseurs of Indian music, mostly close to the courts. The practicing 
musicians themselves were hardly much at home with either Sanskrit or 
Persian. Secondly, the transformation of a classical Indian textual source 
from its indigenous language into the accepted code of high culture parlance 
proves that this tradition is valid even under Islamic auspices.  

The translation demonstrates first of all a deep understanding of the Sanskrit 
original. Beyond that, the Persian rendering is more than just a translation. 
This becomes particularly clear in its reworking of all references to Hindu 
beliefs. It consciously eliminates any reference to Hindu divinities, and puts 
in Islamic theological references at their place. The basic function of the 
quotes from the Koran is to let the text appear acceptable from an orthodox 
Ulema perspective. This must also be the reason why the translator 
completely ignored the seventh chapter, which is on dancing. This chapter 
would have made the acceptance of the text by the orthodoxy even more 
problematic. The basic textual source of Hindustani music was to be made 
immune against possible allegations of heresy that anything “Indian” had to 
face in the historical context of the Moghul court which constantly had to 
assure its delicate position between Islamic orthodoxy and “Indianization”. 
The Shams al-Aṣvāt reformulates the Saṅgītaratnākara and the tradition 
referring to it as its basic theoretical text resource not only in a new language 
(i.e. Persian), but contextualizes it in a new cultural discourse which 
demands a renewal of linguistic, cultural and religious codes.  

We don't know what the incentive to produce this translation once had been. 
It is however quite likely that it was a translation on order and by courtly 
patronage. It is rather unlikely, but not completely impossible that the 
author, Ras Baras, could himself follow the Sanskrit original sūtras and its 
commentaries, perhaps with the help of a learned Brahman. The translation 
of excerpts of fifty Upanishads on the incentive of Dara Shikoh (1615-1659) 
is perhaps the best known example of the tradition of translation from 
Sanskrit into Persian. The kalāvant (Sanskrit: “artist”) must at least have had 
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an anonymous interpreter with a very profound knowledge of classical 
Sanskrit assisting him, who would explain the details of the difficult original 
text and its commentaries in some kind of Hindi (or other New Indo-Aryan 
language). 

The transcription of Sanskrit and Hindi in Arabic script including variant 
spellings of one and the same word can be taken as an illustration of the 
eclectic nature of the translation. The Persian text very often uses transcribed 
Sanskrit technical terms instead of rendering them into Persian. On many 
occasions, however, the Hindi version of a given Sanskrit technical term in 
its transcription in Nastaliq script is used.  

A prominent example for this feature of the Shams al-Aṣvāt is the word dhun 
(“sound”). The term is the most prominent New Indo-Aryan (i.e. Hindi) 
loanword in the Persian text. Etymologically, the term goes back to Sanskrit 
dhvani. Performing musicians would rather use the form dhun instead of 
dhvani in explaining musical features. The Persian rendering appears to 
follow the oral explanations used by practicing musicians, who were mostly 
hardly aware of Sanskrit.  

The Shams al-Aṣvāt is altogether closer to contemporary musical practice 
than the highly theoretical and partly speculative Saṅgītaratnākara. While 
the Persian prose rendering is meant to be easily understandable, the Sanskrit 
version is first of all a poetical text, which needs a deep understanding of the 
language and its conventions to follow. The usage of Hindi terms makes 
sense for a bilingual Perso-Indian readership, which could follow Hindi at 
least to some extent and is probably aware of the performing music tradition. 
This readership would immediately understand certain key terms instead of 
the rather unintelligible Sanskrit versions of the same terms.  

The translation and the study of the Shams al-Aṣvāt is an important step 
towards a reconstruction of the Hindustani musical tradition. The following 
translation and analyses uses its renderings of terms following the models 
used in its English reference material, as far as it was possible to identify 
terms according to their spelling in Nastaliq script. Future studies may go 
more into the terminological analysis, and the complex relationship of 
musicological tradition and performing practices. Unfortunately, the two 
manuscripts in South Asian collections could not be used by the editors. It is 
up to further studies of the musicological tradition to check the readings and 
emendations of the text, which might lead to a reconsideration of the text 
stemma. 
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Prefaces in the South Asian tradition often bear the title “Two Words”, and I 
like to follow this tradition. The last word on the genesis of the Indo-Persian 
synthesis in Hindustani music has not been said, but this edition and 
translation of the Shams al-Aṣvat definitely is a profound first word. 

 

Heinz Werner Wessler 
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Preface 

In the first half of the 16th century, the Moghuls conquered the northern part 
of the subcontinent. From that century until the beginning of the 18th 
century, or rather the end of Aurangzeb’s reign (1707), the subcontinent was 
one of the most powerful and flourishing military, economic, political, and 
cultural centers of the Muslim world. This conquest also marked the start of 
a formative period for Indian art, literature, and music, which resulted in one 
of the golden ages of Indian art and literature. After the conquest of India by 
the Moghuls, the relationship between Safavid Iran and the Subcontinent 
intensified (cf. Islam 1957: xxi).1 Although Persian artists and writers had 
immigrated to India, settling there before the 16th century, in the new era, the 
settlement of Persian artists, writers, and poets intensified in the 
subcontinent,2 and they came to have a decisive role in the artistic and 
literary development there.3 For instance, the new Moghul School of Indian 
painting, which blended Persian art with indigenous Indian elements, was 
founded by the Persian painters Mīr Sayyid ʿAlī and ʿAbdus Ṣamad, who 
had been brought to India by the Moghul ruler Humayun (r. 1530–56) (cf. 
Craven 1997: 198, 202). As regards literature, although the Persian language 
had been used in literature in India before the 16th century, it was actually 
during this period that an Indo-Persian literature was clearly established in 
the subcontinent. This literature reached its zenith through the works of Abū 
Ṭālib Kalīm Kāshānī (d. 1651); Ghanī Kashmīrī (d. 1661); Chandar Bhān 
Brahman (d. 1662); Nāṣir ʿAlī Sarhandī (d. 1697); and Mīrzā Bīdil (d. 1721). 
Concerning the Indo-Persian “learned literature” (Tauer [Rypka 1968: 421]), 
a number of significant works were also written, such as Akbar-nāmah and 

                                                      
1 One of the events which demonstrates the amicable relations between these two 
empires was when Humayun sought refuge in Safavid Iran and was entertained by 
the Tahmasb, and received assistance to regain the throne (cf. Keay 2000: 308–9; 
and Spear 1970: ii. 28; Dale 2010: 76). 
2 It is argued that the Shii religious oppression was one of the main reasons the 
artists, and particularly poets, immigrated to India (cf. Bahār 1369/1990, vol. iii. 
256).  
3 For further information see Schimmel (1973: 8f); Islam (1957: ch. IX); Dale (2010: 
151, 157–61, 172–6). 
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Āʾīn-i Akbarī by Abū al-Faẓl Allāmī (d. 1602)4 and Iqbāl-nāmah Jahāngīrī 
by Muʿtamid Khān (d. 1640).  
 As far as Indian music is concerned, the period between c.1550 and 
1800 was one of the golden ages of that music, and the musicians of that 
period developed a rāga classification system which, with some 
modification, is still used in the Karnatak tradition (cf. Simms, GEWM, v. 
46–7). Another significant musical development was the beginning of the 
process of interaction between the Hindustani style, which was deeply 
affected by Persian art music during this period,5 and the Karnatak style (cf. 
ibid. 47–8).  

Concerning music theory, from the middle of the 16th century “many 
new treatises appeared, attempting to rationalize aspects of current practice” 
(GDMM, s.v. “India” [History of music theory in the modern period]). The 
Persian music theoretical works have also played a significant role in these 
developments.6  

According to Massoudieh’s (1996) and Munzavī’s (1351/1972: V. 
3885–925) catalogs, the period between the 16th and 19th centuries was the 
most productive period in the writing of Persian music theoretical works. 
During this period, almost 25 theoretical works (whose composition dates 
we are sure of) were written on Indian music (cf. Massoudieh 1996).7  

From the point of view of Persian writings on music, it was starting 
from this era that Persian theoretical writings on music clearly divided into 
three streams: an Iranian one, which merely concerns Persian music theory; 
an Indian subcontinent one, which concerns Indian music theory in general, 
and also, to a limited extent, Persian music theory; and a Central Asian one 
(cf. Fallahzadeh 2009: 13–27). These three streams, however, had a 
considerable impact on each other, especially between the second part of the 
16th century and the end of the 18th century. A concise description of the 
Indian stream is presented here below. 

In contrast to the two Iranian and Central Asian streams, which 
formed the main body of the genre in the earlier period, and were more 
homogeneous, the Indian one first began to develop during this period. The 

                                                      
4 This is one of the most significant Persian works written in the subcontinent during 
the Mogul Period and has been translated into English by, among others, Blochmann 
(Abū al-Fazl ibn Mubārak 1872–94) and Jarrett (Abul Fazl-i-Ạllámí 1894). 
5 In this regard, Brown (2006: 92) points out that “certain discrete aspects of the 
Hindustani system did change as a result of active decisions made by individual 
musicians and theorists in the encounter between Indian and other cultures, and 
Persian musical culture in particular.” 
6 This contribution is clear from Rowell’s figure 2 in GEWM, v. 46. 
7 The number of theoretical works written during the 11th to 15th centuries (the 
scholastic period) is circa twenty-three, of which only one, Ghunyat al-munyah, by 
an anonymous author, was written in India and deals with Indian music (cf. 
Fallahzadeh 2005: 146–8). 
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Indian stream was strongly influenced by Sanskrit writings on the theory of 
music and therefore had, to some extent, a different source than the two 
above-mentioned ones.8 The authors of this stream are the most productive 
writers of the genre. By the early 16th century we can already see its 
emergence in the Indian subcontinent. Among the earliest treatises and 
works of the stream are Lahjāt-i Sikandarshāhī by Yaḥyā Kābulī, written 
during the first decade of the 16th century (cf. Yaḥyā Kābulī 1999; also 
GDMM, s.v. ‘India: History of Classical Music, The Medieval Period’; [ibid. 
v. 46]); and the section on music in Javāhir al-ʾulūm Humāyūnī by 
Muḥammad Fāżil b. ʾAlī-Muḥammad al-Miskīnī al-Qāżī al-Samarqandī, 
written in 1528 (there are three MSS of this work in libraries in India and 
Pakistan) (cf. Massoudieh 1996: 205). Other significant treatises and tracts 
from the Indian subcontinent stream of Persian writings on music are Kashf 
al-avtār by Qāsim b. Dūst-ʾAlī Bukhārāʿī, written some time during the 
latter part of the 16th century (to our knowledge there is only one extant MS 
of the treatise, in the British Library in London) (cf. Massoudieh 1996: 52); 
the section on music (saṅgíta) in Āʾīn-i Akbarī by Abū al-Fażl ʾAllāmī, 
written in the late 16th century (this section of the work was translated into 
English by Jarrett, and published in 1894 [cf. Abul Fazl-l-Ạllámí 1894: iii. 
245–58]); Tajumah-i mānkutūhala va risālah-i rāgadarpaṇa, a Persian 
translation of a Sanskrit book on Indian music by Faqīrallāh, probably 
translated in c.1666 (cf. TMRR; Ahmad [1984: 19–33]); the part (bāb) on 
music in Tuḥfat al-hind by Mīrzā Khān b. Fakhr al-Dīn Muḥammad, written 
in c. 1675 (cf. Mīrzā Khān b. Fakhr al-Dīn Muḥammad 1354/1975) which 
was edited by Anṣārī, and published in Iran in 1354/1975; Khulāṣat al-
ʿaysh-i ʿĀlamshāhī by Maẓhar Muẓaffar, written in 1763 (there are 13 extant 
MSS of the work which are in India, Pakistan, Iran, England) (cf. 
Massoudieh 1996: 167–9); Uṣul al-naghamāt Āṣafī by Ghulām-Riżā b. 
Muḥammad-Panāh, probably written in 1813 (six extant MSS of the work 
are in libraries in India, England, and Pakistan) (cf. ibid. 103; Ahamd 1984: 
56–72).  

There are also a few anonymous works that were written during the 
Moghul period. Among these anonymous treatises and tracts of the Indian 
subcontinent stream, the following can be mentioned: Risālah-i mūsīqī (a 
treatise on music) (on both Persian and Indian music) (MS in the British 
Library, Or. 8116, fos. 1v–16v) (cf. Massoudieh 1996: 293); Manfiʿat al-
ṭālibīn (the British Library, I.O.9 1245, fos. 33v–38r) (cf. ibid. 284–5); Ilhām 
al-ṭarab (the British Library, I.O. 1245, fos. 1v–33v) (cf. ibid. 278–9). 

                                                      
8 In fact, a considerable number of the treatises and tracts written in India were 
renderings, translations of, and commenaries on the Sanskrit works. 
9 The India Office Collection. 
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As we can see above, and as Alvi (1989: ix) points out, a number of 
fundamentally important texts dealing with the different aspects of history, 
religion, literature, and art written in the Subcontinent in Persian are still in 
manuscript form, waiting to be critically edited for researchers and translated 
into English for scholars who are not familiar with Persian. 

The main reason for this scarcity is that the Iranians and the Indians, 
Pakistanis, and Bangladeshis “did not think of Indo-Persian literature as part 
of their national literature[s], but felt it to be an alien element” (Marek 
[Rypka (ed.) 1968: 713]). As far as music theoretical treatises are concerned, 
there are three major reasons that can be mentioned here: (1) Indian and 
other musicologists who have studied Indian music theory have not realized 
the significance of Persian primary sources for studies of the period (cf. 
Ahmad 1984: 14; Delvoye [Alam, Delvoye & Gaborieau (ed.) 2000: 253]); 
(2) there is a lack of familiarity among Persian musicologists and 
philologists with Indian music and music theory, and (3) musicologists who 
study Indian music theory and its historical development are usually unable 
to read and understand Persian sources. In any case, the dearth of critically 
edited Persian primary sources is obvious (cf. Delvoye [Sharma (ed.) 1998: 
104]). 

One of the important works in the field of Indian music theory is a 
treatise entitled Shams al-aṣvāt by Ras Baras (Ahmad 1984: 90) or Rasa 
Virasa (Massoudieh 1996: 189), written in 1697. To provide a critical edition 
of this music treatise is the primary purpose of this study. The secondary 
purpose is to translate the treatise into English so that it can be made 
available to researchers and scholars unfamiliar with the Persian language.  

This study consists of three main sections: an introduction, the English 
translation of the Persian text, and the critical edition of the work. A list of 
musical terms and a bibliography is placed between the English translation 
and the Persian text.  
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Introduction  

The author 

The author of Shams al-aṣvāt introduces himself as Ras Baras or Ras Virasa 
(Massoudieh 1996: 189) in both of the more complete manuscripts at our 
disposal, i.e. the British Library nos. 1746 (fol. 2v) and LXX 28 (fol. 2v).10 
He (ibid.) states that he is the son of Khushḥāl Khān Kalāvant (the artist) (p. 
13, l. 13). We know much more about his father and even grandfather than 
about him himself due to fact that, as the author (p. 13, l. 4, [Persian edited 
text]) points out, his father was one of the most renowned and celebrated 
musicians of his time. The name and fame of the author’s father are 
mentioned in different sources from the mid-17th century onwards. For 
instance, one can read the following account about his father in TMRR (p. 
198) which was written in 1076/1666: 

باشد مثل او در  ١٠٧٦خطاب پدر يافته، امروز که سنه  ںلعل خا: پوِر ںحال خاخوش
 خديو را نسبت بحال او توجه تمام نيست / داداِر بيھمال دير سال باقی داراد، گيتی ںک+وتا

(Ibid. p. 199) 
Khush-ḥāl Khān: The son of Lāl Khān; Inherited the title (Gun-

samundar11 Khān) of his father. And till this date of the year 1076 
hijra (1666 A.D.), he is matchless among the kalāwants. May the 
almighty grant him a long tenure of life. The Getī-Khadev 
(Aurangzeb) showers his special attention upon him. 

The author of TMRR (p. 194) also reports about the grandfather of the author 
of Shams al-aṣvāt who, according to him, was even more renowned than his 
son, writing: 

 سينتان ںميارد سال بود که در صحبت ، ُگُن سمندر خان، خطاب: خولعل خان ک+ونت
 ںب+س خاپوِر خود نمودند، و صبيۀ  ںب+س خاوده تربيت او را حواله به مرسيده پسند ن

 شاگردترقی عظيم در نغمه سرائی نموده و خود را  ںب+س خارا باو نسبت کردند / پيش 
 باÀدستی بود، در سّن مابين ھشتاد و نود درگذشت گويندۀگرفت الغرض می ںب+س خا

                                                      
10 The name of author is also noted as Ras Baras (رس برس) in the third manuscript of 
the treatise at our disposal, i.e. Edinburgh University Library (New Coll., Pers. [Or. 
Ms. 585/3]). However, this khuṭbah (Introduction) is considerably shortened and it 
seems very likely that the scribe of the manuscript has abridged the long 
introduction (for further discussion about this manuscript see below). 
11 Gun-Samundar means “the ocean of qualities”. 
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(Ibid. p. 195) 
Lāl Khān Kalāwant: Adorned under imperial orders with the title of 
Gun-Samundar Khān. When yet a child, he was brought to Miyān 
Tānsen who liked him and entrusted him to the care of his son Bilās 
Khān. Later on, as desired by Miyān, Lāl Khān was allowed to marry 
the daughter of Bilās Khān. With Bilās Khān as his mentor, Lāl 
Khān made great strides and did virtually become the greatest vocalist 
of his time. But he always took pride in calling himself the shāgird of 
Bilās Khān. The fact, however, remains that his stature both as a 
composer (goʻindah) and melody-maker (naghma-sarā) remained 
above all others. [He] Should have been between eighty and ninety 
when the end came. 

These pieces of information indicate that the author was born and 
raised in an outstanding musical family. He presumably received his musical 
training from his father and probably even his grandfather. 

We do not know when Ras Baras (Khān) was born. We can only 
speculate. We know that his father was still alive in 1076/1666 as Faqīrallāh 
(TMRR, p. 198 [see the first citation above]) reports. And when he died, Ras 
Baras Khān was old enough to establish himself among the intellectuals of 
his time, as he himself tells us in the khuṭbah or dībāchah 
(Introduction/Preface) of Shams al-aṣvāt (cf. p. 14, ll. 14–18). One result of 
this relationship is his work Shams al-aṣvāt. Although he says he is not very 
familiar with the Persian language, judging by his writing, particularly in the 
“Introduction”, he was a person with good, and sometimes impressive and 
outstanding knowledge of Persian and Arabic languages and literatures. It 
would be exceptional to be able to attain this high a level of knowledge in 
both language and music at a young age. Thus, it is not unreasonable to 
suppose that he wrote his work Shams al-aṣvāt when he was middle-aged. 
Furthermore, his name was mentioned in a treatise written in the early 18th 
century.12 Thus we can speculate that he was born some time during the 
1660s. 

The author (p. 13, l. 14 and p. 14, l. 1) writes that after his father’s 
sudden death, which, according to the manuscript at Salar Jung Museum 
Library (cf. Brown 2007: 107), was caused by apoplexy,13 he lost interest in 
everything, which suggests that he had a very close relationship with his 
father, who probably also was his supporter and patron/employer. He 
probably encountered many problems after the incident and before he was 
                                                      
12 Brown (2007: 107) mentions that a treatise with the title Risālah dar tāl by an 
anonymous author written in the early eighteenth century names Ras Baras Khān as 
the greatest performing musician of his generation. 
13 None of the mss at our disposal mentions such details, in which the author 
describes his father and his death, as Brown reports from the ms at the Salar Jang 
Museum Library.  
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able to establish himself as a musician. To write, or rather translate the book 
seems to have been a way for him to overcome his grief and at the same time 
establish himself as a music theorist. 

Regarding his career, his grandfather and father were court musicians 
and both received enormous attention from the kings and their court (TMRR, 
pp. 194 and 198). Ahamad points out an interesting and perhaps not 
uncommon fact about the author’s grandfather, father, and an uncle, whose 
name was Bisram, and who was also a celebrated musician, as well as his 
two other uncles, writing that all four sons accompanied their father in his 
performances (Ahmad 1984: 158). We can therefore also conclude that if the 
author was old enough and sufficiently skillful, he and other family members 
who played an instrument, would have accompanied their father in his 
performances and been among the court musicians of Aurangzeb’s court. At 
any rate, based on the information from the aforementioned source (i.e. 
Risālah dar tāl), he was one of the celebrated musicians of his time, and 
supposedly with the composition of Shams al-aṣvat, also a renowned music 
theorist of that time. In addition, the way in which he praises Aurangzeb in 
the preface/introduction, and the fact that Aurangzeb approved the work (cf. 
p. 23, ll. 11–13), indicates that the king was his patron and that he was active 
at the court. 

We do not know when the author, Ras Baras, died. He was 
presumably still alive in the 1710s, although there is no evidence to confirm 
this statement except the mention of his name in the aforementioned treatise 
from the early 18th century, i.e. Risālah dar tāl. 

The work 

The author (p. 24, l. 6) mentions the date of composition in the form of a 
māddah-i tārīkh (chronogram) in his long introduction to the work, writing 
that the date of the composition is جای نغمه (jʾy nghmh [jā-yi naghmah][the 
place of tone/melody]) which, according to abjad numerical system (value), 
is as follows: ج (j) (3) + ا (ʾ) (1) + ی (y) (10) + ن (n) (50) + غ (gh) (1000) + م 
(m) (40) + ه (h) (5). The sum of these numbers is 1109, which corresponds 
with the year 1698 in the Christian Calendar.  

Before we proceed to describe the work, it is of interest and relevance 
to look at the situation and circumstances for music and musicians during the 
second half of the 17th century when the work was written. The period, 
culture, music, and musical activities have been a highly controversial 
subject in the history of the Subcontinent and there are different opinions 
about the situation during that period which covers the reign of the Moghul 
ruler Aurangzeb (1653–1707). It is reported that Aurangzeb was a very 
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orthodox Muslim and that his reign was a period of particularly strong 
religious oppression against non-Muslims, especially Hindus, and even 
against Muslims who did not want to follow his religious view of Sunni 
orthodox Islam and “his ihtisāb (moral censorship) department”14 (cf. Rizvi 
[Basham (ed.) 1972: 292]). The situation for music and musicians during 
Aurangzeb’s reign is described as “a general decline in cultural activities 
particularly in music which suffered a setback owing to his known hostility 
arising out of his religious orthodoxy and puritanical attitude” (Ahmad 1984: 
6). However, Brown (2007) opposes this view, noting that this picture of the 
period does not reflect the actual musical situation and therefore should be 
modified. In fact, when it comes to the writing of music theoretical works, 
this was at least one of the most productive periods in the Subcontinent’s 
history. During the almost fifty years of Aurangzeb’s reign, the following 
treatises in Persian were written, Tarjuma-i mānakutūhala va risāla-i 
rāgadarpaṇa by Faqīrallāh (Navvāb Sayf Khān); Tuḥfat al-hind by Mīrzā 
Khān b. Fakhr al-Dīn Muḥammad; Shams al-aṣvāt by Ras Baras (Khān); 
Miṣbāḥ al-surūr or Miftāḥ al-surūr (Munzavī v. 3905; Masoudieh 1996: 
183–4; [the British Library 714, I.O. 3243; the Bodleian Library, Ms. Pers, 
C. 38]) by Qāżī-Husyan b. Khvājah Ṭāhir b. Khvājah Muḥammad Qāżī; 
Risālah-i dar ʿamal-i bayn va ṭhāṭa rāg-hā-yi hindī by ʿIvaż Muḥammad 
Kāmil-Khānī (The Bodleian Library, Ouseley 158: ff. 123b-130a); Risālah-i 
Kāmil-Khānī by ʿIvaż Muḥammad Kāmil-Khānī) (the Bodleian Library, 
Ouseley 158: ff. 133b-136a); Tarjumah-i Pārijātaka by Mīrzā Ravshan 
Żamīr (Masoudieh 1996: 12f, [the British Library: Egerton 793; I.O. 2009; 
I.O. 808; I.O. 2010; I.O. 644; I.O. 2009, I.O. LXXII, W. 113]); Maʿrifat al-
nagham by Abū al-Ḥasan with the pen name Qayṣar (the Bodleain Ouseley 
160: ff. 72a-74a); and a concise treatise with the title Asāmī-yi sur (the 
Bodleian Library, Ouseley 158: ff. 136b-138a). This list only contains works 
about whose composition dates we are completely sure. Accordingly, we can 
state that the period between 1650 and 1700 was the golden age of Indo-
Persian writing on music theory.15  

Even though Persian treatises were generally translation-cum-
commentaries of Sanskrit works, in particular the thirteenth-century 
monumental treatise Saṅgītaratnākara of Śārṅgadeva, the authors tried to 

                                                      
14 According to Rizvi, (ed. Basham 1972: 293) “the officials in Aurangzeb’s Ihtisāb 
department, were narrowly orthodox, legalistic, and militant, refusing to tolerate any 
other group. Their aim was to uproot Shīʻism, destroy Hinduism, and desecrate 
Hindu places of worship, if not openly then secretly.”  
15 Nurul Hasan in the “Foreword” of TMRR (p. xii) writes “As the present 
knowledge stands, however, the largest number of writings on the subject [music 
theory] – that both in Persian and Sanskrit, in the North as well as in the South – 
happen to belong to the times of Aurangzeb.” He (ibid.) mentions Pārijāta by 
Ahhobala; Raghunātha Nāyaka and his son Venkaṭamakhī’s Sanskrit works as 
examples of the works written during that time.  
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bring the theoretical discussions in them closer to the contemporary musical 
performance of their times. Jairazbhoy (Basham [ed.] 1975: 222) notes this 
feature of treatises written after 1500, writing “... it is only in this [the 16th] 
century that musical theory has once again begun to come to grips with 
performance practice and to influence its development.” In GDMM (s.v. 
India [p. 77]) this feature of the period has been described in the following 
way, “Between 1550 and 1800 many technical treatises were written which 
are recognizably connected with practices musically ancestral to the present 
performance traditions.” Accordingly, with the intensification of activity 
during the 17th century, and in particular the second half of that century, this 
feature became more evident. The Shams al-asvāt is one of the treatises and 
works which clearly reflect this characteristic feature. 

Ras Baras’s treatise, as he himself informs us (cf. p. 15, l. 1 and l5), is 
a translation of a kuhan-sālah (ancient) book in zabān-i hindī (the Indian 
language [i.e. Sanskrit]) with the title sangīt. He never states the complete 
title of the book. However, he (cf. p. 26, l. 4) gives us more information 
about its contents in the introduction, saying that the book originally 
consisted of seven chapters. He adds that he has omitted the last chapter 
which deals with dance and which, according to him, concerns a tradition 
belonging to other people, i.e. the Hindus (ibid. ll. 7–8). The first clue for 
finding the Sanskrit original treatise, beside the name sangīt, is the number 
of chapters of the work. We know that almost all renowned Indo-Persian 
works written between 1500 and 1700 are entirely and partly translation-
cum-commentaries of the most influential medieval music theoretical 
treatise in Sanskrit, Saṅgītaratnākara.16 And we also know that this 
influential treatise consists of seven chapters of which the final one concerns 
dance. Furthermore, a comparison between the headings of the chapters in 
the Shams al-asvāt and Śārṅgadeva’s treatise Saṅgītaratnākara reveals 
many similarities. Shams al-aṣvāt has the following parts (bābs),  

Part one: Concerning the description of features of svara, 
which is named Svarādhyāya in Hindī  
Part two: Concerning the explanation of rāgas which is 
termed rāgādhyāya in Hindī 
Part three: On the explanation of ālāpa, that is to say, to 
omit and modify the svara of a rāga, and the explanation of 
its component parts, which is called prakīrṇakādhyāya 
Part four: On the description and explanation of various 
types of gīta, which is called prabandhādhyāya in Hindī, and 
their features 

                                                      
16 Among these treatises can be mentioned Lahjāt-i Sikandarshāhī by Yaḥyā Kābulī 
and Tuḥfat al-hind by Mīrzā Khān b. Fakhr al-Dīn Muḥammad. 
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Part five: On the explanation of the rules of dastak-zadan 
which is called tālādhyāya 
Part six: On [musical] instruments and their features, which 
is called vādādhyāya 

Saṅgītaratnākara has the following chapters17  

Chapter I: Svaragatādhyāya 
Chapter II: Rāgavivekādhyāya 
Chapter III: Prakīrṇakādhyāya 
Chapter IV: Prabandhādhyāya 
Chapter V: Tālādhyāya 
Chapter VI: Vādyādhyāya 
Chapter VII: Nartanādhyāya 

As we can see, apart from the seventh chapter, which is missing in the 
Shams al-aṣvāt and which Ras Baras himself states that he deliberately 
omitted in his treatise, the topics discussed and treated in all the other 
chapters are identical to each other. The similarity between these two works 
does not end with the titles of their chapters/parts, but continues in the 
detailed treatments of the different musical topics. For instance in 
part/chapter one in both works, the following topics are discussed: how nāda 
(sound) is produced; two types of nāda; different centers (cakras) in the 
body producing the nāda (sound); svaras; śrutis; grāma; tānas; mūrcchanās; 
alaṅkāras; the description of the table of khaṇḍameru; and the method of 
mūlakrama. As stated, the similarity in topics and treatments continues 
through all five other chapters/parts of both works. Thus, we can state with 
certainty that Shams al-aṣvāt is a rendering into Persian and commentary on 
Saṅgītaratnākara. 

There are, nevertheless, differences between the two works, due to the 
fact that the author of Shams al-aṣvāt tried to “harmonize” and update the 
theoretical discussions in Saṅgītaratnākara to correspond with the musical 
practice of his time. In this regard, Brown (2007: 107) writes that “The 
Shams al-Aswat includes some of the most original descriptions of current 
musical practice in the Indo-Persian corpus.” The author also tried to 
harmonize the work with the socio-political and religious circumstances of 
his time. One example is the deletion of the seventh chapter which deals 
with dance, which was absolutely forbidden by the ulamas and religious 
leaders of that time and belonged “to another people”.18 Moreover, in the 

                                                      
17 Here the English translation of Shringy (2007) has been used. This work is also 
known as saptādhyāyī (Shringy’s introduction in SR, vol. i. xii)  
18 There are a number of indications in the work that confirm this. For instance, 
chapter one of the first part and chapter one of the third part reflect a Muslim’s view 
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introduction (p. 26, ll. 4–6), the author himself notes that he does not intend 
to produce an exact translation of the whole work, which he would consider 
as taṭvīl-i kalām (the prolongation of talk/speak [i.e. pointless]) and besides, 
most of its contents would seem out of date. In other words, although Ras 
Baras preserves the main structure and topics of Saṅgītaratnākara, he tries 
to update the discussions and treatment of topics in his treatise. 

In comparison with TH and TRMM, which were written during the 
same period, Shams al-aṣvāt provides us with more details on different 
music theoretical issues. It seems that the work was a model for Muḥammad-
Riżā Panāh’s treatise Uṣūl al-nghamāt Āṣifī, since the treatment of the topics 
in this work is very similar to the Shams al-aṣvāt.19 Thus, in our opinion, this 
work is amongst the most significant music theoretical works of not only its 
time (1650–1700), but also of the whole period from 1550 to 1850. It is also 
one of the most important works of the post-scholastic era of Persian 
writings on music theory due to the fact that it is a good representative of the 
Indian stream of that era. 

The manuscripts 

According to Munzavī’s catalog (1351/1972: 3900) and Danishpazhuh’s list 
(1349/1970, no. 98: 41), there is only one surviving MS which is in the 
British Library (the India Office collection). However, Massoudieh 
(1996:189) introduces three other MSS of the work of which one is in the 
British library (the India Office Collection), another in Edinburgh University 
Library, and the third in John Rylands Library in Manchester. There are two 
further MSS of the work. The first, which seems to be incomplete,20 is in 
Salar Jung Museum Library (Mus. 9) (India), and was written on Friday in 
the month of ziḥajjah in the year 1246 (May 1831).21 The second MS, which 
has been introduced and used by Brown (2007 and 2004) in her articles, is 

                                                                                                                             
on the topics treated there and not a Hindu’s. The considerable part of the long 
introduction devoted to defending music and musical activities is another good 
example of such additions and modifications.  
19 This work has not yet been critically edited and our statement here is based on the 
presentation of that treatise in chapter three of Ahmad’s study (1984) and the 
incomplete ms in the British Library (I.O. 2083). The work in this ms shows striking 
similarity with Shams al-aṣvāt, and we suspect that Uṣūl al-nghamāt Āṣifī is an 
rewriting of Shams al-aṣvāt with comments on some issues in that work.  
20 This ms is defective according to the information Ashraf (1997: xi. 29) gives us in 
his catalogue. He (ibid.) writes that the explicit of the ms is as follows: chahār 
shakhs jamʿ shavand ān rā sangīt gūyand (If four persons [singers] gather together, 
it is called saṅgīta). Although this sentence is not in any of the four mss at our 
disposal, the sentence indicates that it belongs to the fifth chapter of the third bāb 
(part). At any rate, we can be sure that the treatise does not finish with that sentence. 
21 Cf. Ashraf (1997: vol. xi. 29). 
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the MS in the Government Oriental Manuscripts Library, University of 
Madras (D517, PMSS), India. According to the information which Brown 
provides, this MS is very interesting. However, because we have not been 
able to obtain the last two mentioned MSS, we use the four other MSS for 
this critical edition of the work. They are introduced chronologically in 
detail below. 
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1. England, London: The British Library, I.O. 1746, (cat. nr. 2022) 

Description 

The MS was copied on the fourth of shaʿbān 1196 (the fifteenth of August, 
1782).22 The scribe introduces himself in the colophon (fol. 33v23), however 
it is written very carelessly and is illegible. It was copied in the village of 
m’rsh (see pic. 5). The MS is written in Indian nastaʿlīq with 15 lines to a 
page on white paper, 203�184 mm in size. The work begins on fol. 1v and 
continues to fol. 33v. The pagination is in both Arabic/Persian and European 
styles. It seems that the Arabic/Persian pagination is the scribe’s own 
handwriting. There is another pagination in the middle of the bottom of the 
verso of the flyleaf in European style which begins with number 37. On the 
recto of the flyleaf, the title of the work was written in another person’s 
handwriting (probably the owner of the MS) “the manuscript of Shams al-
aṣvāb [sic!] on the science of music”. At the top of the same leaf, the title of 
the work is given as “Shams ul aswaat”. On fol. 1r, with a red pen and 
presumably in another person’s handwriting, is written “nuskhah-i shams al-
aṣvāt dar ʾilm-i mūsīqī”. Other unreadable words are also written there of 
which we have managed to identify just the words varaq (folio) and juz’ 
(part, section). The headings and important musical terms are written in red 
in the MS. The khuṭbah or dībāchah [introduction] begins on the folio 1v 
(pic. 1). The first bāb (part) begins on fol. 10r (pic. 2). There is a table on fol. 
18r (see pic. 3). The second part (bāb) begins on fol. 20r, the third on 25v, the 
fourth, which is wrongly noted faṣl-i nuhum (the ninth chapter) (see pic. 4) 
begins on 30r, the fifth part on fol. 31r and the sixth and last part which is 
also wrongly noted as faṣl va nuhum24 on fol. 32v. The scribe never uses the 
margins to add or correct words. In a few cases, he draws lines over the 
words which he has written wrongly. This MS will hereafter be represented 
by the siglum “B1” in the English text, and “ ١ب ” in the Persian edited text. 
  

                                                      
22 Cf. also Ethé (1903: i. 1122-3) – This means that the manuscript was written 84 
years after the composition of the treatise. 
23 Due to the fact that Persian is read from right to left, the use of the word verso (v) 
and recto (r) is different from what it is in languages written from left to right. Thus, 
here recto means the front leaf or the leaf on the left and verso the back leaf or the 
leaf on the right. 
24 In front of the words va nuhum (and nine) is written as the number ٩ (9).  
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Orthography 

The general orthographical features of MS B1 are as follows: the unbound 
writing is preferred by the scribe, particularly for the musical terms. 
However, as regards the preposition and adverbializer bi (به), he always 
attaches it to the following word. The verbal prefix mī (می) is attached to the 
verb. The third person singular of the verb budan, i.e. ast (است), is usually 
written unbound. The genitive marker ء is not written except in a few cases. 
The final yi (ی) is often written as ي. The medial hi (ه) is sometimes written 
as ہ. Although the scribe tries to write all the dots on the letters pi, chi, ti, 
jīm, qāf, nūn (ن ,ق ,ج ,ت ,چ ,پ), he is not consistent and sometimes writes the 
letters without their dots. Furthermore, the dots are sometimes written very 
carelessly on the other letters. The maddah is seldom written and the tashdīd 
is written only in a very few cases. The letter gāf (گ) is always written as kāf 
  .(ک)
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Pic. 1 
Fol. 1v 
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Pic. 2 
Fol. 9r 
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Pic. 3 
Fol. 18r 
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Pic. 4 
Fol. 30r 
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Pic. 5 
Fol. 32v 
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2. England, London: The British Library, I.O. LXX 28  

Description 

The scribe of the MS introduces himself in the colophon as Faṭḥ-ʿAlī, the 
son of Shaykh Mihr-Allāh. The MS was copied for a Khvājah Shams al-Dīn 
in the village of dʾdry on the twenty-ninth of the month shaʾabān of the year 
1200 (22 June 1786). It is written in nastaʿlīq, which is more similar to 
Persian than the Indian one, with 15 lines to a page on white paper, 
419�228 mm in size, and with 28 folios. The treatise begins on fol. 1v (see 
pic. 6) and continues to fol. 28r (pic. 10). At the top of fol. 1v the title is 
written in Latin characters, i.e.”Shams ul-aswat”. The pagination is in both 
Arabic/Persian and European styles on the left corner of the recto folios. It 
seems that the pagination in Arabic/Persian style is in the scribe’s 
handwriting. The headings and important musical terms are written in red. In 
a few cases, the margins have been used to correct or add words. The 
khuṭbah or dībāchah [introduction] begins on the folio 1v (pic. 6). The first 
bāb (part) begins on fol. 10r (pic. 7). There is a table on fol. 17v (see pic. 8). 
The second part (bāb) begins on fol. 19r, the third on 21v, the fourth on 25v, 
the fifth on fol. 26r, and the sixth on fol. 27v. In a few cases, the copyist 
draws lines over words which he has written wrongly. This MS will 
hereafter be represented by the siglum “B2” in the English text and “ ٢ب ” in 
the Persian edited text. 

Orthography 

Like B1, the unbound writing is the dominant tendency in the MS, 
particularly for the musical terms. However, as regards prepositions and the 
adverbializer به, they are always attached to the following words. The word 
yak (يک) (one/a) is often attached to the following words. The demonstrative 
pronouns īn (اين) and ān (آن) are written inconsistently, both attached and 
unattached to the following word. Although the verbal prefix mī (می) is in 
general not attached to the verb, in a few cases it is attached. The third 
person singular of the verb budan, i.e. ast (است), is written both bound (with 
the omission of its initial alif) and unbound. The genitive marker ء is not 
written except in a few cases. The medial hi (ه) is sometimes written as ہ. 
Sometimes, all the dots of the letters pi, chi, ti, jīm, qāf, bi, zāl ( ج ,ت ,چ ,پ, 
 are written, however in many cases the scribe does not write the (ذ ,ب ,ق
dots, particularly in the musical terms, which has made the reading of this 
MS difficult. The maddah is seldom written and the tashdīd is written only 
in a very few cases. The letter gāf (گ) is always written as kāf (ک). 
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Pic. 6 
Fol. 1v 
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Pic. 7 
Fol. 10r 
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Pic. 8 
Fol. 17v 
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Pic. 9 
Fol. 21r 
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Pic. 10 
Fol. 28r 
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3. England, Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Library (Or. Ms. 585/3) 

Description 

There is no information about this MS in the catalog of this Library (Hukk et 
al. 1925). However, Massoudieh (1996: 189) introduces the MS as “New 
Coll., 3, 18, 60, 62, f. 25v–34v”. The manuscript is the third MS of a 
miscellany. The scribe is unknown. There is no information concerning 
when it was written/copied. However, judging by the handwriting and paper 
it is written on, the MS would probably have been written some time during 
the 19th century. It is written in nastaʿlīq shikastah (broken nastaʿlīq) with 
21 lines to a page on yellowish paper. The work begins on fol. 25v (see pic. 
11) and continues to fol. 34v (see pic. 15).25 The dibāchah or khuṭbah is very 
concise in comparison with the two other MSS introduced earlier, and it has 
been abridged. Some sentences and lines have also been deleted in other 
parts of the work in this MS (for further information see “The Evolution of 
the Manuscripts”). The pagination is in both Arabic/Persian and European 
style on the left corner of the recto folios. The headings and important 
musical terms are written in red. There are comments on some issues in the 
margins, which are presumably in the scribe’s handwriting (see pic. 12). In a 
few cases, the margins are also used to correct mistakes in the text, and these 
are in the same handwriting as the scribe’s. The introduction begins on fol. 
25v. The first part (first bāb) is on fols. 26r–29r. There is a table on fol. 28v 
(see pic. 13). The second part (bāb) begins on fol. 29v. In the second chapter 
of this part, which concerns the rūps (figures/shapes) of the rāgas, and 
which is on fols. 30r–31v, the scribe has written only the name of the rāgas 
without their figures (rūps) (see pic. 14).26 The third part is on fols. 32r–33v 
and the fourth on 33v. The fifth part begins on 33v and continues to 34v. The 
sixth or last part is on the same folio. A number of words have been erased, 
making them illegible. On fols. 27v, 32r, and 33v pieces of paper tape cover 
the words. This MS will be hereafter represented by the siglum “E” in the 
English text and “ا” in the Persian edited text. 

Orthography 

Generally, it is the same as B1 and B2. Furthermore, in some musical terms, 
the Urdu letters such as ٿ ,ڈ, ٹ   are applied, and the final yi (ی) is more often 

                                                      
25 Brown (2007: 118) introduces the manuscript, writing the treatise is on fols. 1b–
37a. According to our copy of the ms, the beginning of the treatise is on fol. 27v. 
26 Perhaps the scribe intended to write the rūps of the rāgas later, but for unknown 
reasons did not do so. However, this part of the work in all the mss at our disposal is 
written carelessly and therefore incorrectly (for further discussion on this part and 
chapter see “The Evolution of the Manuscripts”). 
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written as ي. The dots of the dotted letters are more carefully and 
consistently written. 
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Pic. 11 
Fol. 25v 
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Pic. 12 
Fol. 27r 
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Pic. 13 
Fol. 28v 
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Pic. 14 
Fol. 30v 
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Pic. 15 
Fol. 34v  
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4. England, Manchester: The John Rylands University Library (The 
University of Manchester) (346) 

Description 

The scribe and date of the MS are unknown. It is written in nastaʿlīq, with 
13 lines to a page on white paper, 204×153 mm in size. It was probably 
copied during the late 19th century. The treatise begins on fol. 1v (see pic. 16) 
and continues to fol. 40v.27 The pagination is in Arabic/Persian style on the 
left corner of recto folios. Except for one occasion on fol. 3r, the scribe does 
not use the margins to correct his mistakes or missing words and phrases in 
the text. The introduction (dibāchah or khuṭbah) in the MS is shorter than 
the first two mentioned MSS of the treatise, i.e. B1 and B2. The sixth part 
(bāb) of the treatise in this MS is on the following folios, 

- the first bāb: 4r–20v ; (there is a table on fol. 17r [see pic. 18]). 
- the second part (bāb): 20v–29v. 
- the third part: 29v–35r  
- the fourth part: 35r–37v. 
- the fifth part: 37v–40r. 
- the sixth part: 37v–40v. 

This MS will be hereafter represented by the siglum “M” in the English text 
and “م” in the Persian edited text. 

Orthography 

The same as B1 and B2. However, the medial hi (ه) is always written as ہ 
and the Urdu letters such as ں ,ڑ ,ٹ, are used in a number of musical terms.  

 

                                                      
27 Unfortunately, due to a misunderstanding, the reproduction section of the library 
did not send the last folio of the ms, i.e. 40v and our later attempt to receive that folio 
was also unsuccessful. 
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Pic. 16 
Fol. 1v 
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Pic. 17 
Fol. 4r 
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Pic. 18 
Fol. 17r 
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Pic. 19 
Fol. 24r 
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Pic. 20 
Fol. 40r 
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The evolution of the manuscripts 

To edit the text, we will apply text critical methods. Our intention is to apply 
the so-called “stemmatic method” (Reynolds & Wilson 1991: 214; Eklund 
1978: 33) to establish the text of the tract. In this editorial technique, after a 
careful examination of the manuscripts, a stemma codicum or family tree is 
drawn (cf. West 1973: 48–59). In the following, we will first try to find out 
the genealogical relationships between the above-introduced MSS in order to 
draw a stemma codicum. 

We are sure about the date of copying of B1 and B2. However, there 
is uncertainty regarding the date of copying of E and M. Judging by the 
applied orthography and the quality of the paper, it seems that they are 
probably not older than B1 and B2, and our guess is that they were written 
even later than them, that is to say after the 18th century. At any rate, 
according to our present knowledge, B1 is the oldest MS we have at our 
disposal, while B2 is the second oldest. 

The examination of the MSS reveals some noticeable differences 
between them. The first and probably most interesting and important 
difference is in the khuṭbah (introduction/preface) of the treatise. As is clear 
from the presentation of the MSS, in B1 and B2 the preface makes up about 
one-fourth of the whole treatise, while in E it is only a few lines. The Preface 
in E is as follows: 

کتاب سنکيت ھندی را رس برس خان کÒونت پسر خوشحال خان در عھد عالمکير بادشاه 
که در فں موسبقی شاکرد او  بعد فوت پدرش بالتماس بعضی احبا خصوصا شٮح عزيزهللا

بود و بسيار ماھر بفارسی ترجمه کرد شمس اÀصوات نام نھاد و نامھای ھندی را بجای 
داشته اما کتاب اصل مشتمل بر ھفت باب بود يک باب که در رقص کردن بود آنرا متوجه 

ته آيد و باقی شش باب را نوشتحرير نشده چه در مرتبه ادنی است و بکار کÒونتان نمی
چنانچه در خطبه کتاب خود که بسيار طوÀنيست نوشته و فھرست باقی مع مطالب چنين 

 است 

Ras Baras Khān Kalāvant, the son of Khushḥāl Khān, under the reign 
of the Padishah ʿĀlamgīr [The King, the World-conqueror] [i.e. 
Aurangzeb] translated the Hindī [i.e. Sanskrit] book of sangīt into 
Persian after his father’s death and on the request of his friends, 
particularly Shaykh ʿAzīz Allāh who was a pupil of his [the author] 
and was a very skilful [musician], giving it the title Shams al-aṣvāt. 
He kept the Hindī [Sanskrit] terms, but of the original book which 
consisted of seven parts (chapters) he did not translate a part which 
dealt with dance, because it had less value and nothing to do with the 
kalāvans. And as he himself reported in the khuṭbah (preface) of his 
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book, which was very long, he translated the six remaining parts. And 
the list of the topics dealt with there are as follows.  

As we can observe, the preface in E seems like a report by another 
person than the author himself about the work. It is not clear if the scribe of 
E omitted the original preface and replaced it with a short report about the 
name of the author and the circumstances under which the work was written 
or if he just copied it from another MS.  

The differences between B1, B2, and M are also considerable. About 
half of the preface, which is probably the most well-informed and important 
part, where the author introduces himself and explains how and why he is 
writing the work, is missing in M. The other significant and obvious 
differences are as follows. 

Ex. 1  

B1 (fol. 4r), B2 (fols. 4r and 4v) (the underlined words are only found 
in B2) (M and E do not have this passage) 

- خصوصا يار تمام عيار و صديق ھمه تصديق و مخلص بیاما از آنجا که رافت ياران 
انتھا در فن منم شده است تلميذ در علم خودم شده اسٮ  هللا که از ابتدا تااشتباه سٮح عرٮر

 ممد بود تحمل آن آسان نمود Àجرم زبان خامه را درصدد بيان اين نامه حرکت داده استاد

Ex. 2  

B1(fol. 6r), B2 (fols. 6r-6v) (the underlined words are only found in 
B2); (M and E do not have this passage) 

چه رسد  که نعمر انقدر دارند نه عقلخواستم محصول نشد تا به ديکران آنچه که من میاما 
نواران قديم ھای ھند چه از غير چنانچه ھنديان ميکوئيد که بين چه از حکما و ديکر کويند

- اند از ترس انکه مبادا درين دريای پیيک نی را مدام بر سينه خود داشته و اين دو کدو
د اما بمقتضای ماÀيدرک کله À يترک کله بذل جھد بايد کرد تا يوسف طبع پايان غرق سون

  علميت رسد و عزيز ھمه کس شود بسرير و از چاه جھالت برآيد

Ex. 3  

B1 (fol. 6b), B2 (fol. 6b); (the underlined words are only found in B2); 
(M and E do not have the following passage)  

 
آميزی ھرھفت کرده و دايه ابر اذاری بنورسيدکان و مشاطه صبا نوعروسان باغ را برنک 

پرورش بخشيده و درختان دلکش پيرايه رنکين و خلعت اطفال حدايق از رشحات فضل 
نوراکين در اغوش وقت خود کشٮده و کل از شکرخنده صدھزار چاک ٮجان ٮلبل شغبناک 

را بدامان تشرب  ):B1(چادر خارکلبرک  سنبل کشته و کش طرهانداخته و پنجه نسيم شانه
 اويخته
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Ex. 4  

B1 (fol. 10r), B2 (fols. 10r and 10v), E (fol. 26a), M (fols. 4r and 4v); 
(in B1, B2, and M this passage is almost identical [the few minor 
differences have been noted within parentheses])  

اÀطÒق بحکمت کامله و قدرت شامله خود ساز خلقت انسانی حضرت حکيم علیچون 
) و از رحمة نفخت فيه من روحي در  :B2, M) را موجود ساخته (ساخت :M(انسان

) اعرف فخلقت الخلق درنواحيت B2) فاحببت انا (ان:  :B2بارکاه کنت کنزاً (+ مخفيا
) موسوم شد  :B2, Mنفس(که باسم نقش ) B2) کيفيتی برامد (برآيد:  :B2, Mدرنواخت(

) تا حکما او را (اورا B2) آوازی ظاھر کشت (کرديد :B2: - بعد از آن از آمد و شد او (
) از او بصفای باطِن خود  :B2, M+ پس() نام نھادند.M) بزبان ھند باد (ناد :B2حکما: 

) يکی  :B2نيد) قسم معلوم کردند بدو اسم موسوم کردانيدند (کرداMآنرا بدو (دو: 
  ) :B2) دوم ناداھت (بادانھد:B2ناداناھت (باداھد

The same passage in E (26r) 

اÀطÒق خلقت انسانی را موجود ساخت و روح دميد کيفيتی برامد که باسم چون حکيم علی
نفس موسوم شد بعد از آن از آمد و شد آوازی ظاھر کرديد تا اورا حکما بزبان ھند ناد نام 

 کردند و آن دو قسم است يکی ناداناھت دوم ناداھت 

Ex. 5 

B1 (fol. 16a) 

کھاتک است که درو دو سر ايد سيوم  اول ارچک و آن آنست که درو يک سر آٮد دوم
سانک که درو سه سر آيد چھارم سراتک که درو چھار سر آيد پنجم اودو که در آن پنج 

 پورن که درو ھفت سر آيد والسÒمسر اند ششم کھادو که در آن شس سر ايد ھفتم سم

B2 (fol. 16r), E (fol. 28r), M (fol. 14v) 

پورن چھارم سراتک پنجم اودو ششم کھادو ھفتم سماول ارچک دوم کھاتک سيوم ساتک 
) درو دو  :M) ارچک انست که درو يک سر آيد و کھاتک انکه (آنست که :M(سنپورن

) و سراتک انکه (آنست  :E, Mسر ايد، و ساتک انکه (م: آنست که) درو سه سر (+ آيد
 :E, Mسر (آيد ) درو پنچ :M) و اودو انکه (آنست که :E, M) درو چھار سر (آيد :Mکه

پورن ) و سم :E, M) درو شش سر (+ آيد :Mانکه (آنست که ) :E, M) و کھاد (کھادو
  ) :EوالسÒم - ) درو ھفت سر آيد والسÒم ( :M) انکه (آنست که :M(سنپورن
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Ex. 6 

B1 (fol. 18a) 

 ۵٠۴١ س ر گ م پ ده نی
 ٧٢٠ س ر گ م پ ده 
 ١٢٠ س ر گ م پ
 ٢۴ س ر گ م
 ۶ س ر گ
 ٢ س ر
 ١ س

 

B2 (17v), E (fol. 28v), M (17r) 

 
 28س           ر       گ        م          پ          د          ن           

١ ٠ ٠ ٠ ٠ ٠ ٠ 
٢ ١٢٠ ٧٢٠۴ ۶ ١ ٢ 

١۴۴٢ ٠۴٠ ۴١٢ ٨ ۴ 
٢١۶٣ ٠۶١٨ ٧٢ ٠ 
٢٨٨٠ ۴٩ ٨٠۶ 
٣۶٠٠ ۶٠٠ 
۵٠۴٠ 

 

Ex. 7 

B1 (fols. 20r and 20v) and M (fols. 21r and 21v) 

و آن آنست که کويندکی برای راک زياده کردن باشد  و آن پنج وجه است اول راکاانک
و  ) :Mچنانچه از استماعِ آن ھمه کس محِو راک شوند دوم بھاکھاانک که در آن (+ راک

)  :M-کرياانک که از () سيوم  :M-و ( /B1: 20v/حروف با معنی بزبان فصيح ادا شود
استماعِ ان خوشوقتی و کريه ھر دو بر شنونده ظاھر آيد چھارم اپاانک که از شنيدن آن 

) پنجم کان پارناانک  :M) عاجزی و مھربانی و کريه بر شنونده پديد آيد (شود :M(او
) و ان  :Mو ان انست که ھم چھار انکه - ) و ان انست که ھم چھار انکه ( :M(تازناانک

) که ھم چھار انک درو باشد و ھم جلدی و فھميدکی و بھمراھی ساز و  :Mانست (اينست
) فاما اين کويندکی نادر است (باشد  :M-تال و بخوبی جميع سرھا و تيپ سر باشد و (

 / بھتر است والسÒمM: 21v) اکر در کسی باشد چنان کوينده از ھمه کويندکان / :Mو
 

B2 (fol. 19v) and E (29v) 

                                                      
28 B2 and M do not have the names of the notes (sa, ra, ga, ma pa, dha, ni).  
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) دوم بھاکاانک سيوم کرياانک چھارم  :Eو آن پنج وجه است اول راکاانک (+ کويند
) که مجموع ھمه است اول آنست که  :Eاپاانک پنجم کان ٮارتااٮک (کال بارناانک

)  :E-) کردن باشد ( :E) و راک زياده (زياد :Eکويندکی برای راک نمودن (+ باشد
وند دوم انست که در آن راک و حروف با چنانچه از استماع آن ھمه کس محو راک ش

) شود سيوم انکه از استماع آن خوشی و کريه ھر دو  :Eمعنی بزبان فصيح ادا (آورده [؟]
) از شنيدن آن راک عاجزی و مھربانی و کريه ھر سه  :E-بر شنوندکان آيد چھارم انکه (

و فھميدکی و  بر شنوندکان ظاھر آيد پنجم انکه ھم چھار انک درو باشد و ھم جلدی
) فاما اين کويندکی نادر  :E-) شيرين ( :Eبھمراھی ساز و تال بخوبی سر و تيب (+ باشد

) بھتر است والسÒم  :E-) گوينده از ھمه کويندکان ( :Eاست اکر در کسی باشد چنان (آن
  ) :EوالسÒم - (

Ex. 8 

B1 (fol. 27v) and M (fols. 32r–32v)  

) خود  :Mچنين باشد که ھر کاه بر ساز دوروی (دوروھيطريق  و وجه شناختن او بيک
) آھستکی زود :Mبه  ) سازاست از يک انکشت (+ :M) که ھندوي (ھندي :M(خورد

) آنرا  :Mزود بنوازد و ازو آوازی برآيد و بمثل ان آواز سر را در کلو جنبش دھد (دھند
باين روش است که  و بطريق ديکر چھارم حّصه آن آواز درت باشد و آن کمک کويند

/ را بر دست چپ پی ھم زنند آوازی (+ ھم M: 32vوقتی که يک انکشت دست راست /
M:( پی پی برآيد 

B2 (fol. 23r) and E (32v)  

) خورد :Eطريق چنين باشد که در طنبور و غيره از دوروز (دور  و وجه شناختن او بيک
) کمک آن باشد :E -زد و (که ھندوی ساز است از يک انکشت باھستکی زود زود بنوا

 - ) آن آواز سر را در کلو جنبش دھند آنرا کمک کويند و به طريق ديکر در (:Eب  - بمثل (
) روش است که وقتی که يک :Eب  - اند و آن باين () چھار روش اختيار کرده :Eديکر در

ی (+ ) پ :Eدر (به نيم آواز ھم پی انکشت دست راست را بر باÀی کھرج باھستکی نيم
 ) :Eبايد

Ex. 9 

B1 (fol. 32v)  

با  ليل که با دونيم ماتره استبا يک لکه و دو درت و ٮربک و سم تال که با سه ماترا است
يک درت و يک برام لکه و يک لکه باشد و روپک تان که با يک نيم ماترا است که اّول 

 يک درت و بعد يک لکه باشد

B2 (fol. 27v) 

با دو درت و يک برام لکه و يک لکه باشد و در يکتال که با  ماتراستو سم تال که با سه 
 ٮکنيم ماترا که اول يک درت و بعده يک لکه بايد

E (34r), M (39v) (The underlined words are missing in one or both of 
B1 and B2) 

که با دو ماترا  که بعد دو لکه آيد باشد جھمپا تالبا دو درت  و سم تال که با سه ماتراست
که با دونيم ماترا ) :Mليل (برٮک ليل و ترنک) :M -است با يک لکه و دو درت باشد (

و روپک تال که با يکنيم ماترا است که با يک درت و يک برام لکه و يک لکه باشد  است
  يک لکه بيايد) :Mاّول يک درت و بعده (بعد 
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Further differences are found in chapter two of the second part, where 

the author writes about the rūps of rāgas. Here we can find a complete 
description in B1 and M, but in B2 this chapter only has the rūps of a few 
rāgas, and then only their names, while E only has the rūp of rāga bhirvan. 
In addition, the names and the order of rāgas in this chapter are more or less 
different in the MSS.29  

These differences suggest that the four MSS presented here are 
descended from four separate MSS (probably hyparchetypes) which have 
been lost. 

Nevertheless, all readings (the MSS) have common identical errors in 
some parts. These common errors may have been made by the author 
himself, who was one of the renowned musicians and music theorists of his 
time, in his autograph, or by scribes who, generally speaking, are unfamiliar 
with musical terms and their explanations. We can, for example, find such 
obvious errors in the fourth part (bāb) of the third chapter, where a 
considerable number of terms are written wrongly. Moreover, in the fifth 
chapter of the third part, which is on the various kinds of singers/composers 
and differences between them, all MSS mixed up two types of 
singers/composers śikṣākāra and anukāra. These common identical errors 
can indicate that although each of the MSS descended from its own lost copy 
(probably a hyparchetype), the lost copies (hyparchetypes) are in their turn 
descended from one common archetype. In other words, there are 
intermediate copies, which we can call α, β, γ, and δ, between B1, B2, E, and 
M and the archetype. B1 is descended from α, B2 from β, E from γ, and M 
from δ, and all these lost MSS are plausibly descended from a common 
archetype. This relationship is demonstrated in the stemma codicum. 

Principles of the edition  

Broadly speaking, music theoretical treatises are among the works which 
have suffered “more than usual” from mistakes and errors by scribes 
compared to other type of works. A reason for this is the nature of this type 
of work: it is complicated, containing many terms and descriptions which 
most scribes are unfamiliar with. This fact obliges us to place more than 

                                                      
29 One can argue that the missing passages in this chapter are a result of the 
carelessness of the scribes of B2 and particularly E (the places of the rūps of rāgas 
in this ms are empty and perhaps the scribe intended to write them later with a red 
pen, but for reasons unknown to us, did not) and these passages are not missing in 
the mss from which they descended. At any rate, if we accept this argument, we 
should not forget that the numbers of the rāgas differ in these two MSS from each 
other and from B1 and M.  
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usual importance on using all extant copies of such works in reconstructing 
“the lost manuscript of the author”. In other words, in order to reconstruct an 
archetype/hyparchetype, particularly concerning musical terms and 
descriptions used in them, we must have a more eclectic approach, which 
sometimes brings us close to the zone of risk of contamination. Shams al-
aṣvāt is a clear example of such a work requiring such an approach.  

Due to the fact that all four MSS at our disposal are descended from 
one archetype, it is logical to try to reconstruct the text of the archetype by 
using all four MSS at our disposal. However, as noted earlier, there are four 
lost links between the MSS and the archetype. Moreover, we have proved 
that these intermediate copies and thereby our MSS, in particular regarding 
musical terms and their explanations, are corrupted, which places us in a 
dilemma. Neither the reconstruction of just one of the intermediaries, nor a 
contaminated text provided by all four MSS at our disposal is a good 
solution to the problem. Nevertheless, in our judgment, we will err on the 
safer side, if we choose the most reliable MS of the surviving group of MSS 
as the basis for the reconstruction and try as far as possible to identify music 
terminological errors and mistakes, emending them initially by means of the 
three other surviving MSS, as well as with the assistance of parallel and 
primary sources from that period. Thus, a number of parallel sources will 
play a crucial role here to confirm or refute the validity of the musical terms 
used in B1. It should be emphasized that we aim to limit our use of the 
eclectic approach to the emendation of musical terms and their explanations 
in the text.  

In short, we try to follow the reading of B1 in order to reconstruct the 
archetype. The reason we select this MS is that it is the oldest MS at our 
disposal30 and is the most reliable one as well. However, concerning the 
musical terms and their explanations, due to the fact that they are the most 
corrupted parts of the MS, we will not only consult and use the other 
readings, i.e. MSS, but we will even check their correctness and reliability 
against parallel/primary sources. We underline that no musical term and 
explanation will be included in the critical edited text without the 
confirmation of the parallel/primary sources. In our judgment, this is the 
only way to ensure their correctness. In a very few cases, we go even further 
and correct the musical terms solely based on the parallel and primary 
sources, even if all four MSS at our disposal suggest the same reading. In 
case a term is not found in the external sources, i.e. parallel and primary 

                                                      
30 Generally, the oldest ms of a work has the fewest errors. However, it should be 
emphasized that we cannot take this for granted, and a thorough examination of all 
mss of a work may result in other conclusions. 
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sources, the reading of B1 will often be in the edited text31 and the other 
readings in the apparatus. In such cases, a question mark will be after the 
term in question to indicate that we were not able to confirm its correctness 
in other parallel and primary sources.  
 The parallel/primary sources used to check and emend the text and the 
abbreviations are as follows: 

• Tuḥfat al-hind (TH) by Mīrzā Khān b. Fakhr al-Dīn Muḥammad, 
written sometime during the reign of Aurangzeb (r. 1658–1707), 
edited by Ansari; 

• Tarjuma-i mānakutūhala va risāla-i rāgadarpaṇa (TMRR) by 
Faqīrullāh Faqīr, written sometime between 1662–1666, edited and 
translated by Sarmadee;  

•  Lahjāt-i Sikandarshāhī va laṭā’if-i lāmutanāhī (LS) by Yaḥyā 
Kābulī, written during the reign of Sikandarshāh Ludī (1489–1517), 
edited by Sarmadee;  

• Ghunyat al-munyah (GHM) by an anonymous writer, written in 
1374–1375, edited and translated by Sarmadee. 

The translations of primary sources which we have also consulted, are: 

• Saṅgītaratnākara of Śārngadeva (SR),32 by Śārngadeva, translated 
by R. K. Shringy (vols. i, ii);  

• Saṅgītaśiromaṇi (SŚ), by an anonymous author, written in 1426, 
edited and translated by Nijenhuis; 

• Dattilam, written by Dattilam sometime in the first or second 
century, edited and translated by Nijenhuis.  

In one case in the khuṭbah (Introduction/Preface) (see example 2) the 
reading of B2 is used for completing a longer passage in B1, because except 
for B1, only B2 has a complete Introduction/Preface, and in this passage it 
suggests a better and more correct reading. In any case, all divergences from 
the edited text are noted in the apparatus.  
 We should bear in mind that the musical terms in the treatise are 
transliterated from Sanskrit/Hindi into Persian. The transliteration sometimes 
reflects the Sanskrit/Hindi word and sometimes not. As the reader will find, 
and as we have pointed out above, we have put question marks after a 
number of the musical terms in the edited text to indicate that we have not 
managed to find these terms in other parallel primary and secondary sources. 

                                                      
31 Due to the fact that sometimes the scribe of B1 does not write the dots on the 
dotted letters, which makes reading the terms almost impossible, another reading 
than B1 will be chosen. 
32 This work is indeed the original Sanskrit which was written in 1240 (Rowell 
[GEWM, vol. 5, p. 24]). The author Sarngadeva was a “physician and royal 
accountant at the court of King Singhana (the present-day Davlatābād)” (ibid.). 
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This does not mean that they are all miswritings, but perhaps instead that the 
Persian pronunciation and therefore the transliteration diverged from their 
original Sanskrit forms. We must also keep in mind that there are variant 
dialects in the Subcontinent, which makes everything much more 
complicated and which probably affected the pronunciation of musical terms 
and hence their transliteration. 
  A considerable part of the second faṣl (chapter) of the second bāb 
(part) deals with the description of the rūp (figures/shapes) of rāgas. This 
section is corrupted and incorrect in more or less all the MSS at our disposal, 
and is beyond any emendation due to the fact that this topic is found only in 
this treatise and is treated in no other Persian parallel or primary sources. 
Despite this, we will keep the reading of B1, and the three other readings 
will be noted in the apparatus.  

The following symbols are employed in the edited text by the editors: 

< >  (Angle brackets) indicate words added to the transmitted text by 
the editors by conjecture or from parallel/primary sources. In 
the latter case, the source from which the words or passages 
have been taken is noted in the apparatus.  

[ ] (Square brackets) indicate the correction of words in the text by 
conjecture or from a parallel/primary source. In the latter case, 
the source from which the words or passages have been cited is 
noted in the apparatus.  

{ }  (Braces) indicate words deleted by conjecture. A footnote 
between the two braces refers the reader to the apparatus and 
the omitted word there. If the omission is due in part to 
information from a parallel/primary source, that source is also 
mentioned in the apparatus. 

 ≠ ≠ (Unequal sign) indicates readings which differ from the 
transmitted text and consist of more than two words. 

≠≠  ≠≠ (Double unequal sign) indicates another reading which differs 
from the transmitted text and consists of more than two words 
and which is between the first unequal signs in another MS. 

* * (Asterisk) indicates lacunae in MS(s). 

** ** (Double asterisk) indicates another lacuna between the first one, 
which has been shown by * *, and another one in another MS. 

  This symbol indicates that words/phrases which are not found 
in the text of an MS are added in the margin of that MS by the 
scribe. 
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(?) A question mark inside parentheses indicates obscurity, 
ambiguity, or uncertainty in the text.  

The symbols employed in the apparatus are as follows: 

+ (Plus) indicates a word added by the scribe(s) (in compound 
words, the added part) in one or two MSS. 

- (Minus) indicates a word omitted by the scribe(s) (in compound 
word, the omitted part) in one or two MS(s). As long as it is just 
one word or a part of compound word, it is not written again in 
the apparatus, but if more than one word is omitted, or if all 
parts of a compound word are omitted, all omitted words and 
the whole compound word are noted in the apparatus. If the 
number of the omitted words exceeds three, an asterisk sign is 
used. 

Regarding compound words, only the part of the word treated in the 
edited text is noted in the apparatus. 

Concerning the orthography, we try to follow the general tendency in 
the MSS of unbound writing. In addition, the adverbializer bi (به) has been 
attached to the following word, as it is written in all four MSS. Nevertheless, 
if it functions as a preposition, it is written separately. The demonstrative 
pronouns اين، آن are often written unbound. The verbal prefix می is always 
written separately with a half-space in the edited text. The preposition rā (را) 
is written unbound as well. Unbound writing is also employed in the edited 
text for the plural suffix hā (ھا). We have chosen to follow the manuscripts 
and use unbound writing with all copula personal endings of the verb ام،  : بودن
 is shown as st (است) However, the third person singular ast .ای، است، ايم، ايد، اند
 after long A (Ā) in verses. To distinguish these personal endings from (ست)
auxiliary personal endings, a full space has been inserted between the 
preceding word and the copula personal ending. The conjunction ki (که) is 
always written unbound. The genitive marker (iżāfah) ء after a silent hi <ه ه> 
is written, in order to facilitate the reading. In a few cases the tashdid is 
written in the edited text. 

No spelling errors or mistakes are mentioned in the apparatus, as long 
as the misspelled words do not have any meaning in Persian or Arabic, are 
not music terms, proper names of geographical locations or people names, 
and do not seriously disrupt the understanding of the text. We follow West’s 
suggestion (1973: 86) regarding variants of merely orthographical nature. 
Thus, different spellings of a word (for instance سوم and حمير ,سيوم and ھمير, 
 .will be passed over without comment (رو and روی ,گلوی and گلو

To facilitate the identification of Sanskrit words and terms, we write 
them in bold type in the Persian text, and italics in the English translation. 
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 Further remarks: Due to the fact that we use all four MSS in 
establishing the text concerning musical terms, in the edited text the folio of 
each MS has been noted after the MS siglum in Persian as well as which side 
of the folio, i.e. the front side or “r” with Persian letter “ر” (رو [rū]) or the 
back side or “v” with the Persian letter پ (پشت [pusht]). 

All Koranic citations are written in “Old English Text MT” font. 
To facilitate reading, we have divided the critical edited text into 

paragraphs, and used punctuation. 

Notes on the English translations 

The vowels are almost never written in Persian, which causes pronunciation 
and reading difficulties. This problem manifests itself in particular 
concerning the transliteration into Persian from other languages, and is very 
much an issue in the music treatises written in India.33 The distance in time 
and the phonetic changes of the transliterated language over time comprise 
another problem we encounter regarding Indo-Persian music theoretical 
treatises. Due to these facts and issues, which create uncertainty about the 
pronunciation of the terms/words, we decided to transliterate the musical 
terms as they stand in the Persian text without vowels when they are 
introduced for the first time. However, these terms are Anglicized with the 
assistance of secondary sources which have been presented above. Thus, we 
hope that, to some extent, we approximate their original pronunciation. 
Unidentified terms are transliterated (without their vowels) in the English 
translated text, with question marks within brackets in front of them. In some 
cases, we suggest Anglicized Sanskrit and Hindi/Urdu terms, again preceded 
by question marks within brackets. 
 We try to explain and rectify ambiguity or incorrectness regarding the 
description of some terms in footnotes of the English translation. This is the 
reason for some terms being treated and explained in the footnotes in more 
detail and others being passed over without comment. 
 Due to fact that the treatise is a translation of a Sanskrit work with the 
insertion of a number of musical terms applied in the 17th century which 
were in Hindi/Urdu, the reader will find both Sanskrit and Hindi/Urdu terms 
in the English translation. To transcribe these terms (both Sanskrit and 
Hindi/Urdu), the sources which have been presented above are used.  
 

                                                      
33 The only work which has systematically explained the pronunciation of Sanskrit 
musical terms is Tuḥfat al-hind. However, due to the fact that there were/are many 
dialects in the Subcontinent, the pronuncations can differ from each other, 
depending on regions and their dialects. 
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Stemma codicum 

Autograph 
 
 
 
 

Archetype 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

α   β           γ        δ 
   

 
 
B1 ( ١ب ) (1782)          

B2 ( ٢ب ) (1786) 
 
      
          E (ا) (1850–1790?) 

        M (م) (1900–1800?) 

 



 

 

English translation of Shams al-aṣvāt
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[Preface] 

In the name of God, the merciful, the Benefactor. 
O, Lord, May you facilitate the writing of this work and May it finish 
successfully! 
 
The first declaration/utterance, which is (the) praise [to God], is dedicated to 
the Absolute All-Wise [God], whose players of fate and destiny by the order 
Be! and it is34, created the qānūn35 of existence, which was uselessly 
abandoned in the realm of nonexistence, with the strings of omnipotence, 
making it well-known by playing it with the plectrum of life in the gathering 
of the four basic elements,36 [then] the inhabitants of heaven went into 
ecstasy (samāʿ), and began to dance shouting “Our Lord, the Lord of angels 
and souls, is sacred and inviolable” and the inhabitants of the earth were 
amazed in the state (maqām) of “We have not recognized You as You 
deserved”37. 

Distich 
If one asks me to describe Him  

[I will say] how can the lovelorn tell of the ineffable 
The lovers are slain by the beloveds 

  no song will come forth from the slain  

And the second utterance/declaration, which is about paying tribute 
[to Muhammad], is right for the True Confidant [of God], when he whose 
Carriers of commands and prohibitions commanded the existing world, 
which was confused under the intoxication of misguidance, with the call of 
“There is no God except Allah and Muhammad is His Messenger”, [drank 
from] the cup of guidance. [Thus the Prophet] appeared on the throne of 
prophecy, and the true lovers, thanks to acceptance of that command, 
achieved the goal, and found Paradise, and faithless sinners and infidels, 
who rejected Paradise, hastened to Hell. 

                                                      
34 Koran 2:117. The whole verse is as follows, “The Originator of the heavens and 
the earth! When He decreeth a thing, He saith unto it only: Be! and it is.” (The 
Meaning of The Glorious Koran, 1953: 43). 
35 Here the writer plays with two different meanings of the word qānūn which can 
mean both law and decree, and the musical instrument qānūn, a plucked zither.  
36 These four basic elements of all things are earth, water, air, and fire. (For further 
information see EI, s.v. ʿUnṣur) 
37 A Prophetical hadith. 
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And after glorifying God and lauding Muhammad Muṣṭafā (Chosen 
One) – who is the purest soul of the best of prophets, the imam of saints, the 
helper of the poor, the last of the apostles, the gift (of God) to the worlds, the 
mediator of forgiveness between the sinner [and God], the refuge for 
destitute and poor people, 

Verse 

Muhammad is the one for whom everything from the first day till the 
resurrection  

 is created to embellish his name 

May God bless him and give him peace – infinite praises, blessings and 
salutations, and greetings upon his great family and his honorable wives, and 
his respectful companions, who deserve to be beloved by both worlds and 
who were the lovers of both worlds [i.e. this world and the other world], 
particularly upon the Lamp (lantern) of the Path, and the most excellent 
companions, and the first of them in the matter of truthfulness, His Truthful 
Holiness Abū Bakr; and upon the Most Righteous, the Adorner of the 
Throne of the Leadership, His Holiness ʿUmar; and upon the Assembler of 
the Koran and the Mirror of Mysticism, His Holiness ʿUṯmān; and upon the 
Decipherer of the Hidden and the Source of Knowledge, the Commander of 
the Faithful, the Lion of Allāh, ʿAlī; and upon the two felicitous and 
martyred grandsons [of the Prophet] Abī Muhammad b. al-Ḥasan and Abī 
ʿAbd Allāh al-Ḥusayn; and upon their mother Fāṭimah al-Zahrā; and upon 
the twelve Magnificent ones and the Fourteen Infallible ones, God’s blessing 
and peace upon all of them and the true worshipper of God. [May they be] at 
Your Mercy, O [You] the Most Merciful One.  

But then, it should be clear and apparent to the light-spreading mind 
and the wise nurturing thought of deep sharp-minded people, and the pure 
(pious) sun-hearted men, who carry the instrument of sciences on their 
shoulders and have the song of wisdom in their ear, that the author of this 
treatise and the composer of this work, the humble man, Ras Baras (Ras 
Varas), says, when I was permanently parted and separated from my 
honorable father, the late blessed master, Khushḥāl Kalāvant,38 who was a 
master in music and was a second Tānsen39, rather he was Bārbad40 of his 
time, [and] suddenly left this transitory world, losting the warp and woof of 
interest in life, I withdrew into the corner of anonymity. 

                                                      
38 For further information about Khushḥāl Kalāvant see the Introduction. 
39 A 16th century Indian musician and poet who was probably born in a village near 
Gwalior. He served as a court musician at Reva and later at the court of the Mughal 
Emperor Akbar (r. 1556–1605). It is not clear when he died (for further information 
see GDMM, s.v. Tānsen).  
40 A legendary Persian Sasanid musician. He played the Lute and was at the court of 
Khusraw II (r. 591–628).  
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Neither did I want to be in gatherings, nor did I have any interest to be 
in flower gardens 

  I put my head on my knees 

Neither did a companion come to me to explain this tremendous grief, 
nor did any wise man endeavor to console me. However, because my ear had 
heard the heavenly tidings, I expected changes and was hopeful. [Although] 
I did not know how the night of longing would end, and how the day of 
achievement would dawn, and from where the sun of prosperity would rise 
and upon whose house it would shine; and from which constellation the full 
moon of fortune would ascend and whose tower it would enlighten; and 
from whose bow the arrow of felicity would be shot, and who the target 
would be; and from which temple the Jupiter of glory would appear and to 
whose name the sermon of acceptation would be read; and from which 
curtain [even musical mode, (pardah)] the Venus of generosity would show 
herself and on whose forehead she would dancingly descend; and which 
Turk [i.e. ruler] whose order the Saturn of bravery would accept; and which 
Mars (hero) who was captured in the confounding misfortune whoes 
problem would be solved.  

Suddenly, the door of blessing opened and the soul of bliss rose and 
the sea of mercy moved and the wave of fortune rose and the pearl of 
purpose was achieved; that is to say, I got the opportunity to converse with 
some companions all of whom were so skilful in all kinds of sciences that 
my tongue is unable to describe their perfections. And they were unique in 
their time in every field of science, particularly in the subjects of rhetoric 
and philosophy. Because the art of music was in fact popular among them, 
after a while, when this humble person [i.e. the author] associated with those 
great men and formed an entirely sincere friendship [with them], I gained 
many benefits. Their outstanding suggestion, which was conveyed with 
tenderness and kindness, resulted in this poor humble one dressing the Book 
of Sangīt (Saṅgīta), whose elegance of meanings had been veiled and hidden 
by the mask of Hindī [Sanskrit], in Persian, and adorning and embellishing 
the beauty of its contents with the gold of colorful phrases and the pearl of 
elegant metaphors, presenting it, so that everyone would find pleasure in 
listening to it and would have enjoyment in reading it, particularly those who 
were lovers of that beauty and enthusiasts of that dream, and thus would 
fulfill [their dream] by meeting it; and the divers of that sea could find some 
beautiful pearls from its shell of melody, and would wear it as earrings in 
their ears; and mystics would begin to burn and melt like butterfly and 
candle around the light of that melody; and the intoxicated people of that 
cup, with the song of its instruments, would enjoy and go into rapture; and 
the observers of that beloved would be heart-wounded, falling to 
unconsciousness by the arrow of its amorous glance of sound and by the 
small arrows of its melody; and the collector of flowers of that rose-garden 
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would pick the various fruits of pleasure and the colorful flowers of 
sweetness, filling their ears and their hearts from the flowers of its various 
songs. And thanks to its delightful chants and beautiful songs, the 
nightingales of this rose garden would revive and refresh the branches of the 
tree of language; and the searchers of this field would clear their throats from 
all kind of roughness and foam and phlegm, so the wild horse of voice would 
be tamed; and the sailors of this sea would knot the sail of the seven notes to 
the ship of the throat, so that they would pass that sea, watching the seven 
continents. 

Thus, [by the translation of] that ancient book which was like an 
ancient calendar, a copy of which could be a gift for every gathering, and the 
lovers would always have it with themselves, and with the assistance of it, 
they could find complete enjoyment, especially among the lords of 
perfection, and particularly at the courts of famous sultans and powerful 
kings, who achieved greater perfection than other people; and no science 
would flourish without their acceptance and support; and without their pure 
soul there wouldn’t be any patron for art. This copy would be as a mirror in 
the playing hands of sincere people in the feast of pleasure and elation and as 
a comb for the hair of song of the beloved in the gathering of happiness and 
joy and it would be a medium [to fulfill] every wish and a mediator [to meet] 
every need. 

Hearing this proposal, I began to think about how I would carry out this 
difficult task, but according to [the proverb] “don’t shoot the messenger”, 
[and] even though I realized I did not have enough knowledge and authority, 
since the kindness of friends has assisted me, it been easy to carry out that 
[task]. Therefore, I will move the nib of my pen to explain this book, 
beginning with the definition of sound. 

One should know that when the worshipped God wanted to embellish the 
various qualities which were the symbols of His knowledge, with the 
colorful nature of every existence [life], and which were the signs of His 
power, He said, Be! and it is41. Since the creation of all creatures took place 
by the command Be without any problem, that voice/sound was the real one, 
and this voice/sound [i.e. of the instrument] was symbolic/metaphorical. 
Then, whenever the essence of everything became that sound/voice, 
everyone would inevitably become interested in this voice/sound, as 
“everything will return (or refer) to its origin” confirms this meaning. And 
also, the [Koranic] verse Am I not your Lord? Replied they: Yea!42 is a 
call/sound that, when the believers answered rightly, [God] rewarded them 
with “God’s mercy is unto the believers”, but there was no answer from the 
hell-deserving pagans until their ears became heavy from hearing the 

                                                      
41 The Koran, 36:81 (The Meaning of The Glorious Koran, 1953: 318). 
42 The Koran, 7:172 (The Holy Qur’an, 1988: 614). 
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scolding [Koranic] verse of (they are) deaf, dumb43; and the angels who could 
not bear that voice/call, went into ecstasy by the euphonious sound of “He is 
sanctified, He is the most Holy”. 

Therefore, the voice/sound was something that made the spirit 
dancingly enter into the body, and the flame of love was an interpretation of 
it. No existing thing could carry/bear it; that burden was assigned to the 
human who had chosen it, so that He caused him to wear the gift of “I 
kneaded the dough of man by my hand”44 as a robe and He bestowed over 
him the cloth of “He created and shaped Adam as His”45 and the others 
[those who refused to wear it (that cloth)] remained unjust, foolish46.  

Indeed the soul (spirit) does not need anything except the mellifluous 
voice. The euphonious singer embellishes the Koran and the tuneful vocalist 
makes the Koran beautiful, so that the melodious singer, who sings on the 
branch of the tongue, adorns the Koran, and the tuneful vocalist, who croons 
on the bough of speech, ornaments the Koran. O, My Lord! Show (Thyself) 
unto me47 [these words] were a voice/sound by which Moses could express 
himself, and never shalt thou see me48 [this reply] was a voice as well, 
because of which Moses fell down in a swoon. 

You should know that this voice, which you hear here (in this world), 
represents the heavenly world; it means that as long as one doesn’t apply the 
zikr of the tongue49 (zikr-i jahr), the zikr of the heart (zikr-i khafī)50 cannot be 
attained, and it becomes clear from it that that voice/sound is real and this 
voice/sound is symbolic/metaphorical. [In other words] this voice/sound is 
soothing and that voice/sound is a prayer, just as “symbolism/metaphor is a 
bridge to reach the reality” defines this meaning. Furthermore, the beauty of 
the universe is in the voice/sound, and a mystic’s devotion to God comes 
from this [voice/sound] as well, and that voice/sound is the reason for 
everything he [a mystic] does. Therefore everything you see is only because 
of the voice/sound, And He is with you wheresoever ye may be51. Moreover, 
the voice/sound does not cause intoxication, but brings love for everyone. 
Eating and drinking cause intoxication but not saying and hearing. And the 
perfect man does not even get intoxicated from drinking, how much less 
from the other matters. As a great man says: 

 

 

                                                      
43 The Koran, 2:18 (Ibid. p. 35). 
44 A divine Hadith. 
45 A Hadith. 
46 The Koran, 33:72 (Ibid. p. 1280). 
47 The Koran, 7:143 (Ibid. p. 602). 
48 Ibid. 
49 The remembrance of God by saying his name.  
50 The remembrance of God in the heart.  
51 The Koran, 57:4 (The Meaning of The Glorious Koran, 1953: 387). 
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Verse 

Everything which is affected by a problem, it will turn itself into a 
problem 

if heresy takes over perfection, it will be accepted [by 
everybody] 

It is mentioned in Mishkāt that His Holiness the Messenger, May the 
blessing and peace of God be upon him and his progeny, sometimes listened 
to music, such as on the day of feast, and there is a hadith on this matter and 
it is as follows “Because of music all feasts (ʿīds) becomes feast”, but rather 
on that day, he prevented ʿUmar, May God be pleased with him, from 
enjoining right conduct (the amr-i bi maʿrūf), and said “I have told ʿUmar 
that today is a feast day”, and also on the day of the Uḥud52 war, in which 
the Prophet had triumphed, he and the group of his companions were 
coming, when suddenly a number of singers, with instruments in hand came 
to him in Medina, singing a poem, so the Prophet listened carefully and 
honored them with a gift. And the poem is as follows: 

Indeed the snake of love bit my heart 
there is no physician and no enchanter to cure it 

Except for that friend whom I loved 
the incantation and antidote [to cure me] is to be with him 

And there are eleven other hadiths about this issue. And in the books of 
Sufism/mysticism it is written that His Holiness ʿUmar, based on the order 
of the Prophet, gave some Dinars to a musician. And in Tazkirat al-awlīyāʾ it 
has been written that music [voice] is permissible in general and licit for a 
hearty gnostic man. It is necessary for people of perfection and is a salve for 
heart-broken lovers. However, it is improper for imprudent men. And it has 
been written in the book of Ghawsiyyah that the Heavenly Master, ʿAbd al-
Qādir Gīlānī rose into the air upon hearing music (song), and ascended to a 
height of seventy kurūh (ca. 140 miles). And in the Anīs al-arvāh stands that 
Khvājah Bakhtyār Avshī Kākī reached God by listening to songs. 
Furthermore, according to the learned, there are five parts of the song in each 
speech and the reasons and advantages of it are too many to explain [here], 
as a sage says that we will obtain four benefits by acquiring it: first, whoever 
sings or listens to it, his heart will be relieved from sad thoughts and grief; 
second, a free man will become perfect and sagacious by [listening to] it and 
a slave will be accepted by (the people of) the world (i.e. become free); third, 
one can gain God’s love by/through it. Fourth, he will attain a high rank with 

                                                      
52 “A rocky, plateau-topped mountain that lies about 5 km/3miles north of Medina, 
and the site of an important battle between Muḥammad and the Meccans” (EI, s.v. 
Uḥud). 
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the king and win wealth. Because/So, in any way, its fruit/result is profitable 
(advantageous). 

Then, one who is eager to learn this [art], first she/he should know its 
theoretical basis and then he/she can practice it to reach the perfection that 
she/he has in her/his mind [to which she/he aspires] and be accepted in the 
hearts [of her/his listeners].  

However, no one has learnt this art (science) completely, except the 
Perfect Wise [God], for as the learned Socrates said: “I have learnt every 
science which is acquirable in six months, [however] I have endeavored hard 
to learn this science for five hundred years, I have not obtained what I 
wanted/wished”; [He was Socrates,] what about other persons/people. And if 
one reaches the throne of attainment by God’s grace and by his own efforts, 
or both his own endeavor and the guidance of a perfect instructor, he will be 
loved by everybody. Whenever a song was recorded on the folios of time, 
the explanation of its composition would satisfy the heart, like when the king 
of the throne of time (days) i.e. the sun, moves to the sign of the Ram 
(Aries), which is its honored home; and like when the spring equinox 
arrives, and the painting pen of spring in the rose garden colorfully 
ornaments the nice faces of flowers, making up the brow of the beautiful 
rose garden; and like when the spring wind, as a beautician, completely 
adorns the new bride of the garden with painting; and like when the spring 
cloud, as a nursemaid, takes care of the buds, and the beautiful trees don 
colorful ornaments and glittering clothes; and like when the flower rends the 
soul of the singing nightingale with its sweet laugh; and like when the 
fingers of the breeze become the comber of the hair of the hyacinth; and like 
when the petals hang their veil over the jonquil; and like when the blossom, 
as the mouth of the beloved, is ready to tempt the coldhearted of the desert 
of love; and like when the flash of lightning lights the candle of the dwellers 
of the garden; and like when the sound of thunder reminds one of the 
wedding of the rose. [Therefore/so] the box-trees, as spears, pierce the hearts 
of lovers with affection, and the chain of worldly beauty falls [even] upon 
the necks of the men of the mystic path, and the eyes of [shameless] 
narcissus have trained the [innocent] rose-buds to coquet, and the eagle of 
joy and the phoenix of happiness spread their wings in the sky of 
cheerfulness and gladness, and the song of the birds of the feast of elegance 
fills angels’ ears with happiness. Praise be to God! Weather so wonderful 
that from its lively wetness, the meeting of the minds of the pearl divers of 
the sea of nature has flourished, and a song so euphonious that compared to 
its perfect elocution, the songs of the most skillful singers are worthless. In 
this condition, if the inhabitants of earth claim to be equal to the heavenly 
angels, it will be approved, and if out of/because of their perfect beauty, they 
become rebelliously proud of being equal to the heavenly paradise, it will be 
right. 
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Masnavī 
The delicates of the garden have appeared 

each flower has glittered like a lamp [lantern] 
The buds under the outer leaves [skin] have become musky 

like a fragrant amulet on the beloved’s arm 
The singing odes of the early waking nightingale 

    has increased the desire of wine drinkers 
In every fountain the duck beak is drinking 

like a pair of golden scissors when they cut silk cloth 
Due to green grass, the ground (soil) has become as a garden 

the lamp has become light because of the brightness of the wine 

At such a time, the king, the shadow of God, the Jam-dignifying 
[king], who has the sun as his crown, and Heaven as his court, who has stars 
as his army, the symbol of divine power, the purpose of divine favor, the 
unique of the Court of Eternity, the intimate of the Court of God, the raiser 
of the banners of fairness and justice, the remover of the foundations of 
innovation and perversion, the light of Gorkani’s family, the lamp of Ṣāḥib-
Qirān’s53 dynasty, the forehead’s brightness of the morning of guidance, the 
eye of the sun of spiritual leadership, the chosen one by the destiny and 
predestination, the headmost of the armies of victory and triumph, the 
resolver of the problem of the poor, the reliever of the love-sick people, the 
pious and wise, the life-bestower and world-adorner, the pearl of kings’ 
crowns, the Kiblah of God-believer, the revealer of unseen secrets, the 
interpreter of divine forms, the confidant of the oratory of the divine vision, 
the unique slave of the Beloved (God), the establisher of royal manners, the 
divider of provisions for God’s followers, pacifier of the field of the earth 
and time, the organizer of the universe, the supporter of the believers of the 
Faith, the protector of the dignified Faith, the trenchant reason of 
faithfulness, the clear argument of God, the great master and the helper, 

Distiches 
The candle of six heavens and the king of seven thrones 

the sun of the time, the world conqueror (ʿĀlamgīr) 
Who May the day of fortune lighten from his face 

and May the time be as a rose garden from his spring 

Having beautified the excellent feast, he popularized the drum of 
pleasure and the kettledrum of happiness, and has made the [sound of the] 
banner of justice and prosperity reach to the ears of [the inhabitants of] the 
seven regions [i.e. the whole world], and the shout of congratulations and 
compliments has been heard from every direction, [announcing] that this 
book has been arranged and composed. Therefore, the chronogram of its 

                                                      
53 The title of Timur the founder of Timurid dynasty.  
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completion [which] is j’y nghmh (jā-yi naghmah)54 (the place of the melody) 
has reached the ear of the soul and it has been entitled Shams al-aṣvāt (The 
Sun of the Songs) by my pen, such that: 

Distiches 
The king of the realm and the faith, His Majesty Awrang Zīb 

whose government embellishes the world and the faith 
May God always preserve his family and his offspring because as the 
sun 

in the sky of kingship, each of them is like a good fortunate star 
Since the foundation of this worthless (work), was founded in his time 

I asked wisdom (intelligence), what proper chronogram it 
would have 

It said “If you want to achieve this purpose from somewhere  
Say jā-yi naghmah because this place is better than any other 
place”  

Verse 
This book, which is a spring in the darkness, 

the Water of Life has dropped from each of its pages 
The sounds in it are as the beams of sunlight 

it was therefore entitled Shams al-aṣvāt “the Sun of Songs” 

Indeed it is a sun which never sets. Whenever it rises, it will 
illuminate the world of souls, and the sea of love will begin to make waves, 
and the wave of mysticism will reach its peak because of its breeze; and the 
light of fortune of the followers of esotericism will come from it, and the 
worship of the followers of exotericism be directed to it; the people who 
agree with it will be happy at the sight of it, and the hypocrites will be sad at 
the sight of it; the lovers will drink by remembering it and the intoxicated 
people will give praise by listening to its songs. Whoever refuses it, she/he 
turns rejects all delights, and whoever accepts it, she/he gains the essence of 
everything. 

Line 
This book is a companion to every heart which does not have any rest 

it is an intimate friend for every night which does not have any 
light 

Therefore, the enthusiasts [for this art], should regularly study this 
abridged book, pondering its words to understand the principles of this 
practical knowledge/science, until he understands and learns the hidden 
(khafī) and manifest (jalī) songs and the quality of the exterior and interior 
ranks of modes, and the knowledge of ascending and descending the modes, 

                                                      
54 The total numerical value of these letters is 1109 (H.Q.) which corresponds to the 
year 1697–1698. 
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as one can learn the truth of jurisprudence from the book of fatāvī, and 
rational sciences from the book quṭbī [a spiritual pole/director] and 
philosophy from the book of qānūn, and geometry from khulāṣat al-ḥisāb, 
and astronomy from usṭurlāb, and prediction from qurʿah, and [thus] the 
goal for which this book is prepared will be attained. May God give [me] 
assistance and success. 

[I offer] this humble apology to the experts and perfect men of this 
science for this reason: since the book with this title was originally in Hindī 
[Sanskrit], and this ant-like, weak man is not familiar with the Persian 
language to such a degree that would be accepted by Persians, and moreover, 
at the insistence of my friends, I have translated it as well as I, with my weak 
mind, could do, in incorrect language and incomplete sentences. If the 
imperfect man makes a mistake, what can the perfect men do, except to 
forgive him? “Forgiveness can one expect of the high-minded man.” What 
more can I say? 

Thus, it should be clear that this book originally had seven parts 
(bābs). Since, the exact translation of all parts wouldl be [pointless] 
prolongation of the speech [i.e. make the work long-winded], and in 
addition, most of its content would seem out of fashion, I have summarized 
it in this short book in such a way that its terms have been left in the original 
Hindī; and one section, which dealt with dance, has been omitted because 
that belongs to the other people/culture and here it has less value. The other 
six sections, which are the basic foundations of music, will be translated. If 
the Exalted God permits. 

Part one: On the quality of division of sr (svara) which is called sr 
’dhy’y (svarādhyāya) in Hindī (Sanskrit), consisting of fourteen 
chapters: 

Chapter one: On the nature of n’d (nāda), that is to say, what 
sound is 
Chapter two: On the outlet of the nāda and the names of the 
stages of its transferrence from the body, and the emission of its 
sound from the body 
Chapter three: On the ascending and descending of svaras 
Chapter four: On the names of seven cardinal svaras 
Chapter five: On the names of b’dy sr (vādī svara) and so forth 
Chapter six: On the names of srt (śrutis), i.e. the elements/units 
of the svaras 
Chapter seven: On the names of twelve bkrt (vikṛta) svaras 
Chapter eight: On the explanation of tybrtm (tīvratama) svaras 
and so forth 
Chapter nine: On the explanation of the names of grʾm (grāma) 
and the number of mvrchhnʾ (mūrcchanā), and the seven ways 
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of ’rchk (ārcika), and so on, which for the derivation have been 
characterized 
Chapter ten: On the elucidation of the total number of tʾn (tāna) 
and their features 
Chapter eleven: On the multiplication method of tāna 
Chapter twelve: On the explanation of the table which is called 
the table of khndmyr (khaṇḍameru) and how to draw it, and the 
method of mvkrm (mūlakrama) and so forth 
Chapter thirteen: On the explanation of why scholars fixed 
seven tones, i.e. seven main svaras 
Chapter fourteen: On the explanation of ’lnk’r (alaṅkāra or 
alaṃkāra) 

Part Two: On the explanation of r’g (rāga)s, which is termed 
rāgādhyāya in Hindi 

Chapter one: On the distinguishing the [various] qualities of 
singing 
Chapter two: On the detailed description of rāgas and the name 
of each of them 

Part three: On the explanation of ’l’p (ālāpa), that is to say, to omit 
and modify the svaras in rāgas, and its elements/units, which is called 
prkyrnk’dhy’y (prakīrṇakādhyāya) 

Chapter one: On explanation of the names of words and 
syllables which are used in ālāpa 
Chapter two: On the knowledge of four positions/places of 
ālāpa, which are called ’sth’n (sthāna) ālāpa 
Chapter three: On the detailed description of different kinds of 
ālāp 
Chapter four: On the names of gmk (gamaks), which alter a 
svara 
Chapter five: On the distinction and numbers of various kinds 
of singers 
Chapter six: On the numbers and descriptions of the good 
qualities of singers 
Chapter seven: On the descriptions of singers’ defects 

Part four: On the description and explanation of various types of gyt 
(gīta) (music), which is called prbndhʾ [in Hindi] 

Part five: On the explanation of the rules of clapping the hands (the 
science of rhythm), which is called t’l’dhy’y (tālādhyāya) [in Hindi] 

Part six: On (musical) instruments and their features, which is called 
b’d ’dhy’y (vādāadhyāya) [in Hindi] 
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Part one: Concerning the description of 
features of svara55, which is named 
svarādhyāya in Hindī 

Containing fourteen chapters. 

Chapter one: Regarding the nature of nāda, that is to say, ‘what 
sound is’  

When Almighty God brought ‘the instrument of man’ into existence with his 
absolute knowledge and universal power, and breathed into him of My 
spirit56 by his compassion at the divine court of “I was a hidden treasure, but 
I wanted to be known, so I created the men”57, a state which was named 
nafas (breath) was generated. Then, through going in and out, a sound aroses 
which scholars called nāda in Hindī. And later, they [the scholars] by the 
purity of their souls divided it into two kinds and named them. The first one 
is named nāda ’n’ht (anāhata) and the second one nāda ’ht (āhata).  

Thus, the sound which is heard when one plugs his/her ears and which 
is similar to the sound of the firmament, is called the nāda anāhata, which 
only a perfect dervish can enjoy. However, anyone can get pleasure from the 
nāda āhata.58 And God knows best. 

                                                      
55 According to SR (vol. i. 134–135) “The sound that delights the listeners’ minds by 
itself is called svara”. According to TH (p. 324) sur (svara) is the same as āhang or 
naghmah (musical sound, tone, note). Nijenhuis (SŚ, p. 83) translates svara “notes”. 
56 The Koran 15: 29. The whole verse is: “So when I shaped him complete and 
breathed into him of my Spirit, then fall down prostrating yourselves to him” (The 
Bounteous Koran, 1986: 340). 
57 A divine hadith. 
58 About the nāda and these two types of sound one can read in SR (vol. i. 23): 
“Nāda is said to be twofold, viz., produced and unproduced”. Shīr-ʿAlī Khān Lūdī 
(1377/1998: 134–135) mentions the two types of nāda, writing that anāhā (anāhata) 
is the sound which exists from the beginning of the universe, while āhad (āhata) is 
produced by animals and humans. 
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Chapter two: Concerning the outlet of nāda, and the names of 
the stages of its transference from the body, and the emission of 
its sound  

so that the ‘candle’ reaches ‘the fire of tongue’ and ‘kindles’ the ears of 
lovers. 

It should not be concealed from the heart of pious men, which is the 
source of divine manifestation, that the discoverers of nāda say that there is 
a wheel [i.e. a cakra]59 below the heart which has four spokes and which is 
called ʼd (ādhāra [?]) cakra60 in Hindī. Above it, at a distance of a finger-
width, there is another wheel with six spokes. This is called mvl (mūlādhāra 
[?]) cakra.61 And a finger-width above it, there is another wheel beneath the 
navel with ten spokes. This is called pvrn (maṇipūraka [?]) cakra.62 And at a 
distance of three fingers from it, there is a wheel with twelve spokes which is 
called hrdy (anāhata [?]) cakra,63 and it always serves and praises God. And 
above it, beneath the throat, there is a wheel which is the place of seven 
notes, and it has sixteen spokes.64 In the middle of the throat, there is a hole 
in which there also is a wheel with eighteen spokes.65 And above it, there is a 
wheel under the eyebrow with three spokes.66 And above it in the head, there 
is another wheel with six spokes which is called mn (manaś) cakra.67 From 
                                                      
59 Cakra means wheel in Sanskrit and Hindi. This term is employed to describe the 
nerve plexus in the body in yoga. 
60 As has been mentioned above, this cakra is possibly the ādhāra cakra. However, 
according to SR (vol. i. 90) this cakra (center) is “situated in-between the anus and 
genitals” and not below the heart as stated in the Persian text. 
61 The mūlādhāra-cakra is not mentioned SR. However, the author (vol. i. 87) 
describes svādhiṣṭhāna as the second cakra which is situated at root of the genital 
and which has the six spoked. Eliade (1990: 241) mentions the mūlādhāra-cakra, 
writing that mūla means root, and the mūlādhāra has four petals (and not six as 
stated in Shams al-aṣvāt). It is not clear whether the translator-cum-commentator or 
the copyists confused mūlādhāra cakra with svādhiṣṭhāna cakra. 
62According to SR (vol. i. 89), this cakra is located around the navel and has ten 
spokes. It is not clear if the Persian transcription is a miswriting of the copyists or if 
it is pronounced in this way in Persian. For further information about this cakra see 
Eliade (1990: 242). 
63 This cakra is probably anāhata-cakra which has been written in Persian in a 
different way. According to SR (vol. i. 90), anāhata-cakra is located in the heart and 
has twelve spokes. It is considered to be the place of worship of lord Śiva (ibid.). 
For further information about the anāhata-cakra see Eliade (1990: 242). 
64 This cakra is called viśuddhi, which means purity (cf. SR vol. i. 91f.; Eliade 1990: 
242) 
65 It is not clear to us which cakra this is. In SR (vol. i. 92) lalanā-cakra, which is 
situated in the back of the neck, is mentioned. However, it has twelve petals 
according to SR (ibid.). 
66 This cakra is ājñā, which means order or command (Eliade 1990: 243). One can 
also read in SR (vol. i. 93) that this cakra has three spokes and is located between the 
eyebrows.  
67 As has been mentioned above, this cakra is plausibly manaś. Manaś means mind 
or intellect, and this cakra is called the wheel of the mind. For further information 
see SR (ibid. 94). 
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it, water comes out, as if it is the water of life (the fountain of life). And 
beside it, there is another wheel with sixteen spokes which is called svm 
(soma) cakra68 and it cools the body. And all these wheels are contingent on 
a wheel which has one-thousand spokes, and the existence of the men 
emanating from it, and it is called prʾn (sahasrapatra?) cakra 69 in Indian. 
So, all the wheels are moving constantly. 

And then, there are fourteen pulses (nerves, vessels).70 The first one is 
skhmn (suṣumṇā); the second one: ’d’ (iḍā); the third one: pngl’ (piñgalā); 
the fourth one: khvk (kuhū); the fifth one: ’svn (yaśasvinī); the sixth one: 
g’ndh’ry (gāndhārī); the seventh one: hstjhv’ (hastijihvā); the eighth one: 
b’rny (vāruṇī); the ninth one: pysvny (payasvinī); the tenth one: bsvdhr’ 
(viśvodarā); the eleventh one. snkhyny (śaṅkhinī); the twelfth one: pvkh’ 
(pūṣā [?]); the thirteenth one: srst (sarasvatī [?]); the fourteenth one: ʼlnyh’ 
(alambusā [?]). 

Among these (pulses), three are considered to be the most important 
pulses. First: iḍā, which is on the right; [second:] piñgalā which is on the 
left; [third:] suṣumṇā which is above the heart.71  

And ten b’d (bād [Persian]; vāta [Sanskrit]) (airs/breath) come from 
them. First: prʼn-bād (prāṇa) vāta, which is located in the stomach and 
intestine;72 second: ʼpʼn (apāna), which is situated in the arm and stomach;73 
third: byʼn (vyāna), which is in the eyes;74 fourth: smʼn (samāna), whose 
position is in the hands and fingers;75 fifth: ʼdʼn (udāna), which is in the 
chest;76 sixth: n’g (nāga), which is located in the toes and their nails; 
seventh: dhnjyh (dhanañjaya), which is located in the [body’s] fat and the 
blood vessels; eighth: kvrm (kūrma); ninth: krkl (kṛkara), which is located in 
the flesh and skin; tenth: dyvdt (devadatta), which is located in the body’s 
hair. 

                                                      
68 Soma means the moon, and, according to SR (ibid.), soma cakra is located above 
manaś cakra. 
69 This cakra is presumably sahasrapatra cakra. Sahasra means a thousand, and this 
cakra “is located in the cerebral aperture” (cf. ibid. pp. 95–96).  
70 The school of Śiva Saṃhitā speaks of fourteen nāḍīs and it seems that this part of 
the work is based on that school. The suggested correction of the names is based on 
SR (ibid. p. 101) which is the original source of this work. 
71 According to SR (ibid. pp. 101–103), the pulses (nerves, vessels) iḍā are located 
on the left and not right side (of suṣumṇā) and piñgalā on the right side (of 
suṣumṇā). For further information about these vessels see also Eliade (1990: 236–
241). 
72 According to SR (vol.i. p. 59), prāṇa (or vital breath, even basic vibration [SŚ, p. 
3]) is the most important air/breath and is located below the root of the navel. 
73 In keeping with SR (vol. i. 60), this air/breath is stationed in the anal region and 
the genitals, waist, legs, abdomen, root of the navel, groin, thighs, and knees.  
74 According to SR (ibid.), vyāna is located in the eyes, ears, ankles, waist, and nose. 
75 In SR (ibid.) it is written that samāna “pervades the whole body; and running 
through the seventy-two thousand nerve-channels of the body”. 
76 According to SR (ibid.), “it abides in the hands, the feet and the joints of the 
limbs” and not in the chest. 
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So, when a singer wants to sing something, the prāṇa air/breath, 
which moves constantly (comes and goes) like a rope-dancer, travels and 
passes through all the aforementioned wheels, pulses, and winds until it 
reaches the throat, and then a sound will arise.  

Consequently, whenever that air passes through the stomach, the 
sound produced is called dhn’tsvchhm (dhvani [?]/dhun [?] atisūkṣma) in its 
first position. And when it reaches the chest, which is the second position, it 
is called dhn svchhm (dhvani [?]/dhun [?] sūkṣma). When it reaches beneath 
the throat, which is the third position, it is named psht dhn (puṣṭa dhvani 
[?]/dhun [?]). And when it arrives at the throat, it is called ’psht dhn (apuṣṭa 
dhvani [?]/dhun [?]), and here a sound originates and goes up which is called 
svara. And from here, there are three other positions. The first position is 
when the svara [is about to] reach the throat,77 that svara is called svara 
mndr (svara mandra78); [the second position is] when it arrives in the throat, 
it is called mdh (madhya); and [the third position is] when it reaches the lips, 
it is called t’r (tāra), this sound is also called dhn (mūrdhan [?])79. Thus, the 
first svara which is about to reach the throat, is called atisūkṣma dhn (dhvani 
[?]/dhun [?]), and the svara which reaches the throat is called madhyama dhn 
(dhvani [?]/dhun [?]), and when it reaches the lips it is called krthm (kṛtrima) 
dhn (dhvani [?]/dhun [?]).  

And God knows best. 

Chapter three: Concerning the ascending and descending of the 
svaras 

It is evident in the brilliant illuminated opinion of the people who are 
dedicated to truth and free from superficiality, who are not affected by the 
flux and reflux of time and events, and arguments about this person and that, 
when ‘the pearl’ of sound comes out of the ‘shell’ of the ‘heart’ and reaches 
the tongue, it will inevitably be the adornment of the ear of the listeners at 
‘gatherings of friendship’. In other words, when the svara is generated from 
the mouth of a singer, it is in its own (natural) position at the first station. 
And when it reaches the second position, that is to say it rises up, it will be 
twice as high. And in the third position, it will be three times as high. And in 
this way it reaches the seventh position, which has already been described. 

Thus, when the svaras ascend to the aforementioned positions, they 
must inevitably descend from those positions. Accordingly, they are named 

                                                      
77 The Persian text is slightly confusing here. According to TH (p. 329), this svara is 
generated in the navel or most likely the stomach. In SŚ (p. 3) the chest is mentioned 
as the part of the body where this svara is generated.  
78 According to SR (vol. i. 114), mandra is one of the three nādas which is in the 
heart and the author of TH (p. 329) mentions that it is also called ghaṭa. 
79 Cf. SŚ (p. 3). 
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differently as they ascend and descend. Their names are, first: ’sth ’y 
(sthāyī); second: ’rvhy (ārohī); third: ’vrvhy (avarohī); fourth: snchʼry 
(sañcārī); fifth: grh (graha); sixth: ’ns (aṁśa) and seventh: ny’s (nyāsa).80  

  Sthāyī is such that a svara comes at short intervals (repeatedly).81 And 
the ārohī is when svaras ascend from low [position] to high [position].82 
And avarohī is when svaras descend from high [position] to low [position].83 
And sañcārī is such that all these [the three above-mentioned appearances 
of] svaras come together in one place.84 Graha is the initial svara which 
comes [in a rāga].85 And the aṁśa is a svara which arises from the first 
svara and which comes in the middle.86 And the nyāsa is the svara which 
comes at the end [of a composition].87 

                                                      
80 The last three terms have been treated in section seven of the first chapter in SR, 
while the first four terms have been discussed in section six of the first chapter.  
81 Shringy (SR, vol. i. 234) writes that “Sthāyī literally means unvarying, e.g. ‘sa sa 
sa’ or ‘ri ri ri’ and so on.” Yaḥyā Kābulī (LS p. 145) mentions the term, writing that 
if a sur [svara] is played slowly and repeatedly, for instance sa sa sa or ri ri ri, it is 
called sthāyī. 
82 Shringy (SR, vol. i. 234) notes that ārohī “is ascending in pitch, e.g. ‘sa ri ga ma 
pa dha ni’ and so on.” The author of LS (p. 145) states that if four or more surs 
(svaras) ascend, for example sa ra ga ma pa dha ni, it is called ārohī.  
83 The translator and commentator of SR (vol. i. 234) explains that avarohī “is 
descending in pitch, e.g. ‘ni dha pa ma ga ri sa’ and so on.” In DHCM the term is 
mentioned as “Ārohī Varṇa” and is defined as “notes arranged in ascending order”. 
See also LS (pp. 145–146). 
84 Shringy (SR, vol. i. 235) notes that the term refers to svaras which move around, 
not having any fixed order. He adds “This is an admixture of the above three types 
[i.e. sthāyī, ārohī, avarohī] and is illustrated in the order of such phrases as ‘sa ri sa 
ga sa ni dha sa ri ga’ and ‘sa sa sa ni ma ma ni ma pa ni ri ri pa’ etc.” The writer of 
LS (pp. 146) remarks that if one uses all three types of barna in his performance, it 
is called sañcārī.  
85 The author of SR (vol. i. 282) describes the term in the following way: “[T]he note 
that is placed in the very commencement of the melody is known as graha (the 
initial note).” Yaḥyā Kābulī (LS, p. 168) also points out that when a musician begins 
to play a melody or sing a song, the first sur [svara] he sings/plays is called graha. 
In SŚ (p. 189) it is noted that “The [note] on which the performance of modes, etc. 
commences is the initial note (graha)”. For further information see also DHCM (pp. 
43–44).  
86 The Persian text is ambiguous here. According to SR (vol. i. p. 283), aṁśa is the 
fundamental note, and it determines the position of the higher and the lower pitch 
range. The author of SŚ (p. 191) points out the term, noting that the “central note 
(vādin, lit. ‘speaker’) is called dominant (aṃśa)”. Roychaudhuri (DHCM, p. 16) 
writes that “it is the most important note in a Rāga. The almost central note around 
which other notes are composed to express the spirit and idea of a Rāga. … The 
present practice has been to call the principal note Vādī instead of aṁśa of a Rāga 
…”. 
87 Shringy (SR, vol. i. 289) explains the term in the following way: “The note with 
which a musical composition is concluded is the final (nyāsa) note”. However, the 
present description of the term is as Roychaudhri (DHCM, p. 81) writes “When the 
understanding of a Rāga seems to be complete and satisfying by resting on a 
particular note of the scale, that note is called the Nyāsa Svara of that particular 
Rāga”. 
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Chapter four: Concerning the names of seven cardinal svaras  

which are bases of other svaras, that is to say seven svaras which in the ‘sky 
of science’ of music are, like seven stars, fixed and permanent, so that the 
‘makers of astronomical tables’ of this science/art use them in order to reach 
their goal. So, we humble people should raise ‘the hand of hope’ to pray for 
the eternal fortune of the king, the defender of the faith, repeating 
continuously the names of those seven svaras (notes); thus, it will probably 
be accepted. 

Furthermore, it should be known that the first svara is named khrj 
(ṣaḍja)88; and the second rkhb89 (rṣabha), the third gndhʼr90 
(gandhāra/gāndhāra); the fourth mdhm (madhyama); the fifth pnchm 
(pañcama); the sixth dhyvt (dhaivata); and the seventh svara 
nkhʼd91(niṣāda). And the upper khrj (ṣaḍja) is called typ (ṭīp) 92. 

To practice them, seven symbols/signs are designated for each of them 
in this way: the first s (sa), and the second r (ri), the third g (ga); the fourth 
m (ma); the fifth p (pa); the sixth dh (dha); and the seventh ny (ni); and ṭīp, 
sā. And all of them in the ārohī [ascending] way will be: sa, ri, ga, ma, pa, 
dha, ni, sā; and its inversion in the avarohī [descending] way is as follows: 
sā, ni, dha, pa, ma, ga, ri, sa. 

Chapter five: Concerning the names of vādī svara and so forth 

Since each rāga has a distinctive form and each is derived from seven 
svaras, and in order to differentiate rāgas from each other, some svaras are 
regarded as the main svaras, others as their assistants, and others still as their 
adversaries. With their appearance a rāga will be altered in a way which will 
be revealed to ‘the heart’ of intelligent people. 

Thus, these various types of svaras are named in four different ways. 
And they are as follows, first: b’dy (vādī)93, second: smb’dy (saṁvādī)94, 
third: ’nd’dy (anuvādī)95 and fourth bb’dy (vivādī)96.  
                                                      
88 The author of TH (p. 325) gives the name of this svara as khdj (khadja). However, 
he (ibid.) adds that “r” is usually used instead of “d”.  
89 This svara is spelled as it is here in B1, B2, LS (p. 52), and GHM (p. 11), while in 
manuscripts E, M, and TH (p. 325) as “rkhbh”. 
90 This svara is spelled “g’ndh’r” in GHM (p. 11), which is closer to its Sanskrit and 
Hindi spelling, gāndhāra.  
91 This svara is spelled as “nkh’dh” in GHM (ibid.) and LS (p. 52), while in all mss 
at our disposal and in TH (326), the word is spelled as it is in our text.  
92 That is to say the tīp in an octave higher than ṣaḍja. For further information about 
ṭīp see DHCM (p. 154). 
93 Vādī has been translated as “sonant” by Shringy (SR vol. i. 148). In SŚ (p. 101), 
this term is given as vādin and translated by Nijenhuis (SŚ, p. 101) as “the 
dominant”. The function of this type of svara is similar to shāhid in Persian music.  
94 Saṁvādī has been translated as “consonant” (SR vol. i. 148, and SŚ, p. 101). 
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So, the vādī svara is such that a rāga arises from it, and it is the main 
svara of a rāga. And the saṁvādī svara is such that by performing it, the 
rāga will be enhanced. And anuvādī svara comes to the assistance of 
saṁvādī. And vivādī svara is such that by playing it a rāga will be changed. 
So this svara is considered an enemy, and therefore it is left out of ‘the 
house’ of rāga. 

And it is said allegorically of these four svaras, that the svara vādī in 
the realm of rāga is like the king, and the svara saṁvādī is like a minister,97 
and the svara anuvādī is like a governor, and the svara vivādī is like the 
enemy.  

To distinguish between the svara vādī and the svara vivādī, which are 
opposites, it is said that there are differences between the twelfth, eighth, 
sixth, or fourth, śruti-intervals of the svara vādī and the svara vivādī in each 
rāga. So, it is said that like the two stars of fortune [Jupiter]98 and misfortune 
[Saturn], the twelfth, eighth, sixth, or fourth degrees are unfortunate, the 
svara vādī to the svara vivādī, which are like the two stars of fortune and 
misfortune in the throat of a singer, revolving, these śrutis are also 
unfortunate. For instance, as the twelfth śruti in the rāga br’vr (varārī) in 
which madhyama svara is svara vivādī; and as the eighth śruti in rāga bbh’s 
(vibhāsa) in which madhyama svara is also svara vivādī; and [as] the sixth 
śrutis in rāga k’yln (kalyāṇa) in which the madhyama svara is also svara 
vivādī; and [as] the fourth śrutis in rāga m’lsy (mālaśrī) in which dhaivata 
svara is svara vivādī. 99 

Chapter six: Concerning the names of śrutis, i.e. the partitions of 
the main svaras 

Since each svara has its own position, when it is moved, depending on 
whether it is ascending or descending, its original position will be changed. 
Consequently, each svara has been partitioned, such that the ṣaḍja svara has 
been partitioned into four and is called:  

                                                                                                                             
95 Anuvādī has been translated as “assonant” by Shringy (SR, vol. i. 148), while 
Nijenhuis (SŚ, p. 101) has translated anudin as “the accompanying note”. 
96 Vivādī has been translated as dissonant (SR vol. i. 148, and SŚ p. 101). 
97 The author of LS (p. 60) notes that the śrutis which are played after the eighth and 
twelfth are called saṁvādī.  
98 According to Islamic astrology, planets have different characters. For instance 
Jupiter, Venus, and the Moon are said to be fortunate (saʿd) and Saturn and Mars are 
unfortunate (naḥs). (For further information see EI, s.v. Saʿd wa naḥs; Muṣaffā, 
1366/1987: 395–9)  
99 All these four types of svara have been almost identically discussed in LS (pp. 
60f.). However, the author of TH does not mention anything concerning these types 
of svara. 
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First: tybr’ (tīvrā); second: kmvdty (kumudvatī); third: mnd’ (mandā) 
and fourth: chhndvvty (chandovatī). 

And rṣabha svara is partitioned into three, first: dy’vty (dayāvatī); 
second: rnjny (rañjanī) and third: rtk’100 (raktikā) 101. 

And gāndhāra svara is also partitioned into three, first: rvdry (raudrī); 
second: krvdh’ (krodhā) and third: pryty (prīti)102.103  

And the madhyama svara is, as well, partitioned into three, first: bjrk’ 
(vajrika); second: prsʾrny (prasāriṇī) and third: mʾrjny (mārjanī).104 

And the pañcama svara is partitioned into four, first: chhty [kṣitī]; 
second: rgt’ (raktā); third: sndypny (sandīpanī) and fourth: ’l’pny (ālāpinī). 

The dhaivata svara is partitioned into three, first: mndty (madantī); 
second: rvhny (rohiṇī) and third: rmyʾ (ramyā). 

The niṣāda svara is partitioned into two, first: ’gr’ (ugrā) and second: 
chhvbny105 (kṣobhiṇī). 

They amount to a total of twenty-two śrutis.  
And it is said that through fixing (establishing) a śruti, a svara will be 

established, forming a rāga and svara, which according to its śrutis, is 
beloved by all hearts. And a svara that has all its śrutis is [considered] a 
good one, and [on the contrary] a svara that does not have all its śrutis, is 
[regarded as] a poor one. Accordingly, the first svara, which is ṣaḍja, with 
its four śrutis, which is like the king of “the land of the throat”, together with 
six other svaras, which are as its ministers and commanders, always looks 
after ‘the subjects of the heart of lovers’. 

Chapter seven: Concerning the names of twelve vikṛta svaras106  

One should know that the fundamentals of the science of mathematics are 
twelve towers, in each of which there are twelve treasure-chests full of 
                                                      
100 The author of LS (p. 75) and GHM (p. 9) records the name of this śruti as the 
above, while in TH (p. 330), the name of this śruti is noted as rktk’ which is a close 
transliteration of the name of the śruti in Sanskrit and Hindi.  
101 In SŚ (p. 95) this śruti has been noted as ratikā. 
102 In SR (vol. i. p. 139) this śruti pertains to madhyama svara and not to the 
gāndhāra svara. 
103 According to NŚ (p. 220), SR, (vol. i. p. 139), SŚ (p. 95) and TH (p. 330) the 
gāndhāra has two śrutis, raudrī (sivī, in TH) and krodhā. 
104 According to NŚ (p. 220), SR (1997: i. 139), SŚ (1992: 95) and TH (p. 330) the 
madhyama svara has four śrutis of which prīti is not mentioned here, while the 
mentioned śruti is counted among the gāndhāra svara.  
105 This śruti has been written in Persian in different ways in different works; for 
instance in TH (p. 332) it is spelled chhvbhnk, in LS (p. 75) khvbhny, and in GHM 
(p. 9) chhvbny (as it is in manuscript M). 
106 Shringy (SR, vol. i. 141) translates vikṛta-svara as ‘modified notes’. It should be 
pointed out that the terminology and definitions used in this chapter differ to some 
extent from what we can find in other primary and secondary sources. We have put a 
question mark after these terms and their definitions. 
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brilliant jewels, and these chests are hidden until given as an offering to the 
king, the shadow of God. From them, one and all choose abundant and 
copious pearls and jewels, and raise their hands to thank khadīv-i zamān (the 
King of Time107). Thus, it is best to open these chests [to everyone]. 

  It should be known that vikṛta svaras have been derived from the 
seven main svaras in the way which will be explained. So, the names of 
them are, first: cht (cyuta); second: ’cht (acyuta); third: k’kly (kākalī); 
fourth: ’t (ati) kākalī; fifth: tdhvt (tadvat [?]); sixth: ati tdhvt (tadvat [?]); 
seventh: bkrt (vikṛta); eighth: ati vikṛta; ninth: ’ntr (antara) ;108 tenth: s’’ntr 
(sādhrāṇa [?]/sā antara [?]); eleventh: kysk (kaiśika)109 and twelfth: ati 
kaiśika.110 

Cyuta is when the rṣabh svara takes a śruti from the ṣaḍja svara. And 
when it [rṣabh svara] takes two śrutis, it is the acyuta.  

And kākalī is when the gāndhāra svara takes a śruti from rṣabh-
svara. If it takes two śrutis, it is called ati kākalī.  

And tdhvt (tadvat [?]) is when the madhyama svara takes a śruti from 
the gāndhāra. And when it takes two śrutis, it is ati tdhvp (tadvat [?]).  

And vikṛta is such that the pañcama svara takes a śruti from the 
madhyama svara. And if it takes two śrutis, it is ati vikṛta. 

When the dhaivata svara takes a śruti from pañcama svara, that svara 
is called antara. And if it takes two śrutis, [it is called] s’’ntr (sādhrāṇa 
[?]/sā antara [?]) 

And if dhaivata svara takes a śruti from niṣāda svara, it is called 
kaiśika. And it cannot take two śrutis, because the niṣāda svara has two 
śrutis. So by taking the second śruti, the niṣāda svara will no longer exist. 

And if the niṣāda svara takes a śruti from the ṭīp, i.e. the upper ṣaḍja, 
it is called ati kaiśika. 

And there are different ways to perform these twelve [modified] 
svaras in the throat. And God knows best. 

Chapter eight: Regarding the explanation of tīvratama svaras 
and so forth 

Since each main svara has two ends, one pointing upwards and one 
downwards, each svara has three positions, first: high; second: middle; third: 
low. Consequently, seven ways of producing svara are developed from each 

                                                      
107 That is Aurangzed, the Mughol ruler (r. 1653–1707). 
108 In SR (vol. i. 143) it is mentioned as “antaragāndhāra”. Cf. also LS (p. 58). 
109 Shringy (SR vol. i. 144) notes that “kaiśka is another name for sādhāraṇa.” 
110 According to Ahmad (1984:62f.), the names of vikṛta svaras are reported in Uṣūl 
al-Naghamāt-i Āṣifī as follows, “Kshat, akshat, kakuli, ati kakuli, nandli, ati nandli, 
vikrit, ati vikrit, antar, bahu antar, kaishik, ati kaishik”.  
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svara which is produced in the throat, and furthermore one cannot construct 
a rāga other than in any of these seven ways.  

Thus, the first svara is named tīvratama; the second one: tybrtr 
(tīvratara); the third one: tybr (tīvra); the fourth one: sdh (śuddha); the fifth 
one: kvml (komala); the sixth one: ati kvml (komala) and the seventh one: 
sk’ry (sākārī). 

And the method [to find them] is that a svara which takes three śrutis 
from its higher svara, rising three degrees, is called tīvratama. If it takes two 
śrutis, rising two pitches/degrees, is called tīvratara. If it takes one śruti and 
ascends only one degree, it is called tīvra. And if it remains in its original 
position, it is named śuddha. And if it takes one śruti from its lower svara 
and descends a degree, it is called komala. If it takes two śrutis, descending 
two degrees, it is called ati komala. And if it takes three śrutis and descends 
three degrees, is called sākārī, which is the position of the rṣabh svara in the 
rāga [kd’r’] kedārā. 

Chapter nine: Concerning the explanation of the names of grāma 
and the number of mūrcchanā, and the seven ways of ārcika 
which are assigned for their derivation 

It should be known that there is a method which is called sptk (saptaka) in 
Hindi, and using this method we go up the ārohī [ascending] way from the 
first ṣaḍja svara in successive order [of svaras] to other svaras and reach the 
second [i.e. the upper gamut] ṣaḍja. So, whenever the original position of a 
svara is altered to any of three different positions, and if it is established in 
any one of these positions and then returns to the original position, this way 
is called grāma. And these are of three kinds, the first: ṣaḍjagrāma; the 
second: madhyamagrāma; and the third: gāndhāragrāma.  

And the method of generating each of them is the following: if the 
first ṣaḍja svara is sung and it reaches the pañcama svara, and [if] that svara 
[i.e. pañcama svara] in the first saptaka is assumed as the ṣaḍja, and it again 
rises to the second ṣaḍja in the ārohī [ascending] way, it will be called 
ṣaḍjagrāma. And [if] from there in the second saptaka, it reaches the 
madhyama svara, and [if] that svara is assumed to be the ṣaḍja, and again it 
ascends to the upper ṣaḍja in the way that has been explained [i.e. ārohī], it 
will be called madhyamagrāma. And if from there in the third saptaka we 
reach the gāndhāra svara, and it is assumed as the ṣaḍja, and it ascends to 
the second [upper] ṣaḍja in the way that has been explained above [i.e. 
ārohī], it will be called the gāndhāragrāma. 

Thus, the two first grāmas are in use at this time, while the last grāma, 
which is the gāndhāragrāma, is not sung or played on any instrument. 
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Symbolically the ṣaḍjagrāma is referred to as the king, and amongst them,111 
the madhyamagrāma is considered the vizier, and the gāndhāra, the last 
grāma, as the enemy. Since the description of the three grāmas is complete, 
we will now begin the explanation of the mūrcchanās. 

It is said that there are seven mūrcchanās in a grāma. So, based on 
this statement, twenty-one mūrcchanās will be derived from the three 
grāmas in such a manner that seven svaras are combined with their entire 
śrutis and come in the ārohī [ascending] or the avarohī [descending] ways. 
And the names and shapes of the mūrcchanās are as follows. 

So, the mūrcchanās of rṣabhagrāma are, first: ’trmndr’ 
[uttaramandrā] and its [tonal] form[is]: sa ri ga ma pa dha ni; second: rnjny 
(ran͂janī) and its [tonal] form [is]: ni sa ri ga ma pa dha;112 third: ’tr’yt’ 
(uttarāyatā) and its [tonal] form [is]: dha ni sa ri ga ma pa; fourth: sdh 
(śuddha)-ṣaḍjā and its [tonal] form [is]: pa dha ni sa ri ga ma; fifth: 
mtsrykrt’ (matsarīkṛta), and its [tonal] form [is]: ma pa dha ni sa ri ga; and 
sixth: ’svkrnt’ (aśvakrantā), and its [tonal] form [is]: ga ma pa dha ni sa ri; 
and seventh: ’bhrdgt’ (abhirudgatā), and its [tonal] form [is]: ri ga ma pa 
dha ni sa. 

And the mūrcchanās of madhyamagrāma: first, svvyry (sauvīrī); and 
its [tonal] form is: ma pa dha ni sa ri ga; second, hrn’sv’ (hariṇāśvā) and its 
[tonal] form is: ga ma pa dha ni sa ri; third, klvpnt’ (kalopanatā) and its 
[tonal] form is: ri ga ma pa dha ni sa; fourth, sdhmdhy’ (śuddhamadhyā) and 
its [tonal] form is: sa ri ga ma pa dha ni; fifth, m’rgy (mārgī) and its [tonal] 
form is: ni sa ri ga ma pa dha; and sixth, pvrvy [pauravī] and its [tonal] form 
is: dha ni sa ri ga ma pa; and seventh, hrshyk’ (hṛṣyakā) and its [tonal] form 
is: pa dha ni sa ri ga ma.113 

And the mūrcchanās of gāndhāragrāma: first, nnd’ (nandā) and its 
[tonal] form is: ga ma pa dha ni sa ri;114 second, bs’l’ (viśālā) and its [tonal] 
form is: ri ga ma pa dha ni sa;115 third, svnkhy (sumukhī) and its [tonal] form 
is: sa ri ga ma pa dha ni;116 fourth, bchytr’ (citrā [?]) and its [tonal] form is: 
ni sa ra ga ma pa dha;117 fifth, rvhny (rohiṇī)118 and its [tonal] form is: dha 
ni sa ri ga ma pa;119 sixth, srkh’ (sukhā) and its [tonal] form is: pa dha ni sa 

                                                      
111 Among the three grāmas. 
112 All four mss at our disposal note this tonal form/shape as follows: dha, ni, sa, ri, 
ga, ma, pa. 
113 Cf. SR (vol. i. p. 172), LS (p. 84) and SŚ (p. 117). 
114 Neither in SR, nor in other works of that period are the notes of gāndhāra grāma 
mentioned and it was considered “to be employed in heaven only” (SR, vol. i. 179). 
The only secondary source in which we managed to find the notes of this grāma to 
compare with the treatise was Rangaramanuja Ayyangar’s book History of South 
Indian (Carnatic) Music (1972: 78). 
115 Cf. ibid. 
116 Cf. ibid. 
117 Cf. ibid. 
118 According to SR (vol. i. 179), this mūrcchanā should be citravatī and not rohiṇī. 
119 Cf. ibid. 
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ri ga ma;120 and seventh ’l’pyn’ (ālāptā) and its [tonal] form is: ma pa dha ni 
sa ri ga.121  

Since the report on the mūrcchanās has been completed, ‘the pen’ 
begins to describe the ārcika technique and so forth. So, there are seven 
ways, first: ārcika, and it is such that it has one svara; second: gh’tk 
(gāthika), which has two svaras; third: s’nk (sāmikā), which has three 
svaras; fourth: sr’tk (svarāntara), which has four svaras; fifth: ’vdv 
(auḍuva), which has five svaras; Sixth: kh’dv (ṣāḍava)122, which has six 
svaras; and seventh: smpvrn (sampūrṇa), which has seven svaras. There is 
nothing more to say on this topic. 

Chapter ten: Regarding the elucidation of the total number of 
tānas and their features 

One should know that the total sum of tāna, which in Hindi is termed kvt tʾn 
prstʾr [kūṭatāna prastāra]123, all in all is five thousand and forty, which is 
called khndmyr [khaṇḍameru]124. And this figure is obtained by seven ways 
of multiplication, so that by the way of ārcika, which has one savara, a tāna 
is brought about; and in this manner, from gāthika, two tānas [come out]; 
and from sāmikā [are originated] six tānas; and from svarāntara, which has 
four svaras, [come forth] twenty-four tānas; and in the auḍuva, which has 
five svaras, one hundred and twenty tānas [are brought about]; and in the 
same way, the ṣāḍava, which has six svaras, seven hundred and eight tānas 
[are generated]; and in the same way, the sampūrṇa, which has seven svaras, 
[are originated] five thousand and forty tānas. The method of the 
multiplications will be explained in the coming chapter. There is nothing 
more to say on this topic. The end [of the chapter]. 

Chapter eleven: Concerning the multiplication method of tāna125 

And it is in this way, that whenever one is multiplied by one, one is 
obtained, and if [one] is multiplied by two, two is obtained. If two is 
multiplied by three, six is obtained. And if four is multiplied by six, twenty-
four is obtained. And by the multiplication of five by twenty-four, one 

                                                      
120 Cf. ibid. 
121 Cf. ibid. 
122 Anṣārī (TH, p. 693) records the Hindi equivalent of the term as shàḍava. 
123 Shringy (SR, vol. 183) translates kūṭatāna prastāra as “permutational note-
series”.  
124 Shringy (ibid. 209) translates khaṇḍameru as “permutation-indicator”, and 
Nijenhuis (SŚ, p. 151) translates it as “diagram”. 
125 “Tonal patterns” (Nijenhuis, SŚ, p. 121).  
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hundred and twenty is obtained. And by the multiplication of six by one 
hundred and twenty, seven hundred and twenty is obtained. And by the the 
multiplication of seven by seven hundred and twenty, five thousand anf forty 
is obtained. And that is the total number of tānas. 

  So, for example in the ārcika way: fa fa,126 like sa sa. And gāthika:127 
fa ʿa and ʿa fa, like sa ra and ra sa. And the sāmikā:128 fa ʿa la and ʿa fa la 
and fa la ʿa and la fa ʿa and ʿa la fa and la ʿa fa, like sa ra ga, and ri sa ga, 
and sa ga ri, and ga sa ri, and ri ga sa, and ga ri sa. And the svarāntara,129 
accordingly like: sa ri ga ma, and ri sa ga ma, and ga sa ri ma, and sa ga ri 
ma, and ri ga sa ma, and ga ri sa ma, and sa ri ma ga, and ri sa ma ga, and 
sa ma ri ga, and ma sa ri ga, and ma ri sa ga, and ri ma sa ga, and sa ga ma 
ri, and ga ma sa ri, and ga sa ma ri, and sa ma ga ri, and ma sa ga ri, and 
ma ga sa ri, and ri ga ma sa, and ga ri ma sa, and ri ma ga sa, and ma ri ga 
sa, and ga ma ri sa, and ma ga ri sa.130 And in this way, we can find the 
other remaining tānas. The end [of the chapter]. 

Chapter twelve: Concerning the explanation of a table which is 
called the table of khaṇḍameru131 and how to draw it, and the 
method of mūlakrama132 and so forth 

Since in the previous chapter the method of derivation of the total numbers 
of tānas was explained, and since to derive each of them separately here 
would make the text long and boring, a table which contains the total 
number of tānas and each of the seven aforementioned ways [to calculate 
them] can be found fully detailed, below.  

And the way to draw it is to begin by writing the seven svaras. Below 
them a horizontal line is drawn, and then seven vertical lines should be 

                                                      
126 The system which the author used here is similar to the system used to analyze 
and explain the meters of the rhythmical poetry in Arabic and Persian. 
127 i.e. the two notes tāna. 
128 i.e. the three notes tāna. 
129 i.e. the four notes tāna. 
130 Although this list of 24 prastāras is complete, they are not in the correct order. 
Shringy (SR, vol. i. 185) presents the list as follows: 
S. No.  Group A Group B Group C Group D 

1.  sa ri ga ma  sa ri ma ga sa ga ma ri ri ga ma sa 
2.  ri sa ga ma ri sa ma ga ga sa ma ri ga ri ma sa 
3.  sa ga ri ma sa ma ri ga sa ma ga ri ri ma ga sa 
4.  ga sa ri ma ma sa ri ga ma sa ga ri ma ri ga sa 
5.  ri ga sa ma ri ma sa ga ga ma sa ri ga ma ri sa 
6.  ga ri sa ma ma ri sa ga ma ga sa ri ma ga ri sa 
131 Shringy (SR, vol. i. 208f.) translates khaṇḍameru as the “permutation-indicator”, 
and Njenhuis as the “diagram” (SŚ, pp. 151). 
132 Cf. SR (vol. i. p. 204 [footnote 1]), LS (pp. 116) and SŚ (p. 135). 
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drawn up to each of them. Then seven other horizontal lines should divide 
all of these vertical lines. So, on both sides, seven lines will appear and in 
each of the rows and columns, seven cells will appear. After that, in each 
row, the number of tānas should be written, cell by cell in such an order that 
in the cell of the first row on the right side the number one (1) should be 
written, and in the remainder of each cell a zero should be written. Then a 
cell should be removed from the second row on the right side, and in the first 
cell, the number one (1), and in the second cell, the number two (2), and in 
the third cell, the number six (6), and in the fourth cell, the number twenty-
four (24), and in the fifth, the number one hundred and twenty (120), and in 
the sixth cell, the number seven hundred and twenty (720) should be written. 
And from the third row, a cell should also be removed, and in the first cell, 
the number four (4), and in the second, [the number] twelve (12), and in the 
third, [the number] forty-eight (48); and in the fourth, [the number] two 
hundred and forty (240); and in the fifth, [the number] one thousand, four 
hundred and forty (1,440) should be written. In the same way, a cell should 
be expunged from the fourth row, and in the first cell, the number eighteen 
(18), and in the second, [the number] seventy-two (72), and in the third, [the 
number] three hundred and sixty (360), and in the fourth, [the number] two 
thousand, one hundred and sixty (2,160) should be written. And in the same 
manner, a cell should be taken away from the fifth row, and in the first cell, 
the number ninety-six (96); and in the second cell, [the number] four-
hundred eighty (480); and in the third [cell], [the number] two thousand, 
eight hundred and eighty (2,880) should be written. And a cell should also be 
deleted from the sixth row, and in the first cell, the number six hundred 
(600), and in the second, the number three thousand, six hundred (3,600) 
should be written. And in the seventh row, in which one cell remains, the 
number five thousand and forty (5,040) should be written. The figure of the 
table is as it is drawn below: 133 

 
  

                                                      
133 Persian is written and read from right to left and the description of the table by 
author-cum-translator is based on this fact. Here this table has been drawn according 
to his description, otherwise the table would begin on the right and go to the left for 
this English translation.  
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Table 1 
 
sa          ri      ga         ma          pa           dha        ni 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0  
 1 2 6 24 120 720 

4 12 48 240 1440 
 18 72 360 2160 

  96 480 2880 
  600 3600 
   1345040  

 

And mūlakrama135 is a procedure in which a tāna begins with the first 
svara,136 and the svaras which [in order] take their place in the tānas are 
called chvn (pūraṇ [?]) krama. And naṣṭa is a way that the tānas do not form 
rāgas, rather it is described by the figures of svaras [i.e. theoretically]. And 
uddiṣṭa is that the figure of a tāna can be applied in both writing [i.e. 
theoretically] and singing [i.e. practically].137 God knows best. 

Chapter thirteen: Concerning the explanation of the reason why 
scholars fixed seven tones, i.e. seven main svaras 

To the minds of the enlightened and ‘clear-sighted’ learned men, it should be 
apparent that some learned men have taken the seven tones from the songs of 
seven animals, such that, the ṣaḍja svara is taken from the peacock; the 
rṣabha svara is taken from the papīhā;138 the gāndhāra svara is taken from 
the goat; the madhyama svara is taken from the partridge; the pañcama 
svara is taken from the cuckoo; the dhaivata svara is taken from the frog; 
the niṣāda svara is taken from the elephant. Hence, the songs of these seven 
animals are always heard in the aforementioned svaras and the practitioners 
of this art should listen to them to recognize their songs. 

                                                      
134 In SR (vol. i. p. 209), LS (p. 121) and SŚ (pp. 152f.) in the last cell the number 
4,320 is written. However, in all mss which we have at our disposal, in this last cell 
the number 5,040 is noted and the author-cum-translator has also mentioned, in his 
description of the table, that in the last cell the number five thousand and forty 
should be written. 
135 Shringy (SR vol. i. p. 204 [footnote 1]) translates mūlakrama as “original order” 
and “the original series” and Nijenhuis (SŚ p. 135) as “the basic series”.  
136 i.e. sa. 
137 Shringy (SR, vol. i. 218) translates the naṣṭa as “the missing note-series” and the 
uddiṣṭa as “the indicated note-series” (ibid. p. 214), and Nijenhuis (SŚ p. 131) as 
“unidentified” tāna and “the specified” tāna respectively.  
138 According to Anṣārī (TH, p. 570), this is a sort of ring-dove in India. 
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And some people believe that the Prophet Moses, may God be 
merciful unto him, could not withstand the luminous manifestation of God 
and crumpled onto the ground on Mount Sinai. And by the force of his staff, 
a stone was shattered into seven pieces, which were thrown into the air, and 
from these seven pieces, seven songs/tunes, one after another, originated. So, 
these seven svaras have been derived from those seven mighty songs.139 

And some other people have stated that these seven svaras have been 
derived from the sounds that come from the rotation of the seven 
firmaments.140  

Furthermore, these seven svaras were named after four different social 
classes in India. And the classification of them is such that the ṣaḍja svara 
and pañcama svara are named after the priests [brahman]; rṣabha svara and 
madhyama svara are named after the warriors [rājpūt (kṣatriya)]); gāndhāra 
svara and dhaivata svara are named after the merchants [baqqāl (vaiśya)]; 
and niṣāda svara is named after the writers k’ythh (kāyasth). And the reason 
they are named in such a way will be explained later. 

  Since they [svaras] are derived from the seven firmaments, it is 
obvious that the qualities and effects of these svaras are the same as those of 
the seven firmaments. So, first: since the ṣaḍja svara is derived from the 
firmament of the moon, which is the first firmament, its overseer is the 
moon. The rṣabha svara is derived from the firmament of Mercury, which is 
the second firmament, thus, its overseer is Mercury. The gāndhāra svara is 
derived from the firmament of Venus, which is the third [firmament], and its 
overseer is Venus. And the madhyama svara is derived from the firmament 
of Mars, which is the fourth [firmament],141 and its overseer is Mars. And the 
pañcama svara is derived from the firmament of the sun, which is the fifth 
firmament, and its overseer is the sun. The dhaivata svara is derived from 
the firmament of Jupiter, which is the sixth [firmament], and its overseer is 
Jupiter. And the niṣāda svara is derived from Saturn, which is the seventh 
[firmament], and its overseer is Saturn. 

And in Hindī, the seven stars are called devatā and the firmament is 
called ākās. Since it has been mentioned above that the seven svaras are 
named after the four [social classes], it is said that each firmament has one of 
the four elements and qualities, i.e. either water, or fire, or earth, or wind. 
And since the attributes and effects of each svara are related to a firmament, 
it is necessary that the attributes of each svara also correlate to one of the 
attributes of these four elements. As the Indian scholars have explained, 
based on the effects of man’s circumstances and character, the brahman 
(priest) has the qualities of water; the rajput (warrior) has the qualities of 

                                                      
139 This story, with some modification, is also found in Persian music theoretical 
work of the post-scholastic period (1500–1850) about the creation of the 12 maqāms 
(see Fallahzadeh, 2009: 78, 106). 
140 Cf. ibid. pp. 159, 181. 
141 The sun is the fourth firmament and Mars is the fifth firmament. 
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fire; the baqqāl (merchant) has the qualities of earth; and the kāyath (writer) 
has the qualities of wind. Therefore, the ṣaḍja svara and pañcama svar are 
attributed to brahman, because these two svaras have the qualities of water; 
the rṣabh svara and madhyama svara are attributed to rājpūt, since these two 
svaras have the characteristics of fire; and the gāndhāra svara and dhaivata 
svara are attributed to baqqāl, because these two svaras have the qualities of 
earth; and the niṣāda svara is attributed to kāyath (writer), because this svara 
has the characteristics of wind. 

And the qualities of the other twelve vikṛta svaras, like the 
characteristics of other creatures, are different due to the fact that these 
svaras are constructed through the combination of seven [main svaras], and 
this is the reason that the time of performance of each rāga has been fixed. 
For instance, in the morning and evening, when it is cold, some rāgas 
provide more pleasure due to the fiery quality of their svaras. And at noon, 
when it is warm, some other rāgas are more pleasurable because of the 
watery quality of their svaras. Accordingly, other rāgas have other qualities.  

Some people argue that the ṣaḍja svara is attributed to the firmament 
of the moon, because it moves forward and not backwards like [the moon]. It 
is also the state of the ṣaḍja svara which can be tīvra [sharpened] and cannot 
be komala [flattened], and komala occurs very seldom. And the pañcama 
svara, which is dependant on the sun, like the sun, cannot go forward or 
backwards, that is to say, it does not take tīvra or komala. And komala 
occurs very seldom. And the rest of the five svaras have the qualities of their 
“lords”; that is to say, they sometimes take tīvra and sometimes komala as 
the ascendant and descendant of the planets. Thus, the method of derivations 
of svaras from the firmaments in this manner is beautiful. And God knows 
best. 

Chapter fourteen: On the explanation of alaṅkāras [or 
alaṃkāras142] which are the embellishments of the svaras  

They are sixty-three [in number]. To mention all of them [alaṃkāras], would 
make the text long and boring, therefore it has been abridged, so some of 
them are mentioned here and the rest should be found based on the method 
that is introduced here. And that method is, first: sa ri sa ri ga; second: ri ga 
ri ga ma; third: ga ma ga ma pa; fourth: ma pa ma pa dha; fifth: pa dha pa 
dha ni; sixth: dha ni dha ni sā143; seventh: ni sā ni sā ri sā.144 And the second 

                                                      
142 Cf. SŚ, (pp. 162–3).  
143 Sā often indicates sa in a higher octave.  
144 This first alaṅkāra is not found with the noted tonal form in any other primary or 
secondary source. 
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method is: sa sa ri ri ga ga ma ma pa pa dha dha ni ni sā sā. So, in this way, 
all the alaṃkāras will be found.  
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Part two: Concerning the explanation of rāgas 
which is termed rāgādhyāya in Hindī 

Containing two chapters. 

Chapter one: On the distinctions of the [different] qualities of 
singing [or composition] which is termed n’ch’ngg’yn (nācaṅga-
gāyana [?])145 in Hindī 

They fall into five categories.  
First: r’g’’ng (rāgāṅga), and it is such that rāgas are sung/played for a 

[requisitely] long time, so that everybody will be deeply charmed by 
rāgas.146 

 Second: bh’kh’’ng (bhāṣāṅga)147 in which rāgas and words with 
meaning are performed eloquently (lucidly).  

Third: kry’’ng (kriyāṅga)148 is such that the audience will be both 
happy and sad by listening to it.  

Fourth: ’p’ ’ng (upāṅga)149 is such that by listening to it audiences will 
feel distressed, and compassionate and [will begin] to cry. 

Fifth: k’np’rn’’ng (kānpāranāṅga [?])150 is such that it consists of all 
the four āṅgas, as well as [having] the quality of briskness and interpretation 
and [being accompanied by] instruments and [containing] tālas and 
appropriately containing all svaras and ṭīps of svaras. However, such 

                                                      
145 Shringy (SR, vol. ii. 15) writes that in this chapter the author deals with “a 
different class of derived melodic forms which bear the generic name aṅga as it may 
be observed from their nomenclature viz. rāgāṅga, bhāṣāṅga, kriyāṅga and 
upāṅga.” 
146 Sarmadee (TMRR, p. XIV) writes that the rāgaṅga is referring to Śāraṅgadeva 
that “All these aṅga-rāgas are known as formalised deśī because they have been 
adopted from different aboriginal tunes of different parts of India”. 
147 Nijenhuis (SŚ p. 592) describes bhāṣāṅga as “a class of rāga derived from 
bhāṣā” which “is performed in a regional style”. 
148 Nijenhuis (SŚ p. 601) describes kriyāṅga as “a class of rāga with a religious 
connotation”. 
149 Nijenhuis (SŚ p. 615) describes upāṅga as “a secondary class of rāga derived 
from the rāgāṅga”. 
150 This last aṅga has not been mentioned in SR or any other primary sources among 
the aforementioned aṅgas.  
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singing [composition] is very rare, and if one has ability to perform [or to 
employ] all these qualities [in his singing or composition], that singer 
[composer] is the best. The end of the chapter. 

Chapter two: On the description of rāgas and their names and 
features 

And it is such that if seven svaras are mixed with the features which have 
been explained in the chapters of the first part, different figures, which are 
called rāgas, will appear individually. Scholars have then named each rāga, 
fixing a special time (to perform, play) for each of them. 

Although the rāgas are numberless, the ones to which the great kings, 
particularly the possessors of the land of Hindustan, have listened by “the era 
of their minds” and which have won their favor, as well as many of those 
noted by the predecessors in some Hindī [Sanskrit] books, will come up one 
by one with their names and figures in this brief account. 

It should be known that one can distinguish between the rāgas and 
their figures and svaras by means of the following figures which are signs, 
so that the sign of ’vdv (auḍuva), which has five svaras, is ۵ (5); and the sign 
of khʾdv (ṣāḍava), which has six svaras, is ٦ (6); and snpvrn (sampūrṇa), 
which has seven svaras, is ٧ (7). And each of these [signs] is written above 
their figures. 

And the method of writing svaras is as follows: that for tīvratam 
should be written three signs of zibar [  ؘؘؘ ] above each letter of svaras; and for 
tīvratar should be two zibar [  ؘؘ ] above each letter of svaras, and the sign of 
tīvra is one zibar [ ؘ ]. And the sign of the śuddhasvara is a dot above each 
letter of svaras. And the sign of the kvml (komala-) svara is a zīr [ ؚ ]; and the 
sign of ati komalasvara is two zīrs [  ؚؚ ]; and the sign of sākārī svara is three 
zīrs [  ؚؚؚ  ]. 

And the signs of the saptaka are as follows. For the high saptaka 
should be written a madd [ ˜ ] above the letters of svaras; and in the middle 
saptaka should not be drawn madd; and the low saptaka the sign of a madd 
should be drawn beneath the letters of svaras. Thus, in this way all rāgas 
and their shapes, which are called rvp (rūp) in Hindī, should be written, as 
they will appear below. 

It should be clear that the rāgas have been divided into three kinds: 
first, sdh (śuddha) which is in its original position; second: s’lnk 
(salanka/salaṅga/salaṅka)151 which is the result of the combination of two 

                                                      
151 This type of rāga is also called chāyālaga. For further information see DHCM 
(s.v. Chāyālaga) 
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rāgas; third: snkyrn (saṃkīrṇa) in which three or more rāgas are combined, 
as will be described.152 

Thus, the śuddha rāgas have been fixed in two classification systems, 
and to each rāga are devoted six r’gny (rāgiṇīs), as in one of these systems, 
i.e. a mt (mata), there are six rāgas and thirty-six rāgiṇīs; and in the second 
one, there are three rāgas and eighteen rāgiṇīs with them (these rāgas) 
(which should be) other than the first group of the rāgas. 

So, in the first system, their detailed accounts are: 
First: the rāga sry (śrī), and its rāgiṇīs, first: m’lvy (mālavī); second: 

gvry (gaurī); third: pvrby (pūrvī); fourth: br’ry (birāvarī); fifth: tnky (ṭanka 
[?]); sixth: trvny (triveṇī).153 

Second: the rāga bsnt (vasanta), and its rāgiṇīs, first: ’s’vry (āsāvarī); 
second: tvdy (toḍī); third: dysy (deśī); fourth: jytsry (jayataśrī); fifth: dhn’sry 
(dhanāśrī); sixth: m’lsry (mālaśrī).154  

Third: the rāga bhyrvn (bhairon/bhairava), and its rāgiṇīs, first: 
bhyrvy (bhairavī); second: bhly (bahulī); third: gvjry (gūjarī); fourth: r’mkly 
(rāmakalī); fifth: gndh’ry (gāndhārī); sixth: gnkly (guṇakarī).155 

Fourth: the rāga pnjm (pañcama), and its rāgiṇīs, first: llt (lalita); 
second: bl’vly (bilāvalī); third: bng’ly (baṅgālī); fourth: dyvgry (devagirī); 
fifth: dyskry (deśakāra); sixth: bbh’s (vibhāsa).156 

Fifth: the rāga myghh (megha), and its rāgiṇīs, first: ml’r (malāra); 
second: svrthy (soraṭhī); third: k’mvdy (kāmodī); fourth: s’rng (sāraṅga); 
fifth: gvndy (gauṅḍa); sixth: mdhm’dhvy (madhumādhvī).157  

Sixth: the rāga nt (naṭa-nārāyaṇa [?]), and its rāgiṇīs, first: ch’hy’nt 
(chāyānaṭa); second: kly’n (kalyāṇa); third: hmyr (hamīra); fourth: bhvp’ly 
(bhopālī); fifth: sy’m (śyāma); sixth: kd’r’ (kedārā).158 

And concerning the second classification system,159 the detailed accounts 
are: 

                                                      
152 Concerning these three types of rāgas, see also TH p. 334. 
153 According to TH (pp. 390f.) and DHCM (s.v. Mata), rāga śri has the following 
rāgiṇīs: mālaśrī, triveṇī, gaurī, kedārī, madhumādhavī and pahāḍī. 
154 According to TH (pp. 390f.) and DHCM (s.v. Mata), rāga vasanta has these 
rāgiṇīs: deśī, devagirī, varāṭī, toḍī, lalitā and hindolī.  
155 As stated by the author of TH (p. 392), this rāga has the following rāgiṇīs: 
bhairavī, gunjarī, reva, guṇakarī, baṅgālī, bahulī, while Roychaudhuri (DHCM, s.v. 
Mata) lists the rāgiṇīs of the rāga as follows: bhairavī, gurjarī, rāmakalī, guṇakarī, 
saindhavī, baṅgālī. 
156 According to TH (pp. 392f.) and DHCM (s.v. Mata), the above mentioned rāga 
has the following rāgiṇīs: vibhāsa, bhūpālī, karanāṭī, varahaṁsikā, mālaśrī (mālavī 
[ibid.]), paṭamaṁjarī. 
157 The authors of TH (pp. 393f.) and DHCM (s.v. Mata) list the rāgiṇīs of the rāga 
megha as follows: malhārī, saurātī, sāverī, kauśkī, gāndharī, haraśṛṅgārī.  
158 In conformity with TH (p. 394) and HDCM (s.v. Mata), this rāga has the 
following rāgiṇīs: kāmodī, kalyāṇī, ābherī, nāṭikā, sāraṅgī and naṭa-hamīra (hamīra 
[ibid.]). 
159 As the author will later mention, this mata is Someśvara mata or Mahādeva or 
Brahmā mata, and the second mata is Hanumanta mata. As stated by the author of 
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First: the rāga m’lkvs (mālakauśa), and its rāgiṇīs. First: k’nhr’ 
(kānharā); second: bgysry (bāgeśrī); third: pvry’ (pūrīyā); fourth: khmbh’vty 
(khambāvatī); fifth: dys’ghy (deśākhya); sixth: sghrʾy (sugharāyī).160 

Second: the rāga hndvl (hinḍola), and its rāgiṇīs. First: ’ymn (aiman); 
second: snghr’bhrn (sankarābharana/saṃkarābharaṇa); third: bh’gr’ 
(bihāgarā); fourth: prjy (parja); fifth: bhympl’sy (bhimapalāsī); sixth: 
sndvry (saindhavī). 

Third: the rāga dypk (dīpaka), and its rāgiṇīs. First: ’s’vry (āsāvarī); 
second: krn’ty (karnāṭī); third: llt (lalita); fourth: mdhm’dhvī 
(madhumādhvī); fifth: ḥmyr (hamīra); sixth: ptmnhy (paṭamanjarī). 

And of these two matas, the first mata is mh’dyv (Mahādeva)161 and 
the second mata is hnvnt (Hanumanta)162. 

Since the śuddha rāgas have been mentioned (above), now the 
salanka rāgas will be noted: pvry’dhn’sry (pūriyā-dhanāśī); gvr-s’rng 
(gaura-sārṅga); srykvr’ (śrī-gaurī); ’ymn-kly’n (aiman-kalyāṇa); ’ymn-kd’r’ 
(aiman-kedārā); pvry’-k’nhr’ (pūrīyā-kānharā); svh-’d’n’ (sūhā-adānā); 
k’fy-knhr’ (kāfī-kānharā), m’rv-kd’r’ (mārū-kedārā); and ’ymn-bsnt (aiman-
vasanta).163  

And nine n’t164 (nāṭas/naṭas) are [as follows], first: kd’r (kedārā-) 
nāṭa/naṭa; second: hmy’ (hamīra-)nāṭa/naṭa; third: k’mvd (kāmoda-) 
nāṭa/naṭa; fourth: kly’n (kalyāṇa-)nāṭa/naṭa; fifth: hyr (hīr-)nāṭa/naṭa; sixth: 
’hyr (ahīra-)nāṭa/naṭa; seventh: k’nh’ (kānharā-)nāṭa/naṭa; eighth: sdh 
(śuddha-)nāṭa/naṭa; ninth: nāṭa/naṭa -n’r’yn (nārāyana). 

And [among] saṃkīrṇa [can be mentioned] kht (khaṭ/shaṭ) rāga. And 
in this way we should proceed with the others. 

  The description of the rāgas in figures (rūps):165 
                                                                                                                             
TH (pp. 365–379), hindola and not pañcama is one of the rāgas in this mata. 
Furthermore, there are differences between the name of rāgīnī in TH and Shams al-
aṣvāt. Based on information in DHCM (s.v. Mata), this mata is Brahmā-mata. 
According to TH (pp. 389–394) someśvara mata has six rāgas each of which has six 
rāgiṇīs. At any rate, the names of the rāgiṇīs in these rāgas in the aforementioned 
sources differ from each other.  
160 According to TH (pp. 370–373), the rāga mālakauśa has five rāgiṇīs which are: 
toḍī, gaurī, guṇakalī, khambāvatī and kakubha. According to DHCM (s.v. Mata), 
this rāga has the following rāgiṇīs: guṇakalī, khambāvatī, gurjarī, bhūpālī and 
gaurī.  
161 This mata is also called Someśvara (TH, p. 323) or Brahmā (DHCM, s.v. Mata). 
162 No mata contains only three rāgas. In TH (p. 365), this mata is presented among 
the four discussed matas in that work. It has six rāgas and thirty rāgiṇīs (ibid).  
163 According to TH (p. 411), some musicians and music theorists consider 
deśakāra, vibhāsa, lalita, reva, bilāval, megha, soraṭha, dhanāśrī, gaurā, śrī rāga, 
dīpaka, kāfī, kedārā to be the salanka rāgas. 
164 In the Persian text and TH (pp. 412f.), this term is written as above. However, in 
TMRR (pp. 40 and 42), it is written as nṭ. Anṣārī (TH, p. 741) transliterates the term 
as nāṭa, while Sarmadee (TMRR, pp. 43 and 45) transliterates it as naṭa. 
165 Only two mss of the tract, i.e. B1 and M, have the figures of the rāgas, and 
unfortunately both mss have reported the figures incorrectly. Here we just present 
what the copyist of B1 has written.  
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  First, the bhairon, and its rūp is: dha pa pa dha ؘؘ  dha ؘؘ  ni ni ga ga ؘؘ  riؘ saؘ  
saؘ  riؘ  ga ؘؘ  ma ؘؘ  paؘ  pa dha ؘؘ  dha ؘؘ  ni ni ؘؘ  sāؘ  sāؘ  saؘ  ni ni dha dha pa ma ma ga ga 
ga pa pa ga ga ga ri sā. 

The rūp of the vibhāsa: sa ri ga dha dha ni ni sā sa ni dha pa ga ri sā 
sā. 

The rūp of the deśakāra: sa ri ga ma pa ؘ dha ؘ ni ؚ sāؘ paؘ dhaؘ pa ma gaؘ  sāؘ  
pa pa dhaؘ  pa ri ga ri sā. 

  The rūp of the rāmakalī: paؘ paؘ ma gaؘ ra ma ga ga ra sā sa ga pa dhaؘ 
dhaؘ niؚ sā sā ni dhaؘ pa dhaؘ dhaؘ pa ga ga ma ga sā.  

The rūp of the gūjarī: gaؘ pa dhaؘ paؘ gaؚ ri ga gaؘ ri saؘ ga gaؘ sāؘ gaؘ ma 
paؘ dhaؘ niؚ sāؘ sāؘ saؘ ni dha paؘ dhaؘ pa ga ga ri ga ga ri pa ga ga ri sāؘ. 

The rūp of the guṇakalī: ma dha pa maؘ ga ri maؘ ga ri sā sā sa ri ga 
ma pa dha ni sā sā ni dha pa ma ؘ ga ri maؘ ga ra ma ؘ ri sa sā sā pāؚ dha dha pā 
pā dha sā sā ma ga ri sa  

The rūp of the sugharāyī: sa ri ga ma paؘ dhaؘ niؚ sāؘ saؘ dhaؘ paؘ paؘ dhaؘ 
niؚ sāؘ saؘ niؚ ni ؚ dhaؘ paؘ paؘ ma ؘؘ ma ؘؘ gaؘ ma pa ؘؘ pa ga ؘؘ ma ma ga ga ga ri sāؚ sāؚ. 

The rūp of the sūhā: ga ga ga ga sa ri sa ga ga pa dha dha ni ni sā sa 
ni dha ni dha ni sā sā pa pa ga ga ma ma ga ga ga ga sā. 

The rūp of the vys’khh (vīsāka [?])166: ga ga ma pa dha ni dha ni sā sā 
sa ga ga sa ni ni dha dha pa pa ma ga ri ga ma ga ri sa sa pā sa ga ga ri sa. 

The rūp of (the rāga) khaṭ/shaṭ: ga ma pa pa dha ni dha dha paؘ pa ؘ ma 
ga ri ma sa maؘ ma gaؘ maؘ ma dhaؘ dha ؘ ma ga ga ga ؘؘ ri sa ga ga sā sa ni dha 
pa ؘؘ ma ma dha ma ma ga ga ga ri ri sā sā. 

The rūp of (the rāga) gāndhāra: dha dha pa pa ma pa dha dha dha pa 
pa ma ga ri pa ri sa ri ri sa ni ni ri ga ga ma pa dha dha ni ni sā sā sa ni ni 
dha dha pa pa pa ri ma ma pa pa ga ga ri pa pa. 

The rūp of the lalita: sa ri ga ma ma pa dha dha pa pa ma ma ma ma 
ga ri ga ri sa sā ri ma ma pa pa dha dha pa pa ni ni sā ؘؘ sāؘ sāؘ. 

The rūp of the pañcama: dha dha pa ma ma pa ma ma dha ga ga ga ri 
sa sa ri ma ma dha dha ni ni ni sā sā sa ni dha dha ma ma ga dha ga ga ri 
ga ri sā. 

The rūp of the pūriyā-dhanāśrī: maؘ maؘ ga ؘؘ ri ؘؘ ri ؘؘ ri ؘؘ gaؘ gaؘ ma ma pa ri ri 
sā sa ri ri ma ma ga ga ga ri ri sā ga ri ga ma ma dha ni ni ni sā sā. 

The rūp of the bilāvala: dha ni sa ga ga pa pa dha dha pa pa ga ga ri 
ri sā sa ga ga pa pa dha dha pa pa ga ga ri ri sā sā sa ni dha dha pa pa ga 
ga ri ri ga sā. 

The rūp of the ’lhy’ (alhaiya [?]): sa ni dha dha ni ni sa sa ri ga pa pa 
dha dha ni ni sā sā sa ni ni dha dha dha pa pa dha pa pa ga ga ri ri ga sā. 

The rūp of the toḍī: sa ri ga ma pa dha ni sā sa ni dha pa ma ga ri sā 
sā. 

                                                      
166 This rāga has been mentioned in LS (p. 177) with different spelling, i.e. with the 
omission of h after k.  
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The rūp of the āsāvarī: dha dha pa pa ga ga ri sa sa ri ga ma pa dha 
ni sa sa ni dha pa ri sā. 

The rūp of the jvgy’ (jogiyā): dha pa pa ma pā pā dha ؘؘ dha ؘؘ ma ma pa 
pa ma ga ma pa ma ga ri sa. 

The rūp of the dhanāśrī: pa pa ga pa pa ga ga pa sā sā dha ni dha ni 
sā sā ga ri sa pa sa ga ga ma ga ri sa. 

The rūp of the jayataśrī: ga ga pa pa dha ma ga ga ga ri ri sa sa ri ga 
pa pa dha ma ma pa pa ga dha pa ga ga pa pa dha dha ga ga ri ri sa sa ga 
ri sa sa ga ri sā sā.  

The rūp of the mālaśrī: ni ni ni pa ni ni pa ma ga sa sa ga ma ga ma 
pa ni ni sā sā ni ni pa pa ni ni pa pa ma ma ga sā ga ma pa sā sā. 

The rūp of the deśī: ma ma pa ma ma ga ri sa ri sa ri ma ma ma pa 
ma ma ga ri ri ga ri sā sā ri ma ma pa dha ni sā ni dha ma ma pa ma ma ga 
ri ga ri sā sa ni dha sā sā sa ri ma ma pā pā ma ga ri ga ri sā dha sa sa ri 
ma pā pā ma ma ga ri sā sā sā. 

The rūp of the varārī: ri sa ri sa ga ri sa sa ri ri ga ga ma ma pa pa 
ma ga ri ri sā sa ri ri ga ga ma ga ri ga sa ri sā sa ri ga ma pa dha dha ni ni 
sā sā dha pa ma ga ri sā. 

The rūp of the sāraṅga: pa pa ma ma ga ga ga ri sā sa ri ga ga ma ma 
pa pa dha ni ni sā sā sa ni dha pa ma ma ma ga ga ri sā sā ni dha pa ma ma 
ma ga ga ri sā sā ni dha pa pa ma ma ga ga ga ri pa ri ga ri sā sā ni dha pa 
pa ma ma ga ga ga ri ri pa ri ga ri sā sā sā sā ga ri ri sa ga ma pa dha pa 
ma ga ga pa ga ga ga pa ga ga ga rā ga rā sā. 

The rūp of the hinḍola: sa ga sā sa ga ma ga sā ga ma dha ma ga sā 
sa ga ma dha ma ga ri sā sa ga ma dha dha ni ni sā sā ni ni dha ma ga sā. 

The rūp of the malāra: ga pa ma ma dha ni ni ga ga ri sā sa ga ma pa 
dha dha ni ni dha ni dha pa pa ma ma ga ga rā sā sā ni dha dha ni ni sā sā. 

The rūp of the kāmoda: dha ni sā sā ri ga ma pa dha dha pa ma ma pa 
ma ga ri sā sa ni dha dha pa sa ri pa ma ga ri sā sa ni dhaؘ paؘ sāؘ sāؘ. 

The rūp of the mdhm’dh (madhamādha): sa ri ma pa dha pa pa ri ri 
sa sa ri pa pa dha pa ri ri ma ma ri ri sā sa ri ma ma pa pa dha pa ri pa ri sā 
sa sa ni dha sā. 

The rūp of the gauṅḍa: dha dha paؘ pa paؘ pa maؘ dhaؘ ni sā sa ni dha 
ma ma ga ga ri ga ri ri sā sā. 

The rūp of the svrthh (soraṭha [?]): pa pa ga ga ri ri sā sa ri ga ri ma 
ri sā sa ri ma ma pa dha ni ni sā sā. 

The rūp of the naṭa: pa pa ma ma ri ri sa sa ri pa dha pa pa sa ri ri pa 
ri sā sa ri pa dha pa dha pa ma ri sā. 

The rūp of the s’vnt (sāvanta): pa pa ga pa pa ri ri sa sa pa ma pa sa 
ri ga ga pa ri ga ri sa sa ri sa ga ma ma pa pa dha ni sā sā ni pa ri sa. 

The rūp of śrī rāga: pa pa ma ma ri pa ri ri sā ri ri sā ri pa ma ma ri 
pa ri sa sa pa ri pa sā ni ni pa ni pa ri sā sā. 

The rūp of the mārū: ma ma ga ga ga ri sa ri pa ri pa ga ma ma ga ga 
ga ri sā pa sa ri sā ga ga ri ri sā sa pa sā ri sā ga ri sā. 
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  The rūp of the trvn (tirvana): pa pa dha pa pa ga ri ri ri ga ga ri sā sa 
ri ri ga ga pa pa ma ga ri ri ga ri sā sa ri ga pa dha pa ma ga ri ga ri ri pa 
sa pa sā sā. 

The rūp of the pūrvī: ma ma ga ga ma ga ga ga ri sa sa ga ga pa ma 
ma ga ga ga ri sā sā. 

The rūp of the gaurī: pa pa ga ga ri ri ga ri sa sa ni pa sa ri ri ri ma ri 
ri ga ri sa ri ri pa ni ni sā sa ni pa ri ga ri sa. 

The rūp of the hamīra: dha dha pa pa ga ga ga ri ri sā sa ni dha pa sā 
sa ma pa dha dha ma ga ga sa ri sā. 

The rūp of the kalyāṇa: ga ga ga ri ri sa sa ri ga pa dha pa ga ri sa pa 
ga ri pa dha ni sā sa ga ri sa sā. 

The rūp of the ch’y’n’t (chāyānaṭa): pa pa ma ga ri sā dha pa sā ri ri 
ga ri sā sa ga ma pa dha pa ri ri ga ga ri sā sa ma ga ma pa ri sā sa ni pa ri 
ga sā sā. 

The rūp of the bhopālī: ga ga ri ri ga ga ri ri sa sa sa ri ri ga ga ri pa 
pa dha dha ni ni sa sa ni dha pa ri sā ri ga ri sā sā. 

The rūp of the jyt (jeyet): pa pa dha pa pa ga ga ri ri sā sā pa ga ga 
ma dha ga ga ri sā. 

The rūp of the aiman-kalyāṇa: pa pa dha pa pa ga ga ri ri ga ri sā sa 
ni pa sā ri ri ga ga pa ri ga ri sā. 

The rūp of the śyāma: sa sa sā ri sa ri sa ni ni dha pa pa ri sa ga ma 
pa dha pa pa ga ri sā ri ga ri sā. 

The rūp of the pūriyā167: dha ni sā sa ga ri sā ni ni dha ni sā sā pa dha 
dha ni dha pa sā sā ga ri sā. 

The rūp of the kānharā: sa ri ga ma pa dha ni sā sa ni dha pa ma ga 
ri ri sā ni ni dha ni sā sa ri ga ma pa dha ni sa sā ni pa ma ga rā sā sa sa ni 
ni dha sa ma ga ga ga pa dha ni sa ri ga sā sa ma ga ma ga ri sā. 

The rūp of the n’yky (nāyakī): ma ma ga ga ri ri sā sa ri ga ma pa dha 
pa pa dha pa pa ni ni sā ni dha pa pa ma ga ri sā. 

The rūp of the kedārā: sa ga ri ma pa dha ma ga ri sā sa ni pa ga ga 
ma pa sā. 

The rūp of the aiman-kedārā: sa ga ga ga ga ri sā ni dha ni dha sā ga 
ga ga ri sā sa ga ga ga ga pa pa dha dha pa pa ga ga sa ri sā sa ga ma pa 
dha dha pa pa ma ma ga ga ri sa sa ga ma dha ni dha pa pa ma ma ga ga ri 
sa sa ga ma pa dha ni sā. 

The rūp of the ’d’n’ (aḍānā): dha ؘؘ dha ؘؘ pa pa ؘؘ ma ؘؘ ma ga ga ؘؘ riؘ saؘ saؘ gaؘ 
paؘ dhaؘ ni ؘؘ dha ؘؘ pa paؘ ma ؘؘ ma ga ga ؘؘ riؘ saؘ sa ga ؘؘ ma pa ؘؘ dha ؘؘ ni sā ؘؘ.168 

The rūp of the mālakauśa: sā sā sa sa sa ri sa ni dha ma dha ni sā sa 
ga pa ni dha ma dha ni sā. 

                                                      
167 Sarmadee (TMRR, 308) mentions that pūriya is the same as pūrbī. 
168 The rūp of aḍānā is not noted in B1. However in all three other mss the rūp of 
aḍānā have been mentioned and the rūp here is based on M. 
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The rūp of the sankarābharana/saṃkarābharaṇa: pa pa pa pa dha pa 
pa ga ga ga sa ga ga ri ma ga sā sa ni dha pā sā ma ga pa pa ga ga ma ga 
sā. 

The rūp of the bihāgarā: ga ga ri ri ma ga ri sa sa ma ri ma ri sa ri ga 
ga ri sa sa ni pa sā ma ma ri ma ri pa ga ri sā. 

The rūp of the paraja: ga ga ga pā sa ga ri sa sa ga ma pa ni ni pa ma 
sa ga ma sa ga ri sa sa ga ma pa ni ni sā. 
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Part three: On the explanation of ’l’p (ālāpa), 
that is to say, to omit and modify the svara of 
a rāga, and the explanation of its component 
parts which is called (prakīrṇakādhyāya) 

Containing seven chapters. 

Chapter one: On the explanation of the names of words and 
syllables which are used in ālāpa and the meaning of each letter  

And they are as follows, first: alif (a) which means God is one and which is 
the sound that is in all letters. If any letter is extended by maddah [the 
consonant a], it will become alif (a), which is Allāh (God). And other letters 
beside the above-mentioned one, which are employed/used in ālāpa are: t’ 
and n and ry and nd and rt and tyv. 

And the meaning of t’ is “you”; and the meaning of n is “is not”; and 
the meaning of ry is “oh you woman!” and the meaning of nd is “God’s sea 
of compassion”; and the meaning of rt is “reunion”; and the meaning of tyv 
is “you”169. 

And you should know that the sum of the letters is ’t’n ry nd rt tyv 
which means “there is a God such that if you woman are annihilated in his 
sea of compassion, then you will reunite with Him”. You should know that 
the meaning of this sentence hints at the recovery of the people who have 
sunk into the dark hell of ignorance; in this way the state of ignorant people 
is like that of women. So, they are likened to women. Furthermore, just as 
men have power over women, God too [and in the same way] has power 
over humans. Therefore, the meaning of woman here is human, and the 
meaning of man is the True Man, which is the essence (soul) of God. Hence, 
the meaning of the sentence is confirmed by the above-mentioned statement. 
And it is for that reason that when men of the true path listen to the song 

                                                      
169 In the object form. 
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(sound) of these letters, they will be touched and affected. And God knows 
better what is true.170 

Chapter two: On the knowledge of four positions of ālāpa which 
is called ’sth’n-’l’p (sthāna-ālāpa) 

The first [position] is ’sth’nk sr (sthāna-[?] svara) and it is such that a rāga 
will be materialized/established by its coming (playing). The second 
[position] is rvpk-sr (rūpaka-svara) which extends (develops) a rāga. The 
third [position] is rchhk-sr (rakṣaka-[?] svara) which is the assistant of it 
(rūpaka). The fourth [position] is ’ntr’yk-sr (āntarika-[?)] svara) through 
whose playing a rāga will be refined. 

In these [following] four ways, we can perform them, such that we go 
first to the vādī svara and then come to the ṣaḍja, and this is called the first 
snch’r (sañcari-) sthāna. The second time, we go from the ṣaḍja svara to all 
other svaras transitionally until we reach the vādī svara, and then return to 
the ṣaḍja, and that is called the second sañcari-sthāna. The third time, we go 
from here [the ṣaḍja svara] to the upper ṣaḍja, i.e. ṭīp, and go properly to the 
svaras beneath the ṭīp two or three times and then return to the ṣaḍja. And 
that is called the third sañcari-sthāna. The fourth time, in the same way as 
the third [sañcari-sthāna], we go higher than the ṭīp and move two or three 
times from and to it and then deliberately and skillfully descend to the ṣaḍja, 
and that is called the fourth sañcari-sthāna.171  

Thus, all rāgas in the way/manner of ālāpa cannot be without these four 
ways. And the source/origin of these ways of ālāpa is r’g’lpt (rāgālapti) 
which will be described in detail in the next chapter, if God, the Most High, 
wills. 

                                                      
170 This chapter seems to be among the sections which have been added to the 
Persian translation by the translator-author. 
171 In SR (vol. ii. 199f.) under the title Rāgālāpti, Śārṅgadeva describes four 
svasthānas (steps), writing: 

Indeed rāgālāpti is entirely independent of rūpaka. It (arises) by four 
svasthāna-s (steps) as known to the local experts. 

The note in which the rāga is established is said to be steady (sthāyi). 
The fourth from it would be halfway (dvyardha). The sounding of the 
note just below it would be (called) mukhacāla; and that forms the 
first svasthāna. 

The second (svasthāna) consists in sounding the halfway (note) and 
(similarly) returning (to the steady). The eighth note from the steady is 
known to be double (in pitch). The notes obtained in-between the 
halfway note and the double (pitch)-note are ardhasthita (the other 
half) notes. The rendering of these (ardhasthita) notes and their return 
form the third (svasthāna). The fourth consists in rendering the eighth 
and returning to the steady as its final note. 
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Chapter three: On the detailed description of different kinds of 
ālāpa 

You should know that there are seven kinds of ālāpa: ragālapti and 
(rvpk’lpt) rūpakālapti which is of two kinds: prtghnk’ (pratigrahaṇikā) and 
bhnjny (bhañjanī); and it [the bhañjanī] is of two types, one of which is 
rūpaka-bhañjanī and the other one is sthāya-bhañjanī; and [the last ālāpa is] 
samālapati. 

The rāgālapti is an ālāpa which demonstrates well a rāga in the seven 
positions, i.e. sthāyi and avarohī and the like. And it is the best ālāpa. 

The rūpakālāpti is such that however many rūpa-rāgas [?] are 
assigned, just as many rūpakālāpas should be employed in [a 
composition].172 And prtghnk’ (pratigrahaṇikā) is such that rūpa-rāga [?] is 
to be repeated with the gamaks [in a composition or at a performance]. And 
bhañjanī is such that it agrees with rūpa-rāga [?] and plenty of gamak is 
used skillfully in it. And rūpaka-bhañjanī is such that the ālāpa is to 
comprise variations of rūpakālāpa with the application of double gamakas. 
And sthāya-bhañjanī is such that both ālāpas of the rūpaka-bhañjanī and 
sthāya come together properly between instrumental parts, and it is called 
nksht (nakṣatra- [?]) ālāpa in Hindī.173 

And samālapati is such that the ālāpa is to be played sometimes fast 
and sometimes slow. And God knows best. 

Chapter four: On the names of gmk (gamaks), that is to say, to 
alter a svara174 

And there are fifteen [kinds of them]: first trp (tiripa); second: sphurita;175 
third: kmpt (kampita); fourth: līna;176 fifth: āndolita;177 sixth: bali/vali;178 
seventh: tribhinna;179 eighth: kurula;180 ninth: āhata;181 tenth: ’l’st (ullāsita); 
eleventh: plāvita;182 twelfth: humphita;183 thirteenth: mdrt (mudrita); 
fourteenth: n’mt (nāmita);184 fifteenth: mshrt (miśrita).185 
                                                      
172 According to SR (vol. ii. 201), rūpakālāpati is that ālapti which is constituted in 
the framework of the rāga and tāla of a rūpaka. 
173 This section (paragraph) is not clear to us and the definitions here are not entirely 
comprehensible. 
174 This chapter in SR has come earlier in the third part. 
175 This gamaka has been mentioned as bhrt in the all mss we have. 
176 This gamaka has been mentioned as ’ndvlt (āndolita) in all mss at our disposal.  
177 This gamaka as has been noted as hvpk or hvyk in the mss.  
178 This gamaka has been mentioned as blk or ylk in all mss. 
179 This gamaka has been mentioned as trbhnk in ms M. But the other three mss 
have noted it in different ways. 
180 Krlk in the mss. 
181This gamaka has been written in different ways in each of the mss. 
182 Dp’vt in the mss. 
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A way to recognize them is that if one plays on the instrument dvrvy 
(ḍoru/ḍamaru), which is an Indian instrument, with a finger, softly and 
quickly [at short time intervals], and if sound comes out of it and he vibrates 
a svara in the throat like the [speed of the produced] sound, that will be 
called gamaka. 

And in another way, a quarter of [the speed of ] that sound [which is 
produced by ḍamaru] is drt (druta), and is such that when a finger of the 
right hand is beaten on the left hand successively, a continuous sound will be 
produced, so that is druta. And double druta is lgh (laghu), and double laghu 
is gr (guru), as will be discussed in the chapter tālādhyāya. Thus, if a quarter 
is druta, and a vibrato is produced in the throat, that is called tiripa.186 And if 
one third [the speed of that produced sound] is druta, that is called sphurita 
gamaka.187 If half of it is druta, that is called kampita-gamaka.188 And if [the 
vibrato] in the throat is equal to the druta, that will be called līna. And if it 
[the vibrato] is double the druta [i.e. a laghu], that will be called āndolita.189 
And if it [the vibrato] is triple [the speed of the druta], it will be called vali 
gamaka.190 And [if the vibrato is] four times (the druta) and it is produced 
smoothly in the throat, that will be called tribhinna gamaka.191 And if plenty 
of it [the vibrato] is played/sung very elaborately (kajī) and softly 
(pleasantly), that will be called kurula gamaka.192 And if a vibrato is based 
on the shaking of [only] one svara from the beginning to the end, it is called 

                                                                                                                             
183 Hmrt in the mss. 
184 Hvmt or hvst in the mss. 
185 The author of LS (p. 231) has noted this gamaka as mshrk and Shringy (SR, vol. 
ii. 173) has written it as miśra. However, Nijenhuis (SŚ, p. 501) has noted it as 
above. 
186 In SŚ (p. 501) this gamaka has been described in the following way: “When it 
(i.e. the vibrato) moves at the speed of one fourth of a druta, and when the notes of 
the basic mode (jāti) [sound] like a stream of water, it is considered to be a tiripa”.  
187 According to SŚ (ibid.), this gamaka is, “The sphurita has the speed of one third 
of a druta”. 
188 In SŚ (p. 501) this gamaka has been described in the following way: “When it 
[the vibrato] is in the speed of half a druta, they regard it as a kampita”. 
189 In SŚ (ibid.) this gamaka has been described in the following way: “A līna has 
the speed of a druta”. 
190 The definitions of this gamaka in other sources, e.g. LS, SŚ, and the mss, differ 
completely from each other. It is not clear if this is a mistake made by the scribes or 
if the definition was as we read above. In SŚ (p. 499) this gamaka has been 
described in this way: “A vibrato (kampana) rendered in various speeds is 
considered to be vali”. And according to LS (ibid.), bali means to perform plenty of 
svaras curvedly. 
191 As mentioned above, the definition of this gamaka also differs from other 
primary sources. For instance, the definition of this gamaka according to SŚ (501) is, 
”a vibrato (technically speaking: a turn) on a note (svarakampa) in three positions 
(sthāna) without stops is a tribhinna”. 
192 The author of SŚ (p. 501) explains it as, “When a vali [bali] is rendered as a soft 
[sound] in the throat and in a more complex way from (granthila, lit. ‘knotted’), it is 
considered to be a kurula”. 
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āhata gamaka.193 And that one which is vibrated from its first svara is called 
ullāsita-gamaka.194 And unclear vibrato of svaras, which is still beautiful, is 
called plāvita gamaka.195 And excessive and repeated vibrato of svaras in 
the throat in a skillfull and pleasant way is called humphita gamaka.196 And 
the vibrato of svaras which is produced in the throat by closing the mouth is 
called mudrita gamaka.197 And if a vibrato equal to the sound of mrdng 
(mridaṅga/mṛdaṅga) is produced in the throat, it is called nāmita gamaka.198 
And if it [the nāmita gamaka] is increased twice, it is called miśrita gamaka 
[?].199 And God knows best.  

Chapter five: On the number of various kinds of singers 
and the differences between them 
And these are of five kinds, first: snchhy’k’r (śikṣākāra); second: ’nk’r 
(anukāra); third: rnchk (ran͂jaka); fourth: rsk (rasika); fifth: bh’vk 
(bhāvaka). 

The anukāra is the one who, whatever his master has composed, he 
performs, as all compositions are the master’s.200  

The śikṣākāra201 is the one who invents a new way. However, [this is] 
on the condition that the new arrangement is better and the listeners enjoy it.  

                                                      
193 According to SŚ (ibid.), this gamaka is, “That which moves to the next higher 
note [svara] and quickly returns [to the original note] is the āhata embellishment, 
which sounds like a splashing fountain”. 
194 In SŚ (ibid.) it is explained that, “In ullāsita a note [svara] moves each time to the 
next higher note in the scale”. And in LS (p. 230) this gamaka is clarified in this 
way, that if one plays (vibrates) from the first to the seventh svaras in their order, for 
instance sa ri ga ma pa dha ni, that is the ullāsita. 
195 In all four mss of the work, this gamaka is written incorrectly and in different 
ways. This Gamaka, according to SŚ (p. 501) and LS (p. 230), is a vibrato which has 
the duration of a pluta (or three beats). 
196 According to the definition found in SŚ (p. 501), this gamaka denotes humming 
in a deep voice with breast resonance.  
197 The author of SŚ (ibid.) describes this gamaka as an embellishment/vibrato which 
is produced by closing the mouth.  
198 According to the definition in both SŚ (p. 501) and LS (p. 230), this gamaka is to 
bow (namana) or bend a svara.  
199 According to the definition in both SŚ (p. 501) and LS (p. 230), this gamaka is 
indeed a combination of all the aforementioned types of gamaka. Thus the definition 
here differs from other parallel sources. 
200 In all mss at our disposal, this type of singer has been wrongly designated as the 
śikshakar. According to the definition in TH (p. 336), anukāra is a gāyana (singer) 
who sings as he/she has learned from his/her master and teaches other people in the 
same way, and therefore she/he totally follows his/her master’s way of singing. In 
keeping with the definition in SŚ (p. 487), anukāraka (anukāra) is a singer who, 
“imitates somebody else’s way of performing.” Yaḥyā Kābulī (LS, p. 211) defines 
this type of singer as one who imitates other singers and is not able to teach other 
people. 
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And the ran͂jaka is the one who sings in an extremely pleasant way 
and makes use of many svaras (melodic phrases [lyrics]) throughout her/his 
songs.202  

The rasika is the one whose songs are extremely expressive and 
melodious, and who articulates the words eloquently.203  

The bhāvaka is the one who possesses the qualities of all four 
aforementioned types of singers and can interpret different types of poems. 
And these descriptions concern soloist singers. 

Furthermore, regarding the description of the singers who sing 
together, they are of three types; first: ’ykl (ekala); second: jml (yamala); and 
third: brndl (vrinda). 

  The ekala-g’yn (gāyana) [ekala singer] is the one who sings solo well, 
but does not sing well together with others.204  

The yamala is the one who sings together with a brother (another 
singer [duet]) well, but does not sing well alone (solo).205  

And the vrinda is one who does not sing well alone (solo), but sings 
well together with five or six other singers [i.e. sings in choir].206  

And the one who has all of these qualities, that kind of singer is called 
kyry’nkny (gāyanāgraṇī [?]).207 And such a singer is very rare. 

                                                                                                                             
201 In the mss it is wrongly written anukāra, although with a different spelling. In SŚ 
(p. 501) śikṣākāra is defined as a master-singer, ‘because he takes the whole song 
from the composer and performs it according to his own imagination.’ According to 
Yaḥyā Kābulī (LS, p. 211) this type of singer is one who has vast knowledge about 
singing and different techniques of singing, and who does everything to teach his 
pupils. 
202 In SŚ (p. 487) these are described as lyrical singers. And Yaḥyā Kābulī (LS, p. 
211) and Fakhr al-Dīn Muḥammad (TH, p. 337) describe them as singers whose 
songs create a delightful and joyful mood among the listeners. 
203 The rasika, according to the author of SŚ (p. 487), is a dramatic singer who 
stresses the expression of the emotions. 
204 The author of SŚ (p. 487) describes ekala as the singer who is a soloist. Fakhr-al-
Dīn Muḥammad (TH, p. 337) writes that this kind of singer is one who can sing solo 
and does not need other singers to accompany him, and this type of singer is the best 
(uttama) singer. 
205 The author of SŚ (p. 487) describes the yamala-singer as the duet singer. Fakhr-
al-Dīn Muḥammad (p. 337) notes that the yamala-singer is a singer who can sing 
with the help of another singer. And this type of singer is called the mediocre 
(middling) (madhyama) singer. 
206 In SŚ (p. 487) the vrinda is explained as the ensemble singer. The author of TH 
(p. 337) describes the vrinda as a singer who can sing with help of two or more other 
singers. And this type of singer is the lowest (adhama) level of singer, and is also 
called nikrishṭa.  
207 We do not know if the author means this type of singer, which has been 
miswritten by the scribes, or not. The author of SŚ (p. 485) describes gāyanāgraṇī as 
a singer who “is free from all kinds of defects (doṣa) and who is an exponent of a 
good tradition (susampradāya), that one is, according to the experts of vocal music, 
an excellent singer (gāyanāgraṇī)”. 
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Chapter six: On the number and description of the good singers 
and their qualities, which are called bhvkn (bhūshaṇ [?]) gāyana 
in Hindī208 

And they are twelve in number, first: sght (sughaṭa); svs’ryrh (suśārīra); 
krh-mvchhh-bḥchjhn (graha-mokṣa-bḥchjhn [?]); bydh’ (vṛddhaka [?]); 
lptbyhn (lupta [?]); sr’vk (śrāvaka); sprd’yk (spardhādāyaka [?]); ’yt [?]; 
ghndt’n [?]; bsykhhdt (vaśyakaṇṭha); jtshrm (jitaśrama); and s’vdh’n 
(sāvadhāna). 

The sughaṭa gāyana is the one who sings beautifully.209 The suśārīra 
gāyana is the one in whose performance many rāgas are produced/applied 
and whose throat can reach any register he wants.210 The graha-mokṣa-
bḥchjhn [?] is the one who chooses the [right] tānas and knows how to 
conclude a song. The vṛddhaka [?] gāyana is the one who sings all types of 
tānas well. The lupta [?] is the one who has good knowledge about ālāpas. 
The śrāvaka gāyana is the one who sings well if he sings alone (solo).211 The 
spardhādāyaka [?] is the one who sings well together with others. The ’yt [?] 
gāyana is the one who sings all kinds of tāna (melody) in the most beautiful 
way. The ghndt’n [?] gāyana is the one who has a good (well-trained) throat. 
The vaśyakaṇṭha is the one who sings rāga śuddha212 and the other ones, 
[i.e.] all the three kinds.213 The jitaśrama gāyana is the one whose voice 
does not get tired, but increases if he sings four times, and he is never 
weary.214 And the sāvadhāna gāyana is the one who sings carefully and 
comprehensibly.215 

Chapter seven: Regarding the explanation of censured/demerited 
singers which is called dkh’hh (dokhāhahu) gāyana [in Hindī] 

And they are of twenty-six kinds.216 First: snkt (śaṅkita) gāyana [singer] is 
the one who sings with fear;217 second: kmpt (kampita) gāyana is the one 

                                                      
208 Some of the terms and definitions in this chapter are confusing and incorrect.  
209 In keeping with the author of SŚ (p. 485), the sughaṭa-gāyana is one who has a 
beautiful vocal sound.  
210 The suśārīra is, according to the author of SŚ (p. 485), one whose performance is 
distinct.  
211 According to TMRR (p. 166), the śrāvaka gāyana is ‘one who has admirable 
reach and remarkable volume’. The same definition can be found in TH (p. 339). 
212 One of the three kinds of rāgas, i.e. śudhha, salanka, and saṃkīṇa.  
213 According to the author of SŚ (p. 485), ‘The one who has his throat under 
control’ is called vaśyakaṇṭha. 
214 The author of SŚ (ibid.) writes that a singer who is indefatigable is called the 
jitaśrama. 
215 The sāvadhāna, based on SŚ (ibid.), is a singer who is careful in his intonation. 
216 In SR (vol. ii: 156–158), Śārṅgadeva defines twenty-five kinds of censured 
singers, while here twenty-six kinds of such singers are presented. It should be 
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who sings shakingly;218 third: mbrhn [?] gāyana is the one who omits [some] 
svaras and sings without its śrutis;219 fourth: bp’kl [?] gāyana is the one who 
sings bewilderedly, distractedly, and unfocusedly; fifth: kvpt [?] gāyana is 
the one who sings distressedly and forcefully; sixth: ljt [?] gāyana is the one 
who sings modestly; seventh: kp’ny (kuprāṇīya [?]) gāyana is the one who 
confuses the ṭīp svara [the upper gamut] with [the lower gamut] svara and 
descends to the ṣaḍja svara improperly;220 eighth: sānunāsika221 gāyana is 
the one who sings the melody through the nose, i.e. he has nasal voice; ninth: 
kvchp [?] gāyana is the one who sings a tāna (song, rāga, melody) tediously; 
tenth: chhndhn (chandha [?]) gāyana is the one who makes mistakes in the 
rhythm of a song (sur); eleventh: kākī gāyana who has a bad voice and 
whose voice is like the cry of a crow; twelfth: vitāla222 gāyana who makes 
mistakes in the meters of tālas; thirteenth: m’tr’hyn (matrāhīna [?]) gāyana 
is the one who makes mistakes in the pronunciations of the words in a 
dhrupada (song) to such a degree that the meaning [of the verses] is spoiled. 
Fourteenth: pdhyn [?] gāyana is the one who reduces [omits] the hemistich 
of verses in dhrupada. 

Thus, these fourteen defects are internal to the singing, and the twelve 
remaining defects, which are external deficiencies, are as follows. First: 
ḥb’ry [?] gāyana is the one who sings while twisting the neck and opening 
the mouth widely or clenching the teeth;223 second: tmbky (tumbakī) gāyana 
is the one who inflates the veins of his throat, and reddens his face while 

                                                                                                                             
pointed out that the list and definitions contain a considerable number of mistakes 
and errors making them confusing.  
217 In SR (p. 156) and SŚ (p. 487) this type of singer is described as a singer who 
sings with haste (SR) or in a hurry and is the insecure type (SŚ). The author of TH (p. 
343) describes this type of singer as a singer who sings hastily and anxiously.  
218 In SR (vol. ii. 156) and SŚ (ibid.) this type of singer is described as a singer who 
has a shaky voice. 
219 In SR (vol. ii. 156), LS (p. 214), and TMRR (p. 154) such bad singers are 
described as vikala. The author of (SR vol. ii. 156) writes that “one who sings the 
notes [svaras] inaccurately with less or more śrutis is (called) vikala.” 
220 The authors of TH (p. 343) and TMRR (p. 152) mention a type of singer (udghṣṭa 
[TMRR] or udghushṭa [TH]) whose performance loses all its charm and color when 
his voice falters in the upper register, i.e. tīp. It is possible that our author means this 
type of singer. 
221 In all mss at our disposal, this term has been reported differently and incorrectly. 
Yaḥyā Kābulī (LS, p. 215) and the author of SŚ (p. 487) mention the name of this 
type of singer as ʾnnʾsk (anunāsika).  
222 In all four mss the word is written as tʾlbrjt as well as tʾlbrhb. 
223 We have translated what is in the text. However, it should be pointed out that this 
part of the work shows a very clear misunderstanding of the original text made by 
either the author or the scribes of the archetype/hyparchetype who have mixed up 
three completely different defects here and written them all together. The defect 
which is discussed here actually comprises three completely different defects that 
are explained by other sources, e.g. TH (pp. 342–346), TMRR (152–4). These are, 
karālī (when a singer opens his mouth widely) (cf. TMRR [p. 152]); sūtakārī (ibid.) 
or sūtkārī (TH [p. 346]) when a singer clenches his teeth; and bakrī (cf. TMRR [p. 
154]) or vakrī (TH [p. 345]) when he leans his head to the side while he sings. 
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singing; third: syrdsht (sayaḍṛṣṭi [?]) gāyana who closes his eyes and strains 
his throat while singing;224 fourth: bkry (vakrī) gāyana who twists his neck 
while singing; fifth: prs’y (prasārī) gāyana who stretches all his limbs while 
singing; sixth: krbhh [?] gāyana who puts his hand on his ears or his beard or 
holds his beard [in his hand] while singing; seventh: ’vdhm [?] gāyana is the 
one who sings one svara well and the six others badly/tastelessly; eighth: 
’sth’nbhrsht (sthānabhraṣṭa) gāyana is the one who make mistakes when he 
sings the svaras and sthāna225; ninth: ’psr (apasvara) gāyana is the one who 
makes mistakes in the ascending and descending of the svaras [in a rāga], so 
he sings another rāga [than he intends] which makes it impossible to 
recognize it;226 tenth: mshrt (miśrita) gāyana is the one who mixes up 
several rāgas when he sings dhrupada or ālāpa, so no specific rāga can be 
distinguished in his song;227 eleventh: niḥsāra gāyana who sings the songs 
expressionlessly;228 twelfth: ’dst [?] gāyana is the one who stretches his face, 
looking impudent while singing. And God knows best. 

                                                      
224 SR (vol. ii: 157) and TH (p. 345) refers to s a type of bad singer who only closes 
his eyes as nimīlaka. 
225 The three registers, i.e. mandra, madhya, tāra. 
226 In SR (vol. ii: 157) this type of singer is explained as one who omits notes when 
he sings. The author of TH (p. 345) explains that this kind of singer cannot keep the 
correct tune of svaras of a rāga and sings higher or lower than the tune. 
227 This type of singer is described in SR (vol. ii: 157) in the following way: 
“Miśraka is known to be one who mixes up the śuddha and chāyālagā rāga-s, and 
also, when he intermixes (confuses) other rāga-s, he is known to be miśraka.” 
According to Fakhr-al-Dīn Muḥammad (TH, p. 346), miśra is a singer who mixes up 
the suddha, salanka, and saṃkīrṇa-rāgas. 
228 The author of TH (p. 342) counts this type of singer among the seven kinds of 
singers who have unpleasant voices. 
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Part four: On the description and explanation 
of various types of gīta (music), which is 
called prabandhādhyāya in Hindī, and their 
features 

One should know that guyandigī (composition) is of two kinds; the first one 
is ghayr-i bastah [not composed, i.e. improvised],229 whose description is 
dealt with in previous parts (bābs). The second one is bastah [composed], 
and it is of two types, the first one called m’rg (mārga) and the second one 
dysy (deśī). 

Thus, the mārga is of four kinds, first: gyt (gīta), which is of twenty 
types; second: dhrpd (dhrupada), which is of five types; third: chhnd 
(chanda), and it is of one type; fourth, dhru (dhruva), and it is also of one 
type. 

And the deśī is of several types, such as qv’l’y (qavvālī), khy’l 
(khayāl) of each region, hvly (holī [?]), krkhh (karkhā),230 s’dr’h (sādara),231 
and b’r (bāra)232 and like that. 

But, gīta is of twenty kinds which have been listed in the book of 
sangīt in the following way: jhvmr’ (jhūmrā),233 knth’phrn (kanṭhephiraṇa 
[?]), svl’d [?], svrjprk’s (sūrajaprakāśa), ’m’tlk [?]; dhv’ (dhruvā); m’th’ 
(māṭhā); prbnd (prabandha); gʾy [?]; ’rdv [?]; chhvnr’ [?]; brsd (bhraṣṭ [?]); 
’stt (sthit [?]); surāvartanī and so on.  

                                                      
229 Distinguishing between composed (nibaddaha) and improvised (anibaddha) 
music has been discussed in both SR (vol. ii, 209–213) and SŚ (p. 356). There, the 
author employed two terms to describe these two genres or kinds of music, namely 
anibaddha for improvised music and nibaddah for composed music. Here, however, 
we can also interpret these two Persian words as standing for gāndharva or classical 
music and gāna or popular music, due to the fact that the Persian author discusses 
two main kinds of music which are gāndharva and gāna. This ambiguity is also in 
the original Sanskrit text, as has been noted by the translator of SR (vol. ii. 211f.).  
230 The author of TH (p. 354) refers to this kind of vocal music as kaḍkā and kaṛkā, 
while the author of TMRR (p. 116) notes it as karkhā. 
231 The author of TH (ibid.) refers to this vocal form as sadara and sadada. 
232 The author of TH (p. 354f) calls this musical form bāḍa and bāra. 
233 In TMRR (p. 95) this musical form is described as follows: “It is composed in 
four lines, the theme being the praise of gods. Rhythmically, it restricts itself to tālas 
exclusively.” 
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So, the gīta consists of seven parts, first: brd (biruda), and it concerns 
eulogizing kings,234 either [their boldness in] wars or [their skill at] riding; 
second: sa ri ga ma pa dha ni;235 third: tnb’ʾ [?]; fourth: ’k’r (ākār [?]); fifth: 
the letters of the syllables of the mrdng (mridaṅga/mṛdaṅga)236; sixth: p’t 
(pāṭa) that is to say the aforementioned letters/sounds; seventh: tntn’ 
(tantanā). Furthermore, the first part [i.e. biruda] should be meaningsful and 
the six others meaningless.237 

And chanda is of two kinds, one of which consists of four lines238 and 
the second of two lines/sections, like dhrupad, but in one of the languages of 
India which is called bh’kh’ (bhākhā [bhāsā])239, besides the Sanskrit, and 
can be in the mrhnty [?] language. 

And dhruva consists of six lines/sections in such a way that two 
lines/sections are in a tāla and four others in another tāla. 

And dhrupada is of five types: the first one with five sections; the 
second one with four lines/sections; the third one with three lines/sections; 
the fourth one with two lines/sections; and the fifth one with one 
line/section. And their names are such that the first line is called ’dgr’h 
(udgrāha) in the manner of the ’sth’y (sthāyī); the second one is called 
myl’pk (melāpaka); the third one is called ’ntr’ (antara); the fourth is called 
bhvg (bhoga); and the fifth is called ’bhvg (ābhoga), and this half verse/line 
[section] is also called dh’t v m’t (dhātu and mātu),240 and the reason that it is 
called dhrupada is that dhrupada means “pole” (axle), so its first line/part is 

                                                      
234 The author of TMRR (p. 93) writes that gīta is meant to praise both the gods and 
king. Here, the author of Shams al-aṣvāt has probably deleted “the gods” due to fact 
that he was a Muslim and did not believe in Hinduism. 
235 Ramanathan (1999: 518) discusses svara in chapter four of his book, writing that 
“Svara refers to the symbols, sa, ri, ga, etc. which indicate the svara-s, ṣaḍja etc., as 
well as the syllables sa, ri, ga, etc. sung on the corresponding pitches... Sa, ri ga, etc. 
differ from other sets of meaningless syllables in this respect – these syllables have 
fixed pitches of utterance. The syllable sa has to be sung where the seventh ṣaḍja is 
located and the syllable ri where the svara ṛṣabha is located. However, the syllables 
as constituents of the verbal text are meaningless.” 
236 The author of TH (p. 352) mentions the name mrdng (mridaṅga), which is a 
percussion instrument, in connection with the description of dhrupada. According to 
him, the words/syllables (alfāẓ) of the uṣūl (musical metrics/rhythmical pattern or 
figures) of mrdng do not have any meaning and are applied just for the sake of 
rhythms and melodies, for instance dimkat, kitlag. 
237 According to Rasakaumudī (Śrīkaṇṭha, 1963: 33), parabandha consists of six 
parts, namely “svara (these are musical notes: sa, ri, ga, etc.); tāla; pada (words 
conveying meaning); tena (auspicious words such as tenna tenna); pāṭa (particular 
sounds of instrument); biruda (singing the glory of someone [God, king etc.])”.  
238 Sarmadee (TMRR, p. 177) translates miṣtaʿ as song-part, movement. It was 
common in Arabic and Persian that different sections in the musical forms were 
described with the help of bayt (couplet) or miṣraʾ (line/hemistich). 
239 The dialect of districts of Agra and Mathurā. 
240 The author of TMRR (pp. 174f) mentions these two terms in connection with “the 
qualities of full-fledged Master of Art”, noting that dhātu means naghmah [melody] 
and mātu means alfāẓ (the words/verses). Shringy (SR, vol. ii. 224) describes the 
dhātu as the “tonal structure” and the mātu as the “verbal structure”. 
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fixed like an axle and doesn’t move from its place; therefore it is called 
dhrupada. And its first line/part is derived from (arises from) the first svara, 
the second half verse/line from the third svara, the third line/part from the 
seventh or eighth svara, and the fourth line/part from the fifth svara, and the 
fifth line/part from the fourth svara. 

And chanda and dhruva are used in this way in five lines/parts, and 
these lines are also called dhātu and mātu. 

Since the sections/parts of gīta and its various types, and the 
sections/parts of chanda, dhruva, and dhrupada which have been described 
in the chapter and in the original work were very long, this humble one has 
abridged them, reporting in this concise [treatise], so readers will not grow 
weary of reading it. The end of the chapter. 
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Part five: On the explanation of the rules of 
dastak-zadan [(keeping the rhythm by) 
clapping the hands (i.e. the knowledge of 
rhythm)] which is called tālādhyāya 

Since this was the longest chapter in the original [book], an abridgement of it 
will be presented in this concise [treatise], so that the reader will not be made 
weary. 
 It is said in this way that the number of tāla is many. However, what 
are usually used/employed in gīta; chanda; dhruva; dhrupada; s’dr’ 
(sadara); m’rv (mārū [?]); hvli (holī [?]); qavvālī; each region’s khayāl, like 
Hindī (Indian) khayāl, Gwaliori [khayāl], Mārāvari [khayāl], Purvi 
[khayāl], Khayrābādī [khayāl], Bangālī (Bangali) [khayāl], Dakhanī 
(Deccani) [khayāl], Khnry [?] [khayāl], Dpky [?] [khayāl], Mrhnty (Marathi 
[?]) [khayāl], Lāhūrī (Lahorean) [khayāl], Tabatī (Tibetean) [khayāl], 
Kashmīrī (Keshmirian) [khayāl], Welāyatī (country) [khayāl], ʿArabī 
(Arabic) [khayāl], qavl, Fārsī (Persian) [khayāl] and Jangalī [khayāl], 
which have a raw/plain pattern and are used in them, are eleven [in number]. 
Other tālas are so long that they are not employed in songs or in dance. In 
case they are used, they do not sound elegant. Thus, they will not be 
mentioned [here]. 
 So, the elements of all tālas are as follows: ’ndrt (anudruta); drt 
(druta); br’m drt (virāma) druta; lgh (laghu); virāma laghu; gr (guru); and 
plt (pluta). These seven elements can be accounted for in a method in such a 
way that if someone beats a finger of his right hand on the left hand, and as 
the equivalent of the amount of that beat he says the letters t t, that will be 
anudruta. And if he beats two fingers and says t y t y, it will be druta; and if 
he beats three fingers and equivalent to it says t ʾ t h, that amount is called 
druta virāma; and if he beats the whole [right] hand on [the left] hand and 
says t ʾ y t ʾ y, [it] will be laghu; and if he says t ʾ y y h, [it] will be laghu 
virāma; and if he says t ʾ y when he beats once [one hand on the another] 
hand and twice without beating [hands], it will be pluta. 
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In other words, a m’tr’r (mātrā) is ...241 anudruta. And a half mātrā is 
a durta; three-quarters of a mātrā is a druta virāma; and one mātrā is a 
laghu, and one and a half mātrā are a laghu virāma, and two mātrā are a 
guru, and three mātrās are a pluta. 
 By another method, in order to recognize these seven elements, five 
letters/signs have been designated, and these are as follows: K, J, S, T, P, the 
sum of which will be kjstp [ka, ja, sa, ta, pa]. So, if we beat the right hand 
on the left one, saying these five letters, it will be the mātrā; and if we divide 
five into two, it will be two and half letters/signs, and if we say those letters 
[i.e. two and half] and at the same time we clap both hands, it will be the 
druta. And equally with these five letters/signs, it will be the laghu; and 
[with the] double of those letters and clap twice and again say those letters, it 
will be the guru; and three mātrās are called a pluta, and a mātrā is called 
the laghu, and two mātrās are called the guru. 
 And these eleven tālas, which are the abstract of all tālas, contain the 
aforementioned elements. Accordingly, the names of the tālas are as follows, 
First: ’dt’l (aḍḍatāla); second: ykt’ly (ektāli) tāla;242 third: psdh-(parast [?]) 
ektāli tāla; fourth: sm (sama) tāla; fifth: jhmp (jhampā) tāla; sixth trnglyl 
(turaṅgalīla) tāla; seventh: rvpk (rūpaka) tāla; eighth: tyvr’ (tevar [?]) tāla; 
ninth: ’th’ty (aṭhātī [?]) tāla; tenth: prsdh ’th’y (parast aṭhātī [?]) tāla; 
eleventh: chtlgn (citlagan [?]) tāla.  

The jhampa tāla is called furūdast in Persian and is applied in various 
ways in all [types of] qavl. And the turaṅgalīla is called sūrfākhtah and the 
chtlkn (citlagan [?]) is called savārī. Apart from these three tālas, no other 
one is used in qavvālī. 
 The method of recognizing these eleven tālas is as follows. First: 
aḍḍatāli, comprising three mātrās, namely two drutas and two laghus.243 
The ektāli tāla has two mātrās, i.e. two drutas and a laghu.244 The psdh-
(parast [?]) ektāli tāla has four mātrās, that is, two laghus and one guru. The 
sama tāla consists of three mātrās, that is, two drutas which come after two 
laghus.245 The jhampa tāla consists of two mātrās, that is, one laghu and two 
drutas.246 And the turaṅgalīla tāla comprises two and a half mātrā with a 

                                                      
241 A word or two are not readable here in all four mss. However, the author 
presumably discusses the time value of the anudruta in comparison with a longer 
musical time value, the mātrā. According to the author of TH (p. 434) an anudruta is 
a quarter of a mātrā.  
242 Anṣārī (TH, p. 452) refers to this tāla as “ektāli tāla”. 
243 According to the author of TH (p. 450), this tāla comprises five mātrās, i.e. two 
laghus and two drutas and then two more laghus. However, the author of LS (p. 
417) describes it as a tāla with one druta and two laghus. 
244 The author of TH (p. 452) writes that it consists of a half mātrā, i.e. one druta.  
245 In keeping with the TH (p. 442), it contains two and a quarter mātrā, that is, one 
laghu, one druta, and one druta virāma. 
246 According to TH (p. 445), the tāla has three and a half mātrā, namely one guru 
and three drutas. 
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druta a virāma laghu, and a laghu.247 The rūpaka tāla consists of a half 
mātrā, i.e. a druta, a virāma laghu and a laghu.248 The tyvr’ (tevar [?]) tāla 
comprises two mātrās, that is, two drutas and a laghu. The ’th’ty (aṭhātī [?]) 
tāla consists of three mātrās, i.e. three laghus. The prsdh ’th’y (parast aṭhātī 
[?]) tāla comprises three half mātrās, that is, a virāma laghu and two laghus. 
The chtlgn (citlagan [?]) tāla consists of four mātrās, that is, a virāma laghu, 
then a laghu, and finally a virāma laghu. God knows best. 

                                                      
247 The author of LS (p. 411) describes this as a tāla comprising two drutas, and a 
virāma (it is not clear if it is druta or laghu virāma) and again two drutas. 
248 According to the author of TH (p. 453), this tāla contains two and a quarter 
mātrās, that is, one laghu, one druta, and one druta virāma. 
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Part six: On [musical] instruments and their 
features which is called vādādhyāya  

You should know that all instruments are of four kinds, first: tt (tat/tanta);249 
second: btt (bitat/vitata); third: skhr (sikhara); fourth: ghn (ghana). 

The tat are such that we fasten/fit strings on them and play them, like 
the bn (bīn/vīṇā]) and the like. The vitata are such that we cover them with 
the skin of an animal and play them, like the mridaṅga/mṛdaṅga and the 
like. The sikhara are such that they are played by the strength of blowing, 
such as nay and the like. And the ghana instruments are such that they are 
played with the hand, such like the mnjyrh (manjīrā) and the like. 

The bīn/vīṇā is the foremost instrument among the tat/tanta 
instruments; the mridaṅga/mṛdaṅga is the formost instrument among the 
vitata instruments; the b’nsry (bānsurī) is the foremost instrument among the 
sikhara instruments, and the manjīrā is the foremost instrument among the 
ghana instruments. 

You should know that the generic name for the tat/tanta instruments is 
bīn/vīṇā in India, and they are of twenty-four kinds, such as rb’b (rubāb) and 
the like. The generic name for the vitata is mridaṅga/mṛdaṅga and they are 
of fifteen kinds, such as dhl (duhul/dhul) and the like. And the generic name 
for the sikhara [is] bānsurī, and they are of twelve kinds, such as srn’ 
(surnā) and the like. And the generic name for ghana [is] manjīrā, and they 
are of six kinds such as jltrng (jal-taraṅga) and the like.  

There are seven types of players of the bīn/vīṇā, and four types of 
players of the mridaṅga/mṛdaṅga, and two types [player of] the bānsurī, and 
four types of [players of] tāla [i.e. ghana]. Thus, if I explain in detail the 
qualities of good and bad players in this book, it will be very long. 
Therefore, I have tried to be brief and finish [the book] by praising the God 
of the earth and heavens. 

                                                      
249 Anṣārī (TH, p. 586) notes this term as tantu. 
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Index of musical terms 

The figure before the colon indicates the part (bāb) and after the colon 
indicates the chapter (faṣl) in which the term is used (in both the Persian and 
English texts). A single figure without a colon indicates the part (bāb). 
However, if a term is used in more than one chapter (faṣl) of a part, the 
number of the part is always written and separated by a comma from the 
next bāb and faṣl. 

Parts        Sources       Terms 
  and 
chapters 
                     Sanskrit/Hindi       Persian/Urdu
(فارسی/اردو)                   
    

  A/E/I/U/S/Y ا 
1:9 SR, SŚ  abhirudgatā ابھردگتا 
4 SR, SŚ, 

TMRR   
ābhoga ابھوگ 

2:1 SR, SŚ, 
TMRR 

upāṅga اپاانگ 

1:2 SR apāna اپان 
3:7 SR, TH, 

TMRR 
apasvara gāyana اپسر گاين 

1:2 - apuṣṭa dhn (dhvani /dhun [?])  ؟(اپشت دھن(  
1:7 TH ati ات 
1:7 - ati vikṛta ات بکرت 
1:7 - ati tdhvt (tadvat [?])  (؟) تدھوتات  
1:9 SR, SŚ uttarāyatā اترايتا 
1:9 SR, SŚ uttaramandrā ااترمندر  
1:2 - atisūkṣma (dhvani/dhun [?]) ؟(اتسوچھم دھن(  
1:7 - ati kākalī  کاکلیات  
1:8, 2:2 (HDCM)250 ati komala ات کومل 
2:2 - ati komalasvara سرات کومل  
1:7 - ati kaiśik سکات کی  
5 - ’th’ty (aṭhātī [?]) tāla  تال(؟) اتھاتی  
1:7 SR, SŚ acyuta اچت 
1:2 SR iḍā ادا 
                                                      
250 The secondary source.  
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1:2 SR udāna ادان 
2:2 TH, TMRR aḍānā ادانا 
5 SŚ aḍḍatāla ادتال 
4 SR, SŚ udgrāha ادگراه 
1:2 SR ʼd (ādhāra [?]) (cakra)  چکر)(؟) (اد  
3:7 - ’dst [?] gāyana ادست (؟) گاين 
1:9, 
1:10, 
1:11 

SŚ ārcika  رچکآ  

4 - ’rdv [?] اردو 
1:3, 1:9 SR ārohī  روھیآ  
2:2 TH, TMRR āsāvarī اساوری 
3:4 SR, SŚ sphurita *اسپھرت 
4 - ’stt (sthit [?]) (؟) استت  
3:7 SR, SŚ, TH, 

TMRR 
sthāna استھان 

3:2 - sthāna-ālāpa  پÀاستھان ا  
3:7 SR, TH, 

TMRR 
sthānabhraṣṭa gāyana بھرشت استھان

 گاين
3:2 - ʼsthʼnk (sthāna-[?]) (svara) سر(؟)استھانک  
1:3, 4 SR  sthāyī  استھائیاستھايی/  
3:3 SR, SŚ sthāya-bhañjanī بھنجنیاستھايی  
1:2 SR yaśasvinī  اسوان 
1:9 SR, SŚ aśvakrantā اسوکرنتا 
4 SŚ ākār  کارآ  
1:6 SR, SŚ ugrā اگرا  
3, 3:1, 
3:2, 3:3, 
3:7 

SR, SŚ, TH, 
TMRR 

ālāpa پÀآ  

1:9 SR, SŚ ālāptā پتاÀآ 
1:6 SR, SŚ ālāpinī پنیÀآ 
3:4 SR, SŚ ullāsita ستÀا 
1:14 SR, SŚ alaṅkāra or alaṃkāra النکار 
1:2 SR ʼlnyhʼ (alambusā [?]) النيھا 
2:2 - ʼlhyʼ (alhaiya [?]) االھي  
1:1 SR anāhata (nāda) ناد)( اناھت  
1:5 SR anuvādī انبادی 
1:7 SR, SŚ antara انتر 
4 SR, TH antarā انترا 
3:2 - ’ntr’yk-sr (āntarika-[?]) svara (؟)سرانترايک  
5 TH anudruta اندرت 
3:4 SR, SŚ āndolita اندولت 

 
1:3 

SR, SŚ aṁśa انس 

3:5 SR, SŚ, TH anukāra انکار 
2:1 Sr, SŚ āṅga نگآ  
4 - ’m’tlk (?) (؟) اماتلک 
1:9, 
1:10, 2:2 

SR, SŚ auḍuva اودو 
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1:12 SR, SŚ uddiṣṭa اودشت 
3:7 - ’vdhm (?) gāyana اودھم (؟) گاين 
1:3, 1:4, 
1:9, 3:3 

SR avarohī اوروھی 

3:4 SR, SŚ āhata (gamaka) (گمگ) اھت 
1:1 SR āhata (nāda) (ناد) اھت 
2:2 TH ahīra-nāṭa/naṭa اھيرناث 
3:6 - ’yt (?) (؟) ايت  
3:5 SR, SŚ, TH ekala ايکل 
2:2 TH, TMRR aiman ايمن 
2:2 - aiman-vasanta بسنتايمن  
2:2 TH, TMRR aiman-kalyāṇa کليانايمن  
2:2 TH, TMRR aiman-kedārā اکيدارايمن  

    
  B/V ب 

1:2 - vāta دبا  
6 - vādādhyāya بادادھيای 
1:5, 3:2 SR vādī  بادی   
4 TH bāra بار  
1:2 SR vāruṇī بارنی 
2:2 TMRR bāgeśrī باگيسری 
6 TH bānsurī بانسری 
1:5 SR vivādī ببادی 
2:2 TH, TMRR vibhāsa ببھاس 
3:7 - bp’kl (?) gāyana بپاکل (؟) گاين 
3:7 SR, TH, 

TMRR 
vitāla gāyana  گاينبتال  

6 TMRR bitat/vitata بتت 
1:6 SR, SŚ vajrika بجرکا 
1:9 SR, SŚ bchytrʼ (citrā [?]) (؟) بچيترا  
1:5, 2:2 TH varārī/barārī براری 
5 SŚ, TH virāma (druta, laghu)  لگهدرت(برام ،(  
4 SR biruda برد 
4 - brsd (bhraṣṭ?) برسد 
3:5 SR, SŚ, TH vrinda برند 
1:9 SR, SŚ viśālā Àبسا 
2:2 SR, SŚ, TH vasanta بسنت 
1:2 SR viśvodarā بسودھرا 
3:6 SŚ vaśyakaṇṭha دتبسيکھه  
1:7, 1:13 SR, SŚ vikṛta   بکرت  
3:7 SR, SŚ, TH, 

TMRR 
vakrī gāyana گاين بکری  

3:4 SR, SŚ bali/vali بل 
2:2 TH, TMRR bilāvala ولÒب 
2:2 TH, TMRR bilāvalī ولیÒب 
2:2 TH, TMRR baṅgālī بنگالی 
2:1 SR, SŚ bhāṣāṅga بھاکھاانگ 
2:2 TH, TMRR bihāgarā بھاگرا 
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3:5 SR, SŚ, TH bhāvaka بھاوک 
2:2 TH, TMRR bahulī  بھلی 
3:3  bhañjanī بھنجنی    
2:2 TH, TMRR bhopālī بھوپالی 
3:6 - bhvkn (bhūshaṇ [?]) gāyana بھوکن گاين 
4 SR bhoga بھوگ 
1:2 SR vyāna بيان 
3:6 - bydh’ (vṛddhaka [?]) (؟) بيدھا  
2:2 TH, TMRR bhairon/bhairava بھيرون 
2:2 TH, TMRR bhairavī بھيروی 
2:2 TMRR bhimapalāsī سیبھيمÒپ  
6 SŚ, TH, 

TMRR 
bīn/vīṇā بين 

    
  P پ 

4 SR pāṭa پات 
2:2 TH, TMRR paṭamanjarī منجریپت  
3:7 - pdhyn (?) gāyana پدھين گاين 
1:2 SR prāṇa (vāta) (باد) پران  
1:2 SR prʼn (sahasrapatra [?]) (cakra) (؟) (چکر) پران  
4 SR, SŚ, TH, 

TMRR 
prabandha پربندھا/پربند 

4 SR prabandhādhyāya پربندھاادھيای 
3:2 SR, SŚ pratigrahaṇikā گھنکاپرت  
2 :2 TH, TMRR parja/paraja پرجی /پرج  
1:6 SR, SŚ prasāriṇī پرسارنی 
3:7 SR, TH, 

TMRR 
prasārī gāyana پرساری گاين 

5 - prsdh ’th’y (parast aṭhātī [?]) tāla (؟)  پرسده اتھاتی
   تال

5 - prsdh (parast [?]) ektāli tāla (؟) يکتالی  پرسده
  تال

3 - prakīrṇakādhyāy ادھيای پرکيرنک  
1:6 SR, SŚ prīti پريت 
1:2 - puṣṭa dhn (dhun [?]) دھن پشت  
3:4 SR, SŚ plāvita وتÒپ 
5 SŚ; TH pluta پلت 
1:4, 1:6, 
1:7, 1:9, 
1:13 

SR, SŚ pañcama (svara) (سر) پنچم  

2:1, 2:2 TH, TMRR pañcama (rāga) (راگ) پنچم 
1:2 SR piñgalā Òپنگ 
2:2 TH, TMRR pūrvī پوربی 
1:2 SR pvrn (maṇipūraka [?]) (cakra)  چکر)( (؟)پورن  
1:9 SR, SŚ pauravī پوروی 
2:2 TH, TMRR pūrīyā  پوريا 
2:2 TH, TMRR pūriyā-dhanāśrī پوريادھناسری 
2:2 - pūrīyā-kānharā اپورياکانھر  
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1:2 SR pvkhʼ (pūṣā [?])  (؟)پوکھا  
1:2 SR payasvinī پيسونی 

    
  T ت 

1:2 SR, SŚ tāra تار 
52:1, 

3:7, 4, 
SR, SŚ, 
TMRR 

tāla تال 

6  - tāla → ghana گھن  ← تال  
5 - tālādhyāya  ادھيایتال  
1:10, 
1:11, 
1:12, 
3:6, 3:7 

SR, SŚ tāna تان 

6 TH, TMRR tat/tanta تت 
1:7 - tdhvp (tadvat [?]) (؟) تدھوپ  
3:4 SR, SŚ tribhinna *تربھن 
2:2 TH, TMRR triveṇī تربينی 
3:4 SR, SŚ tiripa ترپ 
5 SŚ turaṅgalīla tāla ليل تالترنگ  
2 :2 TMRR tirvana ترون 
4 SR tnb’ʾ (?) (؟) تنباء  
3:7 SR, SŚ, TH, 

TMRR 
tumbakī gāyana تنبکی گاين 

2:2 TH, TMRR ṭanka (?) (؟) تنکی  
2:2 TH, TMRR  toḍī تودی 
1:8, 
1:13, 2:2 

(DHCM),  tīvra تيبر 

1:6 SR, SŚ tīvrā تيبرا 
1:8, 2:2 (DHCM) tīvratara تيبرتر 
1:8, 2:2 (DHCM) tīvratama تيبرتم 
1:4, 1:7, 
2:1, 3:2, 
3:7 

TH, TMRR ṭīp (سر) تيپ  

5 - tyvr’ (tevar [?]) tāla (؟) تيورا تال 
     
  J/Y ج 

3:6 SŚ jitaśrama سرمجت  
6 TMRR jal-taraṅga ترنگجل  
3:5 SR, SŚ, TH yamala جمل 
2:2 - jogiyā  جوگيا 
5 SŚ jhampā tāla جھنپا تال 
4 TMRR jhūmrā جھومرا  
2:2 TH, TMRR jayata جيت  
2:2 TMRR jayataśrī سریجيت  
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  C/K چ 
1:7 SR, SŚ cyuta چت 
5 - chtlgn (citlagan [?]) tāla (؟) لگن تالچت  
1:2  SR cakra چکر 
1:12 - chvn (pūraṇ [?]) (krama)  (کرم) (؟) چون 
2:2 TMRR chāyānaṭa ناتيااچھ  
1:6 SR, SŚ kṣitī چھتی 
4, 5 TMRR chanda چھند 
1:6 SR, SŚ chandovatī چھندووتی 
3:7 - chhndhn (chandha [?]) gāyana  (؟) گاينچھندھن  
1:6 SR, SŚ kṣobhiṇī/ kṣobhinī چھوبنی 
4 - chhvnr’ (?) (؟) چھونمرا 

    
  H ح 

3:7 - ḥb’ry (?) gāyana حباری (؟) گاين 
    
  KH خ 

, 54 TMRR khayāl خيال 
    
  D د 

3:4, 5 SŚ, TH  druta درت 
3:4 TH, TMRR (small) ḍoru/ḍamaru (خرد) دورو  
3:7 - dokhāhahu دوکھاھه 
4 SR, SŚ, TH, 

TMRR 
dhātu and mātu دھات و مات 

3:7, 4, 5 TH, TMRR dhrupada دھرپتدھرپد/  
4, 5 SŚ, TH, 

TMRR 
dhruva دھرو 

6 TMRR duhul/dhul دھل 
1:2 SR dhun/dhvani دھن 
1:2 SR murdhan (?) (؟) دھن  
1:2  dhn (dhun [?]) atisūkṣma (؟)اتسوچھم دھن  
1:2  dhn (dhun [?]) sūkṣma دھن (؟) سوچھم 
2:2 TMRR, TH dhanāśrī دھناسری 
1:2 SR dhanañjaya دھنجيه 
4 TH dhruvā دھوا 
1:4, 1:5, 
1:6, 1:7, 
1:13 

SR, SŚ dhaivata دھيوت 

1:6 SR, SŚ dayāvatī دياوتی 
2:2 TH, TMRR dīpaka ديپک 
2:2 TH, TMRR deśākhya ديساگھی 
2:2 TH, TMRR deśakāra ديسکاری 
2:2 TH, TMRR deśī (rāgiṇī) (راگنی) ديسی  
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4 SR, SŚ, TH deśī (style) يک طريق  ديسی)
 نوع بسته)

1:2 SR devadatta  ديودت 
2:2 TH, TMRR devagirī ديوگری 

    
  R ر 

1:3, 1:5, 
1:6, 1:8, 
1:12, 
1:13, 2, 
2:1, 2:2, 
3, 3:2, 
3:3, 3:6, 
3:7 

SR, SŚ, 
TMRR 

rāga راگ 

2:1 SR, SŚ rāgāṅga راگاانگ 
2 - rāgādhyāya ادھيایراگ  
3:2, 3:3 SR rāgālapti الپتراگ  
2:2 TH, 

(DHCM) 
rāgiṇī راگنی 

2:2 TH, TMRR rāmakalī رامکلی 
6 TMRR rubāb رباب 
1:6 SR raktikā رتکا 
3:2 - rchhk-sr (rakṣaka [?]-svara) سررچھک  
3:5 SR, SŚ, TH rasika رسک 
1:6 SR, SŚ raktā رکتا 
1:4, 1:6, 
1:7, 1:8, 
1:13 

SR, SŚ rṣabha (svara) (سر) رکھب  

1:9 SR, SŚ rṣabhagrāma گرامرکھب  
1:6 SR, SŚ ramyā رميا  
1:6, 1:9 SR, SŚ rañjanī رنجنی  
3:5 SR, SŚ, TH ran͂jaka رنچک 
2:2 - rūp روپ  
3:3 - rūpa-rāga (?) راگ (؟)روپ  
3:3 SR rūpakālāpa روپکÀپا  
3:3 SR, SŚ rūpakālapti الپتروپک  
3:3 SR,SŚ rūpaka-bhañjanī بھنجنیکروپ  
5 TH rūpaka tāla روپک تال 
3:2 - rūpaka-svara سرروپک  
1:6 SR, SŚ raudrī رودری 
1:6  SR, SŚ rohiṇī روھنی 
1:9 - rohiṇī (mūrcchanā) روھنی  

 (مورچھنا)
    
  S س 

1:7 - sʼʼntr (sādhrāṇa [?]/sā antara [?]) (؟) ساانتر  
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4, 5 TH sadara سادرا 
2:2 TH, TMRR sāraṅga سارنگ 
2:2 TH sālanka/sālaṅga (chāyālaga) سالَنک 
1:9, 
1:10, 
1:11 

SŚ sāmikā سانک 

3:7 SR, TH, 
TMRR 

sānunāsika gāyana ناسک گاينسان  

3:6 SŚ sāvadhāna ساودھان 
2:2 TH, TMRR sāvanta ساونت 
1:9, 2:2 SR, SŚ, 

TMRR 
saptaka سپتک 

3:6 - sprd’yk (spardhādāyaka [?]) (؟) سپردايک  
3:5 SR, SŚ, TH śikṣākāra سچھياکار 
1:2, 1:3, 
1:4, 1:5, 
1:6, 1:7, 
1:8, 1:9, 
1:10, 
1:12, 
1:13, 
1:14, 
2:1, 2:2, 
2:3, 3, 
3:2, 3:4, 
3:5, 3:7, 
4 

SR, SŚ, TH, 
TMRR 

svara سر 

1:9, 
1:10, 
1:11 

SŚ svarāntara سراتک 

1 - svarādhyāya سرادھيای 
4 TMRR surāvartanī سراورتنی 
3:6 SR, TMRR śrāvaka سراوک 
1:5, 1:6, 
1:7, 1:8, 
1:9, 3:7 

SR, SŚ, TH, 
TMRR 

śruti سرت 

1:2 SR srst (sarasvatī [?]) سرست 
1:9 SR, SŚ sukhā سرکھا 
6 - surnā سرنای 
2:2 SR, SŚ, 

TMRR 
śrī (rāga) (راگ) سری 

2:2 - śrī-gaurī گوریسری  
1:8, 2:2 SR, SŚ, 

TMRR 
śuddha سده 

2:2 - śuddha-rāga راگسده  
2:2 SR śuddha-svara سرسده  
1:9 SR, SŚ śuddha-ṣaḍjā (mūrcchanā) کھرجاسده 

  (مورچھنا)
1:9 SR, ŚS śuddha-madhyā (mūrcchanā) مدھياسده 
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 (مورچھنا)
2:2 TH, TMRR śuddha-nāṭa/naṭa ناثسده  
1:8, 2:2 (DHCM) sākārī سکاری 
6 TMRR sikhara سکھر 
1:2 SR suṣumṇā سکھمن 
3:6 SŚ sughaṭa سگھت 
2:2 TMRR sugharāyī سگھرائی 

سوگھرائی)(  
3:3 - samālapti آلپتسم  
1:2 SR samāna سمان 
1:5 SR saṁvādī سمبادی 
1:9, 
1:10, 2:2 

SŚ sampūrṇa سمپورن/سنپورن 

5 SŚ, TH sama tāla سم تال 
3:2  - sañcari-sthāna سنچاراستھان 
1:3 SR sañcārī سنچاری 
2:2 TH, TMRR saindhavī سندھوری 
1:6 SR, SŚ sandīpanī/saṃdīpanī سنديپنی 
3:7 SR, SŚ, TH, 

TMRR 
śaṅkita gāyana گاين سنکت  

2:2 TH, TMRR sankarābharana/saṃkarābharaṇa سنکھرابھرن 
1:2 SR śaṅkhinī سنکھينی 
2:2 TH, 

(DHCM) 
saṃkīrṇa سنکيرن 

4 SR, SŚ saṅgīta سنگيت 
    

5 - savārī  سواری 
5 - sūrfākhtah سورفاخته 
2:2 TH soraṭhī سورتھی 
4 TMRR sūrajaprakāśa پرکاسسورج  
3:6 SŚ suśārīra سوساريره 
4 - svl’d (?) د À(؟) سو   
1:2 SR soma (cakra) چکر)( سوم 
1:9 SR, SŚ sumukhī سونکھی 
1:9 SR, SŚ sauvīrī سوويری 
2:2 TH sūhā سوھا 
2:2 - sūhā-adānā سوھاادانا 
2:2 TH, TMRR śyāma  سيام 
3:7 - syrdsht (sayaḍṛṣṭi [?]) gāyana  گاين(؟) سيردشت  

    
  F ف 

5 - furūdast فرودست 
    
  Q ق 

, 54 - qavvālī قوالی 
5 - qavl قول 
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  K/S ک 

2:2 - kāfī-kānharā کانھراکافی  
1:7 SR, SŚ kākalī کاکلی 
3:7 SR, TH kākī gāyana کاکی گاين 
2:2 TH kāmoda-nāṭa/naṭa کامودناث 
2:2 TH, TMRR kāmoda کامود 
2:2 TH kāmodī کامودی   
2:1 - kʼnpʼrnʼʼng (kānpāranāṅga [?]) (؟) پارناانگکان  
2:2 TH, TMRR kānharā کانھرا 
2:2 TH kānharā-nāṭa/naṭa کانھراناث 
3:7 - kp’ny (kuprāṇīya [?]) gāyana کپانی (؟) گاين 
3:7 - krbhh (?) gāyana کربھه گاين 
4 TMRR karkhā کرکھه 
1:2  SR kṛtrima (dhvani/dhun [?]) (دھن) (؟) کرتھم  
1:2 SR kṛkara کرکل 
3:4 SR, SŚ kurula کرل 
2:2 TH, TMRR karnāṭī کرناتی 
1:6 SR, SŚ krodhā کرودھا 
2:1 SR, SŚ kriyāṅga کرياانگ 
1:9 SR, SŚ kalopanatā کلوپنتا 
1:5, 2:2 TMRR kalyāna/kalyāṇa کليان (راگ ،

  )راگنی
2:2 TH kalyāṇa-nāṭa ناثکليان  
3:4 SR, SŚ kampita کمپت  

 
3:7 

SR, SŚ, TH, 
TMRR 

kampita gāyana کمپت گاين 

1:6 SR, SŚ kumudvatī کمودتی 
4 - knth’phrn (kanṭhephiraṇa [?]) (؟) کنتھاپھرن  
3:7 - kvpt (?) gāyana کوپت گاين 
1:10 SR, SŚ kūṭatāna prastāra تان پرستارکوت  
3:7 - kvchp (?) gāyana کوچپ (؟) گاين 
1:2 SR kūrma کورم 
1:8, 1:13 SR, SŚ, 

TMRR 
komala کومل 

2:2 SR, SŚ komalasvara سرکومل  
1:9, 
1:10, 2:2 

SR, SŚ ṣāḍava کھادو 

2:2 TH, TMRR khaṭ/shaṭ کھت 
1:4, 1:6, 
1:7, 1:9, 
1:13, 
3:2, 3:7 

SR, SŚ,  ṣaḍja (svara) (سر) کھرج  

1:9 SR, SŚ ṣaḍjagrāma گرامکھرج  
2:2 TH, TMRR khambāvatī کھنبھاوتی  
1:10, 
1:12 

SR, SŚ khaṇḍameru  کھندمير 

1:2 SR kuhū کھوک 
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1:8 TMRR kedārā (rāga) (راگ) اکيدار  
2:2 TH, TMRR kedārā (rāgiṇī) ا (راگنی)کيدار  
2:2 TH kedārā-nāṭa/naṭa کيداراناث 
3:5 SŚ kyry’nkny (gāyanāgraṇī [?]) کنیکيريان  
1:7 SR, SŚ kaiśika سککی  

    
  G گ 

3:5 SR, SŚ gāyana گاين 
3:4, 5 SŚ, TH guru گر 
1:9 SR, SŚ grāma گرام 
1:3 SR graha گره 
3:6 SŚ graha-mokṣa-bḥchjhn (?) بحچھنموچھهگره  
3:4 SR, SŚ gamaka گمگ 
1:4, 1:6, 
1:7, 1:13 

SR, SŚ gandhāra/gāndhāra (svara) (سر) گندھار  

2:2 SR, SŚ, 
TMRR, 

gandhāra/gāndhārī (rāga) (راگ) (ی)گندھار  

1:9 SR, SŚ gāndhāragrāma گندھارگرام   
1:2 SR gāndhārī (pulse) (نبض) گندھاری  
2:2 TH, TMRR gāndhārī (rāgiṇī) (راگنی) گندھاری  
2:2 TH, TMRR guṇakalī گنکلی 
2:2 TH, TMRR gūjarī گوجری 
2:2 TH, TMRR gaura-sārṅga گورسارنگ 
2:2 TH, TMRR, 

(DHCM) 
gaurī گوری 

2:2 TH, TMRR gauṅḍa َگوند 
1:9, 1:11 SŚ gāthika گھاتک 
6 TMRR ghana گھن 
3:6 - ghndtʾn (?) (؟) گھندتان 
4, 5 SR, SŚ, TH, 

TMRR 
gīta گيت 

4 - gʾy (?) (؟) گئی 
    
  L ل 

3:6 - lptbyhn (lupta [?]) بيھن (؟)لپت  
3:7 - ljt (?) gāyana (؟) گاين لجت  
3:4, 5 SŚ, TH laghu لگه 
2:2 TH, TMRR lalita للت 
3:4 SR, SŚ līna لين 

    
  M م 

3:7 - m’tr’hyn (matrāhīna [?]) gāyana (؟) گاين ماتراھين  
5 SŚ, TH mātrā ماترا  
4 TH māṭhā ماتھا 
1:6 SR, SŚ mārjanī مارجنی 
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4 SR, SŚ, TH mārga مارگ 
1:9 SR, SŚ mārgī مارگی 
2:2 TMRR mārū (rāga) (راگ) مارو 
5 - m’rv (mārū [?]) (gīta) (گيت) مارو 
2:2 - mārū-kedārā ماروکيدارا 
1:5, 2:2 TH, TMRR mālaśrī (راگ) مالسری 
2:2 TH, TMRR mālakauśa مالکوس 
2:2 TH, 

(DHCM) 
mālavī مالوی 

3:7 - mbrhn (?) gāyana  گاين(؟) مبرھن  
2:2 TH mata مت 
1:9 SR, SŚ matsarīkṛta کرتايسرمت  
3:4 SR, SŚ mudrita مدرت 
1:6 SR, SŚ madantī مدنتی 
1:2 SR, SŚ madhya [register] مده 
1:2 - madhyama (dhn [dhvani/dhun ?]) ؟])[ دھن( مدھم  
1:4, 1:5, 
1:6, 1:7, 
1:9, 1:13 

SR, SŚ madhyama (svara) (سر) مدھم  

1:9 SR, SŚ madhyamagrāma گراممدھم  
2:2 TH madhamādha مادهمده  
2:2 TH, TMRR madhumādhvī مادھویمده  
3:4, 4, 6 SŚ, TH, 

TMRR 
mridaṅga/mṛdaṅga مردنگ 

3:4 SR, SŚ miśrita مشرت 
3:7 SŚ, TMRR miśrita gāyana مشرت گاين 
2:2 TH, TMRR malāra رÒم 
1:2 SR manaś (cakra) (چکر) من 
6 TH manjīrā منجيره 
1:6 SR, SŚ mandā امند  
1:2 SR, SŚ, TH mandra (svara [register])  (سر) مندر  
1:9 SR, SŚ mūrcchanā مورچھنا 
1:2 (Eliade) mūlādhāra (cakra) (چکر) مول  
1:12 SR, SŚ mūlakrama کرممول   
2:2 TH Mahādeva (mata)  مت)(مھاديو  
2:2 TH, TMRR megha ميگھه 
4 SR melāpaka پکÒمي 

    
  N ن 

2:2 TH, TMRR nāṭa ناث 
2:2 TH, TMRR nāṭa/naṭa-nārāyana ناراينناث  
2 - nācaṅga-gāyana  (؟) گاين انگناچ  
1:1, 1:2 SR, SŚ nāda ناد 
1:2 SR nāga ناگ 
3:4 SR, SŚ nāmita نامت 
2:2 TH, TMRR nāyakī نايکی 
2:2 (DHCM) naṭa نت 
2:2 TH naṭa-nārāyaṇa نارايننت  
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3:7 TH niḥsāra gāyana نسار گاين 
1:12 SR naṣṭa نشت 
3:3 - nkshs (nakṣatra-[?]) ālāpa پÀنکشث (؟) ا 
1:4, 1:6, 
1:7, 1:13 

SR, SŚ niṣāda نکھاد 

1:9 SR nandā نندا 
6 - nay نی 
1:3 SR, SŚ nyāsa نياس 

    
    
  V و 

2:2 - vysʼkhh (vīsāka [?]) ويساکھه 
    
  H ه 

1:2 SR hrdy (anāhata [? ) (cakra) (؟) (چکر) ھردی   
1:9 SR, SŚ hṛṣyakā ھرشيکا   
1:9 SR, SŚ hariṇāśvā ھرناشوا 
1:2 SR hastijihvā جدواھست  
3:4 SR, SŚ humphita ھمپھت  
2:2 TMRR hamīra ھمير 
2:2 TH, TMRR hamīra-nāṭa/naṭa ھميرناث 
2:2 TH, TMRR hinḍola ھندول 
2:2 TH Hanumanta (mata) (مت) ھنونت 
4, 5 - hvly (holī [?])  ھولی 
2:2 TMRR hīr-nāṭa/naṭa ھيرناث 

    
  E ی 

5 SŚ ektāli tāla يکتالی تال 
    

      
          
          
             
        
          
         
          

  

             


























































































































































































































